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SOMMAR IO
Durante gli scorsi decenni, lo studio e l’analisi sistematica della di-
namica dei fiumi meandriformi ha interessato principalmente il filone
teorico-analitico. Lo sviluppo di questi modelli ha consentito di defini-
re le condizioni di equilibrio, di stabilità e di evoluzione dei meandri,
nonchè di studiare l’interazione tra forme planimetriche o tra forme
planimetriche ed altimetriche. Negli anni più recenti s’è andata altresì
sviluppando una nuova branca della morfodinamica fluviale: quella
dell’analisi satellitare, che da una fase embrionale si è rapidamente
espansa contestualmente al rapido aumento delle risorse computazio-
nali e satellitari. L’analisi satellitare è ormai utilizzata in numerosi
campi della geofisica e questo ha fatto sì che gli ultimi anni si svilup-
passero algoritmi per gli obiettivi più svariati; nel campo della morfon-
dimamica dei fiumi meandriformi, tuttavia, l’analisi satellitare rimane
per lo più circoscritta ad analisi specifiche. In particolare, la mancanza
di algoritmi sofisticati per l’analisi estensiva della moltitudine di infor-
mazioni contenute nei dati satellitari oggi disponibili ha impedito di
cercare nell’analisi satellitare un riscontro puntuale e sistematico dei
modelli matematici che ne definisca il grado di applicabilità in conte-
sti reali di fiumi naturali; a questa difficoltà contribuiscono anche le
inevitabili ipotesi semplificative adottate nei modelli matematici.
In questo lavoro di tesi si fornisce una metodologia per l’estrazione
automatica di grandi quantità di informazioni morfodinamiche da da-
ti satellitari multitemporali e multispettrali, codificata nel software Py-
RIS. Parallelamente, viene sviluppato un modello analitico completo
per lo studio dell’evoluzione a lungo termine di fiumi meandriformi
a carattere periodico, che tiene conto di variazioni spazio-temporali di
curvatura, larghezza e pendenza. Una prima componente del model-
lo comprende l’evoluzione di larghezza e pendenza medie del canale
sulla base di una nuova formulazione della conservazione del flusso
di sedimenti a scala di tratto. Una seconda componente implementa
invece una un modello evolutivo nonlineare per meandri periodici con
larghezza variabile nello spazio e nel tempo, in cui viene tenuto conto
delle interazioni nonlineari a livello del campo di moto e del trasporto
solido attraverso uno schema perturbativo a due parametri.
Lo studio di una gran quantità di fiumi meandriformi liberi me-
diante il software PyRIS consente di ottenere una consistente quantità
di osservazioni sull’evoluzione spaziale e temporale della larghezza e
della curvatura del canale, con inediti livelli di dettaglio. Il modello
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inoltre mostra come la larghezza e la pendenza a scala di meandro va-
dano invariabilmente riducendosi durante l’evoluzione planimetrica,
e come l’auto-aggiustamento della geometria in condizioni bankfull sia
controllato dal rapporto tra le scale temporali della piana e del fondo,
rapporto di cui viene fornita una quantificazione per i fiumi meandri-
formi naturali analizzati. Il modello perturbativo nonlineare prevede
invece che la coevoluzione di curvatura e larghezza si sviluppi nella
forma di un ciclo d’isteresi nel tempo; inoltre, esso mostra chiaramen-
te come la larghezza della piana si riduca drasticamente quando le
condizioni di risonanza dei meandri sono superate. L’approccio mo-
dellistico prevede infine la formazione di meandri con canale più largo
all’apice della curva (wider-at-bends) quando il meccanismo di bank pull
domina il processo evolutivo, mentre quando è il meccanismo di bar
push a controllare l’evoluzione i meandri sono più larghi all’inflessione
(wider-at-inflections).
L’integrazione tra modellazione matematica e analisi satellitare mul-
titemporale viene proposta in termini statistici; l’analisi statistica a
scala di curva dell’evoluzione di parametri descrittivi della planime-
tria, quali la larghezza, le sue oscillazioni e la curvatura di grandi
fiumi meandriformi, trovano buon riscontro nel modello matematico
proposto.
Infine, l’integrazione tra modellazione analitica e indagine satellita-
re consente di individuare i processi chiave che regolano l’interazione
tra forme altimetriche libere e forme plano-altimetriche forzate nei
fiumi meandriformi: le barre migranti (libere) di sedimenti, nei fiumi
a carattere meandriforme, risultano formarsi solo qualora sussistano
particolari condizioni, legate principalmente all’entità dell’apporto so-
lido del bacino, contrariamente all’idea diffusa che i fiumi meandrifor-
mi diano origine a forme altimetriche migranti solo quando il valore
della loro curvatura sia mediamente basso.
ABSTRACT
During the past decades, the systematic investigation of the mor-
phodynamics of meandering rivers mostly involved the theoretical-
analytical methodology. The development of analytical models en-
abled the definition of equilibrium conditions, stability and evolution
of river meanders and to investigate the interaction between plan-
form and bedform processes and mechanisms. In recent years the
new branch of remote sensing applied to river morphodynamics has
been constantly developing simultaneously to the rapid increase of
computational and satellite resources. The remote sensing analysis
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is nowadays employed in a wide range fields in geophysics; for this
reason, the past years have seen the prolific development of numer-
ous algorithms for remote sensing analysis. However, remote sens-
ing of meandering river morphodynamics has not been consistently
integrated with morphodynamic modelling so far. There is a lack
of sophisticated algorithms for the extraction of extensive morphody-
namic information from the available remotely sensed data; this gap
prevented researchers from seeking systematic validation of analytical
models to define their range of applicability, and to exploit their po-
tential for improved insight on observations in real world meandering
rivers. The evolutionary dynamics of the channel width, at local and
bend scale, as well as the dynamics of bars in meandering rivers repre-
sent two major unsettled issues in our present understanding of river
meandering dynamics.
In this thesis I first provide a systematic methodology for the au-
tomated extraction of meandering river morphodynamic information
from multitemporal, multispectral remotely sensed data, coded in the
PyRIS software. Moreover, I develop an analytical model to investigate
the long-term planform evolution of periodic sequences of meander
bends incorporating spatio-temporal variations of channel curvature,
width and slope. A first model component predicts the temporal evo-
lution of the channel width and slope based on a novel treatment of
the sediment continuity at the reach scale. A second model compo-
nent is a fully analytical, evolutionary model of periodic meanders
with spatially and temporally oscillating width accounting for non-
linear feedbacks in flow and sediment transport by means of a two-
parameters perturbation approach.
Application of the PyRIS software to several long reaches of free-
flowing meandering rivers allows me to develop a consistent set of
observations on the temporal and spatial evolution of channel width
and curvature with unprecedented level of detail. Furthermore, model
outcomes indicate that meander-averaged width and slope invariably
decrease during meander development, and that the temporal adjust-
ment of the hydraulic geometry is controlled by the ratio between
the evolutionary timescales of planform and riverbed, quantified from
the analyzed meandering rivers dataset. The nonlinear perturbation
model indicates that width and curvature co-evolve according to a hys-
teretic behavior in time and predicts that the meander belt width dra-
matically decreases when the meander resonance threshold is crossed.
The modelling approach predicts wider-at-bend meanders when the
bank pull is dominant with respect to bar push, which in turn pro-
motes meander bends that are wider at inflections.
Analytical modeling and remote sensing analysis are mostly inte-
grated through a statistical approach; bend-scale evolutionary analysis
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of planform descriptors such as channel width, width oscillations and
curvature in large pristine meandering rivers exhibit good agreement
with the outcomes of the proposed analytical models.
Finally, the integration between analytical modeling and remote
sensing analysis allows me to identify the key processes controlling
the interaction between migrating sediment bars and planform-driven
steady point bars. The conditions for the formation of migrating bars
in meandering rivers are mostly related to the production of sediment
supply by the basin, contrarily to the widespread idea that meander-
ing rivers exhibiting migrating bars typically display lower values of
the channel curvature.
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Part I
INTRODUCT ION

1 GENERAL INTRODUCT ION
In this chapter I introduce meandering rivers and their main char-
acteristics. On this basis I further introduce the class of transitional
river patterns, herein intended as the wide river class spanning be-
tween the morphological and morphodynamic characteristics of me-
andering rivers and those of braiding rivers, with particular emphasis
on the coexistence of channel curvature and channel width variations.
A particular class of rivers, that I herein deliberately include in the
class of transitional river patterns, is presented: a class of meandering
rivers where alternate migrating bars coexist with the sinuous, curvi-
linear structure of the channel axis. I then provide a general picture
on the state of the art in the field of meandering and transitional river
morphodynamics, which is the main subject of this thesis, specifically
through the approaches of analytical morphodynamic modeling and
remote sensing applications. The chapter ends with the identification
of few research questions arising from this brief introduction.
1.1 meandering rivers
Meandering rivers are beautiful, single-thread, alluvial riverine sys-
tems in which the centerline of the channel exhibits a curvilinear
structure while flowing from upstream to downstream. River mean-
ders carve their shape into the floodplain by alternating processes of
bank erosion and deposition respectively at the inner and at the outer
banks.
The curvilinear character of the channel axis drives the water flow
towards the outer bank, resulting in a higher flow velocity close to
the bank toe, capable to remove bank material under flood conditions
and eventually leading to bank collapse, which results in an outward
lateral shift of the meander bend (Hooke, 1979; Nanson and Hickin,
1983; Howard, 1992; Mosselman, 1992, 1998; Hooke and Yorke, 2010;
Eke et al., 2014b). In addition, the channel curvature forces secondary
helical flow circulations on the cross-sectional plane (orthogonal to
the main flow direction) which are structured in such a way that the
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bed material sediments are dragged towards the inner bank where the
so-called point bars (figure 1.1) are formed, whereas towards the outer
bank the maximum of erosion occurs (figure 1.1, see Einstein 1926;
Rozowski 1957; de Vriend 1977; Kalkwijk and de Vriend 1980; Lane
1998; Zolezzi and Seminara 2001a).
Figure 1.1: Sediment point bar at the
inner bank of a meander
bend (Red River, Texas).
The interest of the scientific
community in meandering river
morphodynamics has been con-
stantly increasing in the twenti-
eth century also due to its grow-
ing range of applicability, from
oil discovery (Henriquez et al.,
1990; Swanson, 1993; Sun et al.,
1996), to stream restoration (Kon-
dolf, 2006), agricultural manage-
ment (Graf, 2008) just to name a
few. Meanders are found in ex-
traterrestrial environments such
as on the “red planet” (Moore et
al., 2003; Matsubara et al., 2015).
Furthermore, the constantly increasing focus in river restoration
highlights important implications such as the re-qualification of ecosys-
tem services connected to natural rivers, the floods-related civil protec-
tion and management of sediment budgets and poses the need for bet-
ter understanding of this often occurring river class.. Moreover, being
many large rivers defining borders between countries and being some
of them very active, understanding their dynamics has also geopolit-
ical consequences. The management of riverine environments, espe-
cially those heavily impacted by anthropic pressure and hydropower
plants, requires an in-depth comprehension of the theoretical basis
and reliable predictive monitoring, together with management instru-
ments and modern methodologies for extracting and analysing field
and remotely sensed data.
The second half of the past century has seen the development of a
fortunate and prolific tradition in analytical meander morphodynam-
ics: a number of scientists implemented the linear and nonlinear (Stu-
art, 1971) stability analysis in the field of meandering river morpho-
dynamics and the concept of meander instability took place: mean-
ders are a consequence of an instability process, in which an initially
straight channel whose straightness is slightly perturbed may become
unstable, under certain conditions, and the perturbation grows up to
an indefinite sequence of meander bends, including compound loops
and complex shapes. Blondeaux and Seminara, 1985 developed a uni-
fied morphodynamic theory for river meander formation: their work
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showed that the formation of meandering rivers is subject to a wave-
length (or wavenumber) selection process; only perturbations having
long enough wavelengths would become unstable and give rise to a
meandering planform. Instability was shown to possess a mostly con-
vective nature by Lanzoni and Seminara, 2006, leading to the fact that
the instability only travels in one direction: if the stability occurs, it
will mainly affect the channel in the downstream direction (see fig-
ure 1.2). Zolezzi and Seminara, 2001a provided a general mathemati-
cal formulation of the morphodynamic problem in meandering rivers
with arbitrary curvature distributions and proved the existence of two
distinct regimes of morphodynamic influence: in this case the influ-
ence is referred to the in-channel propagation of morphodynamic in-
formation, mainly carried through river bars. The morphodynamic
influence, however, has implications also on the planform shape of
meandering rivers, according to the planform development model pro-
posed by Seminara et al., 2001.
Figure 1.2: Temporal evolution of a meandering planform with convective in-
stability (from Lanzoni and Seminara 2006).
On the other hand, the increasing availability of remotely sensed
data and related analytical techniques pushed another branch of re-
searchers in river morphodynamics to promote the study of meander-
ing rivers from a remote sensing perspective. Applications of remote
sensing to meandering river morphodynamics have spanned from the
study of the effects of cutoffs Schwenk and Foufoula-Georgiou, 2015,
to the analysis of floodplain heterogeneity (Schwendel et al., 2015),
to the development of software and algorithms that, one step after
another, contributed to an increasing level of automation of the elab-
oration of remotely sensed data, in order to increase the capability of
scientists to access morphodynamic data.
1.2 towards transitional river patterns
Natural rivers exhibit a continuum of patterns roughly spanning
between the classes meandering rivers and braiding rivers (figure 1.3).
The regularity of meandering rivers, despite the range of shapes and
loops they exhibit, is probably reason why they are among the most
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widely studied natural systems on earth. The complexity of the re-
maining part of the morphological spectrum of natural river patterns
complicates the systematic study of those rivers and in some cases
makes it nearly impossible. However, transitional rivers are very com-
mon in nature.
(a) Meanders of the river Jurua,
Brazilian Amazon (photo cred-
its: Crear Amazonìa, http:
//moralesa-crearedspa-2015.
blogspot.it/2015/08/).
(b) The River Waimakariri, New
Zealand, is an example of
braided river (photo cred-
its: Chris Below, Geography
401, Professor Harry Jolt,
https://people.uwec.edu/
jolhm/NZ/Below/Home.html).
Figure 1.3: Example of meandering and braiding streams.
Several classifications were proposed over the years in order to orga-
nize rivers in classes (Leopold and Wolman 1957; Brice 1982; Gurnell
et al. 2009, see also figure 3.4). Even though this subdivision signifi-
cantly contributed to the overall knowledge of natural river systems,
a large gap still persists in the quantitative knowledge related to the
class of transitional river patterns, i.e. meandering rivers in which
some characteristic features occur, typical of braiding or anabranching
rivers, including mid-channel bars, islands, anabranching structures,
secondary channels (see figure 1.5) or migrating bars. They can be
found either as standalone river reaches or in the transition between
high energy braided rivers flowing down steep glacial valleys and
their downstream meandering counterpart wandering through the al-
luvial floodplain.
In this thesis I will focus the attention on two specific types of tran-
sitional river patterns: (i) meandering rivers displaying spatial oscil-
lations of the channel width and (ii) meandering rivers exhibiting mi-
grating sediment bars.
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1.2.1 Meandering rivers with variable width
Figure 1.4: Brice’s modified
classification for
single thread
streams, after La-
gasse et al., 2004
(from Brice 1982).
Meandering rivers with width oscil-
lations exhibit interesting characteris-
tics, and they are sometimes more ac-
tive and movable from a morphological
point of view than their regular mean-
dering counterparts, either in terms of
planform dynamics (Brice, 1975, 1982;
Hooke, 2007; Hooke and Yorke, 2010) or
in terms of bedform dynamics (Hooke,
1986; Luchi et al., 2010a; Hooke and
Yorke, 2011). Some large examples
of these active transitional reaches are
the Rio Beni (Bolivian Amazon, see
e.g. Gautier et al. 2007, 2010; Schwen-
del et al. 2015; Constantine et al. 2014,
figure 1.7) and the Rio Ucayali (Peru-
vian Amazon, see Lamotte 1990; Con-
stantine et al. 2014; Puhakka et al. 1992,
figure 1.8). The latter is a particularly
interesting example of highly dynam-
ics transitional river: its bends have
been interacting with the city of Pu-
callpa (Abizaid, 2010) due to massive
cutoffs that occurred upstream, forcing
a significant movement of the down-
stream bends towards the city and causing significant erosional issues
to the city itself (Ettmer and Alvarado-Ancieta 2010; Schwenk and
Foufoula-Georgiou 2015; Schwenk et al. 2016).
The gap in understanding the physical processes taking place in
meandering rivers with width oscillations is both theoretical and prac-
tical. As a consequence of the strongly nonlinear dynamics involved,
such as the occurrence of emerging topography, chute cutoffs and lo-
cal channel widening/narrowing, the mathematical modeling of such
river patterns is much more complex than that of regular meanders.
1.2.2 Meandering rivers with alternate migrating bars
In this thesis I deliberately choose to include into the transitional
river class a particular class of meandering rivers which exhibits alter-
nate migrating bars (figure 1.6b). This particular type of meandering
rivers exhibit some features that make it slightly different with respect
to the classical meandering rivers; these rivers typically display low
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sinuosities and low to no planform activity, although their bedform
configuration has a high rate of change due to the downstream migra-
tion of bedforms. In this particular class of transitional meandering
rivers the alternate migrating bars are in morphodynamic competition
with the steady point bars related to meandering patterns (Tubino and
Seminara, 1990). Laboratory experiments (Kinoshita and Miwa, 1974)
and nonlinear stability analysis (Seminara and Tubino, 1989; Tubino
and Seminara, 1990) suggest that there is a threshold (depending on
flow field and sediment transport parameters) of channel curvature
above which alternate migrating bars no longer form.
Figure 1.5: Sacramento River, Cal-
ifornia, is an example
of meandering river
width width variations
(photo credits: Digital-
Globe, Google Maps).
In fact, river bedforms are mor-
phological expressions of the in-
teraction between flow of water
and transported sediments in rivers.
They play a key role for different
river uses, including flood protec-
tion, navigation, as well as support
a variety of fluvial and riparian habi-
tats and mediate bio-geochemical
processes that control water qual-
ity through surface-subsurface wa-
ter exchanges (Harvey et al., 1996;
Malard et al., 2002), overall repre-
senting a fundamental component
of the instream fluvial dynamics.
River bedforms having size that
scale with the width of the chan-
nel are known as bars, and have
been studied extensively since more
than five decades (Hansen, 1967; Callander, 1969; Engelund and
Skovoaard, 1973; Parker, 1976; Fredsøe, 1978; Colombini et al., 1987;
Tubino and Seminara, 1990; Schielen et al., 1993; Crosato and Mossel-
man, 2009; Siviglia et al., 2013; Adami et al., 2016) through comple-
mentary approaches–field and experimental observations, morphody-
namic theories and numerical models. However, our present knowl-
edge of the morphological dynamics of bars mainly comes from exper-
imental (Kinoshita and Miwa, 1974; Jaeggi, 1984; Whiting and Dietrich,
1993; Crosato et al., 2012) and theoretical approaches with related field
observations still limited to few channelised, regulated streams, and a
huge knowledge gap for self-formed, near-natural meandering rivers
under semi-pristine conditions.
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(a) Rhine River, Switzerland
(photo credits: DigitalGlobe,
Google Maps).
(b) Xingu River, Brazil (photo
credits: DigitalGlobe, Google
Maps).
Figure 1.6: Alternate migrating bars in artificially straightened (a) and natural
meandering (b) rivers.
Single-thread rivers host two different types of fluvial bars, con-
trolled by different physical mechanisms. Point bars occur in river
bends in the form of sedimentary deposits attached to the convex
banks (inner banks) associated with scour pools on the opposite con-
cave bank. Formation of point bars originates from curved streamlines
forced by channel curvature, causing helical flows that shift sediments
from the outer to the inner side of a bend. Such process is reinforced
by asymmetric shoaling of high-momentum fluid towards the outer
bank, which further increases the shear stress in scoured regions, thus
selectively enhancing fluvial erosion by removal of sediments fallen
from scoured banks at the bank toe. Point bars are therefore highly
associated with meander planform development, which they closely
follow and force by keeping attached at the evolving convex banks
through time. Alternate bars have apparently similar shapes, but re-
sult from a different physical origin. Their regular sequence of stream-
wise alternating scours and deposits alternating at opposite banks has
been theoretically interpreted in the form of bed topography waves,
which develop because of an intrinsic physical instability of the inter-
action between the water flow and the movable sediment of the river
bed (Colombini et al., 1987; Schielen et al., 1993). Differently from
point bars, alternate bars can move downstream, shifting their posi-
tion relative to the planform.
Migrating alternate bars have been mostly observed in artificially
embanked, nearly straightened reaches of regulated gravel-bed rivers,
especially after major morphological regulation of large rivers, mostly
turned into single-threads in industrialised countries (Engels 1914;
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Werth 2014; Adami et al. 2016, figure 1.6a). Morphodynamic theories
indicate that migrating alternate bars can also occur in curved river
channels, co-existing or even suppressing the topographic expressions
of point bars, though critical maximum curvatures exist that eventu-
ally inhibit the instability process responsible for their occurrence.
The appearance of alternate bars in newly embanked river chan-
nels at the crossing between the XIX and XX centuries was somehow
unexpected and unfavourable to several societal purposes, like river
navigation or protection of built structures. Promoting river channel
bends to suppress alternate bars development and migration became
part of common technical knowledge at the basis of river engineering
(e.g. Jansen et al. 1994, p.340), to promote morphologically stable river
conditions. At a scientific level, a debate arose whether alternate bars
could explain the origin of meandering, further discarded in the mid
1980s.
However, still a clear gap remains because observations on the ac-
tual long-term dynamics of alternate and point bars in real river sys-
tems are still rare, which strongly limits our basic understanding of
fundamental fluvial processes. The predicted occurrence of alternate
bars in meandering or sinuous channels, also observed in laboratory
experiments (Kinoshita and Miwa, 1974; Whiting and Dietrich, 1993),
lacks supporting analysis from the real world.
So it is still poorly known whether self-formed single thread rivers
may actually develop migrating bars and, most of all, which are the
controls on such dynamics.
In this thesis I also document on the systematic occurrence of mi-
grating alternate bars in mid-size to large freely meandering rivers
and analyse them comparatively to other freely meandering rivers in
the same physiographic region where bar migration does not occur at
all.
1.3 state of the art
In the past years, a wide network of researchers focused the atten-
tion on the quantitative investigation of meandering rivers.
The pioneering work of Leopold and Wolman 1957, 1960; Langbein
and Leopold 1966 set the basis for meandering river morphodynamics
as systematic discipline, making use of quantitative field observation
in order to infer general properties and characteristics of such kind of
river systems. These works helped understanding why some rivers
tend to become meandering, explaining such tendency in terms of the
principle of minimum work: Leopold and Wolman 1960 introduced
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the concept of sine-generated curve as a description of the channel
axis of meanders, showing that such a curve is the curve that min-
imises the total work in bending. Analogously, such a curve mini-
mizes the changes in direction (Theory of Minimum Variance, Langbein
and Leopold 1966).
Though stability theories of river meanders were introduced by the
early works of Hansen, 1967; Callander, 1969; Fredsøe, 1978 when
meandering rivers were erroneously thought to be driven by alter-
nate migrating bars (bar theory), the systematic approach to meander-
ing river morphodynamics had a fundamental turning point since the
bend theory was introduced by Partheniades and Paaswell, 1970. The
definition of a flow field-based threshold for bank erosion/deposition
associated to the excess velocity (or Shields stress, or depth) between
the two banks allowed to define the planimetric configurations that
were actually able to develop meanders rather than to suppress them.
Johannesson and Parker, 1989 and Blondeaux and Seminara, 1985
applied perturbation methods to the flow and sediment transport in
periodic meander bends and identified the instability of meandering
rivers where the excess stress locates at the outer bank of the chan-
nel, showing that a wavenumber selection controls the phenomenon:
only long meander bends are able to remove floodplain material from
the outer bank, and therefore force the outwards migration of the
bend itself. Under the hypothesis underlying this model, the inner
bank advances at the exact same rate as the outer one retreats due
to sediment deposition. Furthermore, Blondeaux and Seminara, 1985
showed that bend amplification is related to a resonance mechanism
acting on steady bars associated with the river planform.
The theoretical understanding on the evolutionary dynamics of me-
andering rivers has strongly increased after Zolezzi and Seminara,
2001a and Seminara et al., 2001, who introduced an integro-differential
equation for the evolution of the channel curvature along meander-
ing rivers. In this model, although the solution for flow and sedi-
ment transport is linear, geometrical nonlinearities are accounted for.
Indeed Seminara et al., 2001 demonstrated that in order to model
the planform development of river meanders, high order solutions
of the hydro-morphodynamics were not required, whereas geomet-
rical nonlinearities were a key ingredient for morphodynamic mod-
els. Through its application, two distinct behaviours arose depending
on the width-to-depth ratio of the channel. The so-called resonant
width-to-depth ratio (Blondeaux and Seminara, 1985), corresponding
to the frequency of resonance of the linear system, was showed to be a
threshold, above which the morphodynamic influence is able to prop-
agate upstream, while in the sub-resonant case solely downstream
influence occurs (Zolezzi and Seminara, 2001a). Resonance has effects
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on the shape of river meanders, as sub-resonant meanders are gener-
ally upstream-skewed, whereas super-resonant ones are downstream-
skewed.
The planform development model has received field validation over
the years; e.g. Pizzuto and Meckelnburg, 1989 verified in the field the
proportionality between bank retreat and advance to the excess near-
bank velocity, as it first hypothesized by Ikeda et al., 1981. Further-
more, Luchi et al., 2007 have applied the bend theory to observed
changes in a weakly meandering reach connected to a braided net-
work in the Alps and showed that the theory is reliable for predicting
the characteristic spatial scales of meander bends.
The challenge of width oscillations along meandering rivers is in-
troduced for the first time in a review paper by Seminara, 2006. This
breakthrough came from empirical observations showing that the width
of meandering rivers usually exhibits an oscillation which is corre-
lated with channel curvature (Solari and Seminara, 2005; Seminara,
2006; Luchi et al., 2010b; Zolezzi et al., 2012b). Nonlinearity of sedi-
ment transport implies that the sediment transport capacity per unit
width oscillates along river meanders as a function of the bed topog-
raphy. Hence, in order for sediment transport to be conserved, the
width must (passively) vary according to the bed topography (Solari
and Seminara, 2005; Luchi et al., 2012); this is, however, just one of the
mechanisms associated with width oscillations in meandering rivers.
From the empirical point of view, many meandering rivers show a
consistent longitudinal oscillation of their width (Brice, 1982; Luchi
et al., 2010a; Eke et al., 2014a). Width maxima may be located either at
the bend apex, or at meander inflection, or between the two. The first
case is that of meandering rivers so-called “wider-at-bends”,which
have been shown to be among the most morphologically active types
of meanders (Brice, 1982). The fact that meandering rivers whose
width undergoes relevant oscillations are the most dynamic is en-
forced by a more recent paper by Constantine et al., 2014, who in-
vestigated several rivers within the Amazon basin in South America.
Their work highlights that rivers flowing down the Andine region, and
thus carrying huge amounts of sediments, are generally the ones dis-
playing the highest migration rates, while supply-limited rivers are
generally less dynamical. A closer look to those rivers shows that
rivers with high sediment loads are those showing significant oscilla-
tions of their width and exhibit large point bars and mid-channel bars.
Conversely, the ones with the lowest sediment supply are those more
prone to form alternate migrating bars, as illustrated later within this
thesis.
Meandering rivers whose width undergoes significant oscillations
usually exhibit some characteristics of braided rivers, such as the for-
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mation of emerging mid-channel bars and islands, which in turn af-
fect strongly nonlinear mechanisms such as those of chute cut-offs.
The stability of these transitional meanders, in which the width oscil-
lates according to the curvature distribution, has been shown to be
slightly different from that of the classical ones, depending on the
phase lag between width maximum (Luchi et al., 2011) and bend apex.
Luchi et al., 2010b observed that mid-channel bars are formed both
by the oscillation of the curvature, which has a nonlinear forcing func-
tion on the bed topography able to form mid-channel bars, and by a
pre-existing oscillation of the channel width. Still remains open the
following question: what drives channel width oscillations? The lin-
ear stability of width oscillations in straight reaches was investigated
by means of a perturbation approach by Repetto et al., 2002. They
showed that width oscillations are always stable if no external drivers
come into play, which means that the perturbation solution for the
flow field associated with a width oscillation will always suppress that
oscillation, for the length scales typical of meandering rivers. There-
fore, the curvature appears to be one of the forcing functions of width
variations, and thus of mid-channel bars; in theis case the width os-
cillation is called “autogenic”. On the other hand, width oscillations
could be forced by different rates of bank shift: the retreating bank
might move faster than the advancing one ot vice versa; in this case the
width oscillations are called “allogenic”.
Only in very recent years have width variations and curvature been
coupled and applied to evolutionary models, in the context of a re-
newed interest by the scientific community in developing new and
physically based models for river bank erosion (e.g., Lauer and Parker
2008; Eke et al. 2014b). Parker et al., 2011 proposed a new framework
for bank erosion modelling, Eke et al., 2014a analyzed the context in
which an initially straight river reach, with constant width, evolves
as a sequence of periodic meander bends in which the banks are free
to evolve on their own. Although the treatment of bank deposition
processes is simplified, their analysis shows that during the planform
evolution of the river reach the width undergoes periodic oscillations
correlated with the curvature. Even though they employ a simplified
numerical model, hence not separating the individual physical pro-
cesses (autogenic and allogenic), their work shows that spatial width
variations in natural meandering rivers occur as a consequence of dif-
ferent lateral migration rates of the eroding and accreting bank and
also as a consequence of the flow field and sediment transport mod-
ification induced by the curvature. It appears that the two different
processes occur simultaneously, interacting with one another. The first
one depends upon a parameter that accounts for a different rate of lat-
eral shift of the two banks depending on whether they are eroding or
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accreting, which seems to force overwidening (overnarrowing) close
to the bend apex when the erosion/deposition ratio is positive (neg-
ative). The second one seems to occur also when erosion and depo-
sition rates are equal, as overwidening tends to be produced farther
away from the bend apex.
Figure 1.7: The Rio Beni (Bolivian
Amazon) can be consid-
ered as one of the largest
and most movable wider-
at-bends meandering rivers.
Image (2003, false color)
from landsat.usgs.gov.
However, it is not clear whether
these two individual physical
processes occur simultaneously
and to what extent they inter-
act with one another. For these
reasons, a nonlinear analytical
model would be of interest, and
specifically a model able to ac-
count for interactions between
width and sinuosity by sepa-
rating individual physical pro-
cesses, applied to the planform
development model of Seminara
et al., 2001.
The proposed approach would
be limited to the analysis of the
interaction between processes in
a simplified scenario. Analyti-
cal modeling is typically based
on simplifying assumptions that
require conceptualizations of the
problem that do not foresee highly complex geometries such as chan-
nel with the presence of islands (Latrubesse et al., 2005; Gurnell et
al., 2009), secondary channels (e.g. Abad et al., 2013) and chute cut-
offs (Constantine et al., 2009; Grenfell et al., 2012, 2014). Hence, the
analysis of nonlinear interactions in river morphodynamics over com-
plex domains requires the use of numerical models.
Numerical models are an important tool in modeling complex river
systems. Accurate algorithms have been developed in the past years in
order to account for important features of meandering rivers, such as
channel curvature (Begnudelli et al., 2010) and secondary flows (Lane,
1998; Abad et al., 2008; Nicholas et al., 2013). Moreover, as a con-
sequence of the general improvement of computing resources, very
efficient algorithms have been developed in order to run long term
simulations on supercomputers (de la Asunción et al., 2012). Nu-
merical modeling has allowed in recent years to model meandering
rivers with variable width (Asahi et al., 2013), braiding and transi-
tional rivers (Nicholas et al., 2013; Nicholas, 2013b,a). In particular,
Nicholas et al., 2013; Nicholas, 2013a proposed a thorough modelling
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framework able to reproduce both braiding and meandering charac-
teristics, and hence put a milestone for the simulation of transitional
river patterns. However, although numerical modeling allows for the
treatment of very complex scenarios, it does not allow to study the
key processes and mechanisms individually. On the other hand, the
systematic application of numerical models require accurate and de-
tailed bed topography and channel structure data. The understanding
of river processes and the validation of analytical and numerical mod-
els necessarily runs through the accurate and systematic analysis of
such data, which has led to the development of methods and algo-
rithms for the detection of high resolution data from satellite images
and LiDAR data (Kinzel et al., 2013; Legleiter and Roberts, 2009).
Figure 1.8: Rio Ucayali close
to Pucallpa city
(Perù) in 2001
(false color).
False color image
from landsat.
usgs.gov.
Another important branch of mor-
phodynamic research is making its own
way into the analysis of satellite mul-
tispectral images; from the develop-
ment of a number of indexes able to
identify vegetation (e.g. Carlson and
Riziley, 1997) and water (Gao, 1996; Xu,
2006; Feyisa et al., 2014), to bathime-
try mapping and water depth retrieval
(e.g.Legleiter et al., 2004; Legleiter and
Roberts, 2009). In particular, bathi-
metric mapping could be regarded as
a very powerful monitoring tool, but
it has many limitations as it is not
very reliable for water depths up to
some meters (Legleiter and Roberts,
2009). This last consideration leads to
an heisembergian uncertainty in mon-
itoring rivers from satellite images: I
want to study the movement of mean-
dering and transitional rivers, and on
one hand I need large rivers, for which
I also have the field data for calibration
(e.g. Gautier et al. 2010; Trigg et al. 2012), because the spatial reso-
lution of freely available satellite images is currently quite low. On
the other hand such rivers are not shallow and, according to Constan-
tine et al., 2014, they typically carry huge suspended sediment loads,
which makes almost impossible for light radiation to penetrate the
water and hence their depth is not predictable.
Even though we are not able to reliably map the bathimetry of such
large meandering rivers, yet we are able to investigate their planimet-
ric development. Systematic improvements in satellite geosciences are
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preparing the ground for the analysis of larger and larger datasets,
that will require some kind of automated procedure; in particular, an
automatic procedure able to detect the main river planform in terms
of its channel centerline and local channel width is the first step for
a systematic analysis of channel dynamics in meandering and tran-
sitional rivers. Such a procedure shall involve thresholding and seg-
mentation algorithms (e.g. Otsu, 1979) based on ndvi (Normalized
Difference Vegetation Index, Kriegler et al., 1969), ndwi (Normalized
Difference Water Index, Gao, 1996), mndwi (Modified Normalized Dif-
ference Water Index, Xu, 2006) or awei (Automated Water Extraction
Index, Feyisa et al., 2014), on which a methodology for automatically
reading the channel centerline from upstream to downstream (pixel
by pixel) shall be built, and for detecting the main channel branch in
correspondence of anabranching structures, bifurcations, chute chan-
nel and emerging islands. One more need in the context of remote
sensing meander morphodynamics is a meander migration algorithm
able to automatically detect inflection points, to compute local migra-
tion rates between subsequent planforms and to capture bend cutoffs.
Although few methodologies were proposed in this context over the
years (e.g. Lauer, 2006), they do not seem to suffice with the typical
planimetric and altimetric complexities of transitional rivers. More-
over, no literature is available so far on the meander migration algo-
rithms including cutoff capturing, which is a fundamental feature of
transitional rivers.
Finally, even though retrieving bathimetry from remotely sensed
images is not an options for large transitional rivers, in many cases
their bars are emerging, especially at low flow stages, which still allow
us for a partial analysis of the dynamics of bedforms, especially in
that particular class of meandering rivers with migrating bars that we
decided to include into the transitional meandering river classification
for the purposes of this thesis.
The present work aims at providing an in-depth understanding of
some of the characteristics and properties of meandering and transi-
tional rivers, by means of a comprehensive theory coupling the dy-
namics of width and curvature along evolving meander bends, in-
cluding internally- and externally-driven width oscillation, and an in-
tegrated framework for the automated temporal analysis of satellite
images of meandering, transitional and anabranching rivers. The lat-
ter will be presented as a modular software called pyris, that is ap-
plied to a number of large natural meandering and transitional rivers.
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1.4 research questions
In this section I will summarize the research questions that, implic-
itly or explicitly, emerged in the previous sections, when research gaps
were highlighted.
The first research question constitutes the main plot of the entire
thesis and is embodied in the title as well. Can we integrate meander
morphodynamic theories and analytical modeling with remote sens-
ing applications? These two research fields have always proceeded
side by side, but barely looking at each other. Meander morphody-
namicists often look at remote sensing data and images and try to find
some evidence of what their theories predict, but with rather static
views due to the large amount of work usually required to extract
multitemporal information, and often solely in a qualitative manner.
One of the main purposes of this work is to provide an easy-to-use
instrument to the morphodynamics community that can provide use-
ful, quantitative and especially multitemporal data that can be used to
look for feedbacks for the theoretical predictions. I called this instru-
ment pyris (Python–RIvers from Satellite) and I will illustrate some
applications of this methodology to provide support to my other the-
oretical research questions.
The general research question posed above is addressed through
multiple smaller questions regarding the dynamics of meandering and
transitional river patterns. Firstly, how does the bankfull hydraulic ge-
ometry of an evolving meandering river change? This question is not
as simple as it appears: it is widely accepted that the riverbed change
of an evolving meander bed has the sole purpose of connecting two
fixed riverbed elevations (upstream downstream ends). However, this
assumptions is not supported by any real world evidence and, espe-
cially, does not take in any account the change in sediment transport
capacity related with slope reduction and its relation with a fixed,
externally imposed sediment supply. Also, the reach-averaged, bank-
full channel width is usually assumed to be constant in time. So the
question could be posed in the following, simpler terms: how do the
reach-averaged bankfull channel width and channel slope vary along
an evolving meander bend?
However, the width of a meandering river does not solely vary in
time: it also varies in space. The oscillations of channel width along
meander bends have been investigated in the past years in terms of
equilibrium (static solutions) or through numerical models, that can
answer some general questions, but do not let insights in the individ-
ual physical processes governing the evolutionary phenomena. There-
fore, the following question regards the channel width oscillations:
how does the channel width vary in space and time? How do channel
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width oscillations form and develop? If a contributions to the oscil-
lation of channel width is given by curvature nonlinearity, how does
this interact with the width oscillations due to the difference between
rates of erosion and accretion (i.e., those due to bar push and bank
pull mechanisms)?
Finally, one question tackles with the class of meandering rivers
with migrating bars that herein I include in the transitional classifica-
tion: why, how and under which conditions does it happen? Which
is the key driver to alternate migrating bars in meandering rivers?
The theory alone doesn’t seem to help: by investigate a large num-
ber of meandering and transitional rivers, I observed similar statistics
in terms of channel curvature; this fact seems to discredit that me-
andering rivers with migrating bars have lower curvatures. To this
aim I will quantitatively integrate the theoretical framework proposed
by Seminara and Tubino, 1989; Tubino and Seminara, 1990 with re-
mote sensing data and show that, rather than the channel curvature,
it is a group of parameters that control the style of bars in meandering
rivers; on top of these parameters I identify the sediment supply.
1.5 thesis roadmap
This thesis is divided into 4 parts:
I. introduction;
II. methods;
III. results;
IV. conclusions.
Each part is divided into chapters, and each chapter in further di-
vided into sections. Some sections are divided into subsections.
1.5.1 Introduction
The introductory part contains a general introduction (chapter 1) on
meandering (section 1.1) and transitional (section 1.2) rivers, where
meandering river patterns displaying either width variations and mi-
grating bars are illustrated, and a state of the art (section 1.3) specifi-
cally targeting mathematical modeling and remote sensing. The chap-
ter follows with the research questions (section 1.4) arising from the
general introductory part and ends with the present section (roadmap
of the thesis).
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Two more chapters are included in the introductory part. Chapter
2 describes extensively the state of the art and aims of this research
in terms of remote sensing of meandering and transitional river pat-
terns (and more). Chapter 3 illustrates the state of the art and aims
in terms of nonlinear modeling of meandering and transitional rivers.
Three main contexts are investigated: (i) the evolution of the bankfull
hydraulic geometry in evolving meander bends in section 3.1, (ii) the
evolution of curvature-driven width oscillations in meandering rivers
in section 3.2, and (iii) the role of bank pull and bar push in the evolu-
tion of meandering rivers in section 3.3.
1.5.2 Methods
The methods part is divided into two chapters. The first chap-
ter (4) illustrates the software pyris to extract morphodynamic data
from satellite images (section 4.2), which is one scientific output of
the present thesis, gives an overview its applications (section 4.3) and
discuss them (section 4.4). In the second chapter (5) I develop the
analytical nonlinear evolutionary model for the coevolution of bank-
full hydraulic geometry (section 5.1), curvature and width oscillations
(section 5.2).
1.5.3 Results
The results part is divided into 5 chapters, each one specifically
showing a particular class of results.
Chapter 6 illustrates some evolutionary data for large natural mean-
dering/transitional rivers over a 30+ years period: in section 6.1 the
reference bankfull hydraulic geometry and planform descriptors are
quantified for 20 rivers; for 4 of those rivers I analyze the bend-scale
evolutionary dynamics of bankfull channel width in section 6.2; the
evolution of bend-scale planform descriptors of 11 rivers is computed
in section 6.3; finally, the dynamics of migrating bars in 3 transitional
rivers of the dataset is reported in section 6.4.
Chapter 7 reports the results of the bankfull hydraulic geometry
model (section 7.1) and compares them with the results of remote sens-
ing (section 7.2). Chapter 8 investigate the role of curvature nonlin-
earity (autogenic mechanism) in generating width oscillations and their
feedback on planform development (section 8.1); the results are com-
pared with the remotely sensed ones and a mechanistic explanation
of the autogenic process is attempted. Chapter 9 extends the results
of the previous chapter by including the effects of bar push and bank
pull (section 9.1). Results are discussed in section9.2. Finally, chap-
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ter 10 provides a systematic, in-depth integration between remotely
sensed data and a nonlinear model in order to provide an explana-
tion to the existence of the class of meandering rivers with migrating
bars. A brief overview of the model employed is provided in section
10.1, the application in reported in section 10.2 and the results and
implications are discussed in section 10.3.
1.5.4 Conclusions
The conclusion part is composed by only one chapter (chapter 11)
containing a summary of the conclusions, that are already extensively
treated in various chapters, in section 11.1 and a brief outline of possi-
ble future perspectives (section 11.2).
2 REMOTE SENS ING OFMEANDER ING R IVERMORPHODYNAM ICS
In this chapter I set the scene in the context of remote sensing of
meandering river morphodynamics. A brief overview of the morpho-
dynamic processes that are of interest for this part is reported in sub-
section 2.2.1, while a review of the methodologies and algorithms de-
veloped so far during the years in the field of remote sensing applied
to meander morphodynamics is provided by subsection 2.2.2. Finally,
I recall the motivation for a higher level automation in extracting mor-
phodynamic automation from remotely sensed data in the context of
meandering river dynamics. The core and development of the pyris
software for the automated extraction of meandering river morphody-
namics from multitemporal multispectral satellite data together with
tests and example applications is reported in chapter 4 in the methods
part.
2.1 introduction
Traditionally, the planform evolution of river meanders has been
studied through analytical models (Ikeda et al., 1981; Johannesson and
Parker, 1989; Seminara et al., 2001), field data (Hooke, 2007; Hooke
and Yorke, 2011; Leopold and Wolman, 1960; Lewin, 1972) and numer-
ical models (Asahi et al., 2013; Eke et al., 2014a; Howard, 1992; Sun
et al., 1996). Only recently has the power of modern computers and
the availability of geospatial imagery made it possible for researchers
to investigate meander morphodynamics from remotely sensed data.
In this chapter I present a process-based software, pyris (Python–
RIvers from Satellite), which allows for automated extraction of in-
formation on meander morphodynamics from multispectral remotely
sensed data, by isolating individual physical processes occurring in
evolving meander bends. pyris was specifically designed for river me-
ander morphodynamic analysis, but it includes properties that can be
applied to a broader range of channel patterns, such as anabranching
rivers. Specifically, pyris performs fully automated computations for
(i) river planform centerline extraction in meandering and anabranch-
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ing river patterns, (ii) local centerline migration rates from multitem-
poral sequences of river centerlines, and (iii) analysis of large-scale
sediment bedform dynamics. In the present work, pyris is developed
and tests for each of the aforementioned computations are presented,
by application to large real-world rivers, mainly from the Amazon
basin, in order to prove the ability of pyris to deal with different mor-
phological river patterns, properties and dynamics.
2.2 background
In this section I present some background on meandering river mor-
phodynamics and I discuss the state of the art of remote sensing ap-
plications in this research field.
2.2.1 A brief overview on river meander morphodynamics
Meandering is one of the most intriguing and highly dynamical pro-
cesses occurring in alluvial riverine environments. The process of me-
andering occurs as freely evolving rivers with curvilinear planforms
wander through their floodplains, carving the landscape and rework-
ing its sediments through the mechanisms of river bank erosion and
accretion (Edwards and D. H. Smith, 2002; Hooke et al., 2011; Hooke,
2003; Leopold and Wolman, 1960; Seminara, 2006). Large-scale sedi-
ment bedforms called bars usually develop at the inner banks of me-
ander bends (point bars), gently connecting the floodplain with the
river bed (Kasvi et al., 2013; Legleiter et al., 2011; Nanson and Hickin,
1983). A steeper slope connects the channel bed to the outer bank,
where the flow depth is generally higher (Eke, 2013; Mosselman, 1998).
Point bars eventually coexist with alternate migrating bars as shown
by experimental, analytical and numerical modeling (Kinoshita and
Miwa, 1974; Schuurman et al., 2016; Tubino and Seminara, 1990). Al-
ternate bars are shorter in length and migrate downstream the channel
whereas point bars do not (Blondeaux and Seminara, 1985; Colombini
et al., 1987; Tubino, 1991).
The analysis of sediment bar dynamics in real meandering rivers
has received little attention in the past decades in contrast with the
availability of a large body of theoretical and modelling work (e.g.,
Zolezzi et al. 2012a). However, recent works started addressing the
importance of sediment bars in a wide range of morphodynamic stud-
ies focused on real rivers, including effects of massive deforestation
on sediment dynamics in the Amazon (Latrubesse et al., 2009), influ-
ence of point bar development on the mechanisms of meander migra-
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tion (Eke et al., 2014b; Hooke and Yorke, 2011; van de Lageweg et al.,
2014), effects of mid-channel bar development on planform stability
and structure of meandering rivers (Luchi et al., 2010a,b), alternate
bar dynamics in channelised reaches (Adami et al., 2016).
Figure 2.1: Illustrative examples of river patterns. (a) False color map of
the meandering Rio Huallaga (Brazil) with chutes. Abandoned
meanders (cutoff residuals or oxbow lakes) provide evidence of
morphological activity and planform development (Landsat false
color composite, 2000 bands 7,4,2). (b) Infrared map of the
anabranching river Paranà (Paraguay, Landsat infrared composite
2011 bands 4,3,2).
Meander bends undergo temporal amplification and translation (Eke
et al., 2014a; Güneralp and Rhoads, 2009; Motta et al., 2012; Seminara
et al., 2001), deformation (Kinoshita, 1961; Schwenk et al., 2015; Semi-
nara et al., 2001) and eventually cutoff processes (Hooke, 2004) when
they grow enough to cut themselves out (neck cutoff, e.g Campore-
ale et al., 2008, see also figure 2.1a) or when they are overridden by
secondary channels (chute cutoff, e.g. Constantine et al. 2009; Kasvi
et al. 2013; Kleinhans and van den Berg 2011). A spatially-distributed
indicator of meander planform dynamics is the local migration rate,
which represents the local rate of movement of the river centerline and
corresponds to the average between the local rate of erosion of the re-
treating bank and the local rate of accretion of the advancing one (Eke
et al., 2014a,b).
Meandering rivers are commonly viewed as single-thread fluvial
patterns, though several transitional styles of meandering actually ex-
ist characterised by the presence of secondary and multiple channels
(Figure 2.1b). These transitional meanders may present some similar-
ities with anabranching river systems typical of the largest rivers on
Earth like the Amazon river (Latrubesse, 2008), where the main chan-
nel splits into multiple sinuous branches which merge together repeat-
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edly in space. In contrast to many meandering rivers, anabranching
channels are relatively stable in time (Nanson and Knighton, 1996).
2.2.2 Remote sensing of river meanders
Most image processing and geospatial analysis tools make it possi-
ble nowadays to classify and analyse the earth surface through pixel-
distributed indices that map vegetation (Carlson and Riziley, 1997),
water (Feyisa et al., 2014; Gao, 1996; Xu, 2006) and lithology (Ni-
nomiya, 2004). The combination of such indices allows for identifying
river and water boundaries in a semi-automated fashion (Güneralp et
al., 2013, 2014). A number of approaches for the extraction of chan-
nel centerlines (Fisher et al., 2013; Schwendel et al., 2015; Schwenk
et al., 2016; Schwenk and Foufoula-Georgiou, 2015) and banks (Gün-
eralp et al., 2014, 2013; Merwade, 2007; Pavelsky and L. C. Smith,
2008; Rowland et al., 2016; Schwenk et al., 2016) from river masks has
been developed so far. Centerline extraction is generally performed
by skeletonising the channel mask (Fisher et al., 2013; Pavelsky and
L. C. Smith, 2008) and then subsequently vectorising the medial axis
pixels from the upstream end to the downstream end, provided no
multiple channel patterns such as anabranching occur in the channel
mask, or, in a recently developed approach, by computing the shortest
path between the planform endpoints (Schwenk et al., 2016).
(a)
Figure 2.2: Illustrative examples of meander migration modes generated by
a periodic mathematical model. (a) Purely downvalley migration.
(b) Purely crossvalley migration.
The most common approach in studying the planform evolution of
river meanders is to determine the migration rates and direction of
their channel centerline. The average channel migration at the reach
scale can be computed by the area between two channel centerlines ob-
tained from temporally subsequent images divided by their average
length (e.g. Constantine et al. 2014; Constantine 2006). Conversely, lo-
cal river bank erosion and accretion rates can be quantified by comput-
ing the minimum distance transform of two temporally subsequent
river banks (Peixoto et al., 2009; Rowland et al., 2016; Schwenk et
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al., 2016). Lauer, 2006 implemented a more physically-based method
for calculating the rates of centerline migration in a GIS environment
(ArcGIS Channel Planform Statistics toolbox). This tool interpolates
a sequence of Bèzier curves between subsequent channel centerlines
and cumulates their orthogonal distances. However, such a method
fails close to the apexes of meander bends when the migration is
dominantly downvalley (Figure 2.2a, see Aalto et al. 2008; Lauer and
Parker 2008), while generally succeeding where the migration is pre-
dominantly crossvalley (Figure 2.2b).
2.2.3 The need for automated extraction of information on river me-ander morphodynamics
There are four main reasons for better automation in the extrac-
tion of meander morphodynamics information from multispectral re-
motely sensed data. First, to date there is no software, to my knowl-
edge, that can perform a robust river centerline extraction from multi-
spectral data and that is able to automatically detect the centerline of
the main channel (when the channel bifurcates into a main and a sec-
ondary channel). Robust extraction is further complicated by the pres-
ence of tributaries and abandoned channels which are involuntarily
incorporated in river masks. On the other hand, difficulty in captur-
ing the main flow is enforced by the presence of secondary channels
and anabranching structures. Second, the river planform migration
rates computed with existing methods necessitate manual correction
as these methods are not able to determine the migration rates close
to the bend apexes with an acceptable accuracy. Thirdly, to my knowl-
edge, the multitemporal analysis of instream sediment bar dynamics
is still performed through tedious manual procedures by means of
GIS tools. Finally, a systematic feedback between models and obser-
vation is still limited by the scarcity of comparable data: although a
large quantity of remotely sensed data is available nowadays, such
data needs to be processed in a simple and efficient way to be suitable
for systematic analysis and comparison with increasingly used river
morphodynamic models.
The aim of this part of research is to develop and test a fully auto-
mated, process-based software (pyris) for the extraction of extensive
meander morphodynamic information from multispectral remotely
sensed images through three main steps: (i) river planform center-
line extraction, (ii) computation of local centerline migration rates and
(iii) multitemporal analysis of sediment bar dynamics.
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Thus, pyris provides a significant improvement on the state of the
art by implementing such computations in a fully automated and
process-based manner.
3 ANALYT ICAL MODEL ING OFMEANDER ING R IVERMORPHODYNAM ICS
This chapter introduces the problem of evolution of meandering
rivers in terms of bankfull hydraulic geometry, channel curvature
and channel width oscillations. The question about the adaptation
of bankfull channel geometry, which in morphodynamic models is
represented by the so-called reference flow conditions, is posed in sec-
tion 3.1. This is a fundamental problem because, as I will highlight
later on, it represents the basic state above which morphodynamic
models are built. However, its treatment has always been strongly
simplified and taken for grant. Section 3.2 focuses on the particular
set of spatial channel width variations, i.e. the autogenic width vari-
ations forced by curvature nonlinearity. In section 3.3 I will focus on
autogenic width oscillations, which are determined by different rates
between riverbank advance and retreat. The processes arising by these
differences give rise to the bar push and bank pull mechanisms, that
force meander migration either through a faster advance of the inner
bank (bar push) or through faster retreat of the outer one (bank pull).
3.1 morphodynamics of bankfull channelgeometry
The planform development of meandering rivers is driven by the
alternation of floods and low flows occurring in natural riverine envi-
ronments, which leads, in turn, to the interaction between the erosion
of the outer riverbank (mostly during floods) and the accretion of the
inner one (mostly during low flows, Hooke 1979; Eke et al. 2014b;
Zen et al. 2016). Bank erosion and deposition are led by the mutual
feedbacks between a network of complex, intermittent, small scale pro-
cesses such as vegetation encroachment (Parker et al., 2011; Eke et al.,
2014b; Zen et al., 2016), root formation (Konsoer et al., 2016), flow sep-
aration (Leeder and Bridges, 1975; Hodskinson and Ferguson, 1998)
and slump blocks armoring and failure (Parker et al., 2011). Key fac-
tors on which this network depends include, among others, sediment
production (Constantine et al., 2014), water supply variability (Hooke,
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1979) and vegetation growth and dynamics (B. Eaton et al., 2010; Pe-
rucca et al., 2007). A sketch of the planform evolution of a meander
bend is drawn in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 3.1: Sketch of the planform development of a meander bend. (a) View
from the top of migrating bank lines. (b) Transverse displacement
of a cross-section.
However, when studying the long-term evolution of meandering
rivers, the processes of riverbank erosion and accretion are typically
averaged over the very long timescale of planform development (Ikeda
et al., 1981; Mosselman, 1998; Lanzoni and Seminara, 2006), hence
they can be treated as continuous processes driven by bankfull hy-
draulic geometry (Seminara et al., 2001; Lanzoni and Seminara, 2006;
Zolezzi et al., 2009; Eke et al., 2014a). Some empirical observations
appear to support this hypothesis (Pizzuto and Meckelnburg, 1989;
Luchi et al., 2007). Bankfull hydraulic geometry (longitudinal chan-
nel slope, channel width and flow depth) is related in the first place
to the formative water discharge, which is conventionally defined as
the value of water discharge causing the water depth to exceed the
bank levels whereby the water flow starts spilling onto the flood-
plain (Leopold and Maddock, 1953; Parker et al., 2007; Wilkerson and
Parker, 2010). Such a discharge is usually referenced to some 1.5–2
years return period flood (Leopold et al., 1964; Williams, 1978). More-
over, bankfull hydraulic geometry depends on a number of factors
including the planform geometry, the grain size distribution, the sedi-
ment supply, the presence of vegetation at the banks and the cohesion
of bank material. A characteristic riverbed grain size distribution rules
bed roughness and the rate of sediment transport. However, formative
discharge and grain size can generally be considered as given, exter-
nal independent variables as they depend on hydrological regime and
sediment production, respectively, of the river basin. On the contrary,
bankfull hydraulic geometry changes as a consequence of the plan-
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form elongation of the meandering river induced by bank erosion and
bank accretion.
In single-thread rivers at equilibrium, the regime formulas proposed
by (Parker et al., 2007; Wilkerson and Parker, 2010) suggest that bank-
full hydraulic geometry is mostly related to the bankfull discharge
and to a representative sediment grain size.
This empirically suggests that once a specific river is identified through
formative discharge and grain size, its equilibrium bankfull hydraulic
geometry is univocally defined, no matter how sinuous the river has
carved its path into the floodplain. However, there is a degree of scat-
ter in the data (particularly in the channel slope) suggesting that some
other factor such as the sinuosity may play a role. On the other hand,
bankfull channel geometry should change during the planform evolu-
tion of a meandering river for at least two reasons: (i) the elongation
of a channel connecting two floodplain points implies a proportional
reduction of the channel slope (Zolezzi et al., 2009; Eke et al., 2014a),
and (ii) any variation of the local slope implies a counteracting mech-
anism forced by the disequilibrium between the sediment supply and
the sediment transport capacity.
These two counteracting mechanisms appear to be linked to dif-
ferent timescales. While the former is related to the planform devel-
opment timescale, and hence proceeds at the temporal scale of the
lateral channel shift associated to bank erosion and deposition, the lat-
ter is strongly related to the one-dimensional riverbed timescale (the
so-called “Exner scale”). The above statement opens a wide range of
scenarios, since the rates of planform change in natural meandering
rivers can vary over several orders of magnitudes, even when related
to the scales of the rivers themselves (Constantine et al., 2014), and so
do the rates of sediment transport.
Figure 3.2 illustrates a possible mechanism of reshaping of the chan-
nel slope based on an example of the planform dynamics of the Rio
Beni, a highly dynamic meandering river from the Bolivian Ama-
zon (Constantine et al., 2014; Schwendel et al., 2015). Panel 3.2a shows
the planform development following a neck cutoff. A high rate of plan-
form change is observed in the reach immediately downstream the
cutoff, while before and after that short reach the planform appears to
be more stable. This suggests that the slope change associated with the
neck cutoff can trigger a higher morphodynamic activity, as a number
of authors observed in the past years (e.g., Hooke 2004; Camporeale
et al. 2008; Schwenk and Foufoula-Georgiou 2015). Panel 3.2c shows
the temporal evolution of the longitudinal bed profile of a river reach
undergoing a meander cutoff, whereas the rest of the river planform
is assumed to keep steady. The longitudinal bed profile is initially
in equilibrium with the sediment supply under formative conditions,
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Figure 3.2: Examples of meander bend dynamics and the expected influence
on channel slope. (a) Planform evolution of the Rio Beni (Bolivia)
between 1988 and 2010, around a cutoff occurred in 1989. (b) Plan-
form development of a sequence of meander bend of the Rio Beni
between 1988 and 2010. (c) 1D numerical simulation of the bed
profile change after a neck cutoff. (d) 1D numerical simulation of
the bed profile change after the (sudden) elongation of an individ-
ual meander bend. The false color composites in panels (a) and (b)
are taken from the Landsat archive.
and after the cutoff the riverbed undergoes reshaping until the slope
is once again in equilibrium with the sediment supply.
Panel 3.2b reports the planform evolution of a sequence of meander
bends along the Rio Beni. Conceptually, the planform evolution of
an individual meander bend may be regarded as the inverse mecha-
nism with respect to the meander cutoff; although the process is not
instantaneous as the neck cutoff, it involves a slope change due to
the increase of sinuosity which is expected to be contrasted by the
slope reshaping mechanism due to the difference between sediment
supply and sediment transport capacity. Panel 3.2d shows the one-
dimensional evolution of the longitudinal bed profile following the
(sudden) elongation of an individual meander bend. Figure 3.2 sug-
gests, from both an empirical and a numerical point of view, that the
capability of evolving meander bends to rework the river bed to a new
slope depends upon the planform development rate, meaning that a
river meander whose planform development rate is low may have the
time to adapt its bed slope, while a river meander evolving quickly
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may not give enough time to its slope to adapt to the new planform
configuration.
Although the challenge of the bankfull hydraulic geometry has been
undertaken since the 50s (Leopold and Maddock, 1953; Parker, 1979;
Parker et al., 2007; Wilkerson and Parker, 2010), bankfull hydraulic
geometry was usually related to the framework of channel equilib-
rium. The problem of the variability of bankfull hydraulic geometry
due to meander evolution from incipient formation to cutoff was only
addressed in very recent years (Parker et al., 2011; Eke et al., 2014a).
Most of the analytical and numerical meander morphodynamic mod-
els developed so far, although allowing for an increasing degree of
sophistication in the solution of the flow field and sediment trans-
port equations (Camporeale et al., 2007), employ drastically simpli-
fied formulations for the bankfull hydraulic geometry. In these mod-
els, summarized in Zolezzi et al., 2009 either the channel slope is as-
sumed to decrease proportionally to meander elongation (Seminara
et al., 2001; Chen and Duan, 2006; Frascati and Lanzoni, 2009; Zolezzi
et al., 2009; Eke et al., 2014a,b), or, conversely, a constant reference
bankfull hydraulic geometry is employed (Seminara, 2006). Unfor-
tunately, the former approach lacks of a fundamental ingredient of
one-dimensional morphodynamics as it does not account for the con-
servation of sediment transport: the slope keeps becoming gentler,
the channel width keeps constant and the sediment transport capac-
ity drops consequently. Conversely, the latter does not account for
the process of meander elongation; this model provides some equilib-
rium value to the bankfull hydraulic geometry. Bolla Pittaluga et al.,
2014 and Lanzoni et al., 2015 successfully employed the hypothesis
of equilibrium bankfull geometry to compute the riverbed profile of
quasi-steady channel planforms, where the sediment transport capac-
ity is assumed to match exactly the sediment supply; Bolla Pittaluga et
al., 2014 applied an equilibrium model to predict the bed profile of the
Magra River (Italy) and Lanzoni et al., 2015 applied the same formu-
lation to an intermediate reach of the Po River (Italy) and found good
agreement between the computed equilibrium profile and the mea-
sured one. However, whether a regime of natural rivers exists is still a
matter of debate. B. C. Eaton et al., 2004 argue that the timescales re-
quired by a river reach to reach an equilibrium condition are such that
geomorphic and land use changes cannot be disregarded. However,
Parker et al., 2007 and Wilkerson and Parker, 2010 provide evidence
of good adaptation of empirical regime formulas to a wide range of
alluvial rivers.
Finally, Eke et al., 2014a proposed a physically-based model for the
hydraulic geometry of evolving meander bends that accounts for the
variation of bankfull channel width; however, they maintain the hy-
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pothesis of slope decreasing proportionally to meander elongation,
which leads in the end to a nonphysical drop of the bankfull chan-
nel width. They overcame this issue by assuming a slope-dependent
bankfull Shields stress according to Li et al., 2014, which allows them
to reduce the bankfull channel width drop. However, this correction
forces their model to compute the threshold discriminating between
bank erosion or bank accretion as a function of the channel slope, and
hence changing during the planform development. Furthermore, their
model, similarly to the constant width one, does not take the conser-
vation of sediment transport capacity into account.
The choice of the evolutionary model for the bankfull hydraulic ge-
ometry has also implications on the morphodynamic regime and the
morphodynamic influence (Zolezzi and Seminara, 2001a; Seminara et
al., 2001; Lanzoni et al., 2006; Zolezzi and Seminara, 2001b). Zolezzi
and Seminara, 2001a; Seminara et al., 2001 showed that there exist a
threshold βR of the width-to-depth ratio β of the channel, called “res-
onant aspect ratio”: when β < βR, the morphodynamic influence is
strictly directed downstream, whereas when β > βR the morphody-
namic information can travel upstream. Zolezzi et al., 2009 analyzed
the evolution of β and βR through a mathematical model in develop-
ing meander bends and observed that a transition from subresonant
(β < βR) and superresonant (β > βR) occurs quite frequently as mean-
ders develop. The subresonant (superresonant) character of meanders
is mainly observed through their shape: subresonant (superresonant)
meanders are downstream (upstream) skewed (Seminara et al., 2001;
Zolezzi et al., 2009). However, both the aspect ratio β and the reso-
nance threshold βR depend strongly on the bankfull hydraulic geom-
etry, therefore the definition of a consistent evolutionary model is a
problem that needs to be addressed.
3.2 curvature-driven width oscillationsin evolving meander bends
The dynamics of meandering rivers has been studied for decades
taking the curvature of the channel axis as the relevant planform de-
scriptor, while only in recent years the complementary role of the spa-
tial and temporal dynamics of channel width has been also considered.
Several studies have recognized the relevance of width oscillation on
meander dynamics, for their implications on both stability (Luchi et
al., 2011) and dynamics (Luchi et al., 2010a, 2012; Eke et al., 2014a)
of meander bends and on different styles of meandering (Zolezzi et
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al., 2012b), despite the relative paucity of comprehensive field data on
width oscillations in meandering rivers.
Constantine et al., 2014 pointed out a strong correlation between the
degree of sediment supply, the rate of morphological activity and the
variability in channel width in meandering rivers of the Amazon River
basin. Specifically, rivers draining the highly sediment-productive An-
dine area showed the higher planform migration rates and variability
in channel width. These observations suggest that higher dynamic-
ity positively correlates with width fluctuations, consistently with the
meandering river classification proposed by Brice, 1975, which in addi-
tion suggests that highly dynamic meandering rivers have the widest
sections close to the bend apexes. Conversely, width maxima located
closer to meander inflections may correspond to lesser morphological
activity (Brice, 1975; Luchi et al., 2011), although this does not seem
to be valid in general.
After an earlier attempt by Chen and Duan, 2006, modeling of width
variations in meandering rivers has been mainly developed in two
stages. In a first stage, Luchi et al., 2010a,b, 2011 proposed a second
order perturbation expansion of the flow field and sediment transport
equations in which both curvature and width oscillations are taken
into account. Their analytical solution clearly shows that width vari-
ability has a primary effect on meander stability, depending upon the
amplitude of width variations and their location (phase lag) with re-
spect to the curvature. The theory builds upon well-known linear
solutions developed for both regular meanders (Blondeaux and Sem-
inara, 1985; Zolezzi and Seminara, 2001a) and variable width chan-
nels (Repetto et al., 2002). In particular, the former solution high-
lighted the resonant behavior of river meanders, which allows for a
discrimination between sub- and super-resonant meanders, based on
the value of the width-to-depth ratio. Such a distinction enforces the
different evolutionary patterns observed for the two categories (sub-
and super-resonant), which is due to the change of phase that occurs
when the linear solution crosses the resonant state: sub-resonant me-
anders are typically upstream skewed, while super-resonant mean-
ders are typically downstream skewed (Seminara et al., 2001). An
extension to the case of arbitrary distributions of channel width and
curvature was proposed by Frascati and Lanzoni, 2013, who success-
fully reproduced the associated bed morphology along the Po River
(Italy). Feedbacks of width variations on meander dynamics (Luchi et
al., 2011) and of curvature on width variations (Luchi et al., 2010b) due
to nonlinear interactions were conceptualized by Zolezzi et al., 2012b.
Furthermore, Luchi et al., 2012 showed that, due to nonlinearity of
sediment transport, an oscillation of the channel width is required
along meander bends for sediment discharge to be conserved.
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The second modeling stage has mainly focused on physically-based
approaches to the processes of bank erosion and accretion (Lauer and
Parker, 2008; Eke et al., 2014a,b), for which a simplified treatment is
generally adopted in perturbation theories. In the numerical model
of Eke et al., 2014a,b the novel bank migration relation proposed
by Parker et al., 2011 is applied to each bank depending on whether
erosion or deposition takes place.
The work of Eke et al., 2014a highlights that the behavior of the am-
plitude of width oscillations over time is similar to that of the curva-
ture of the bend apex, but with a slightly time-phased peak. Starting
from a straight reach with a periodic perturbation of the curvature,
channel width is found to oscillate at a double frequency compared to
curvature, consistently with the hypothesis of Luchi et al., 2011. Peak
values of both curvature and width oscillation agree with the ranges
observed by Lagasse et al., 2004 and Zolezzi et al., 2012b, the behavior
of width oscillations depending on the ratio γ between bank erosion
and bank accretion rates. According to Eke et al., 2014a, when γ > 1
(erosion faster than accretion) width maxima tend to develop near the
bend apexes, while they shift towards the inflection point when ero-
sion and accretion proceed at nearly the same rate (γ ' 1).
In general, the mechanics of erosion and accretion are driven by
different processes (e.g. Darby et al. 2002; Mosselman 1992; Zen et al.
2017) and therefore the rates of advance and retreat of the banks are
different when observed at the timescale of one or few flood events
competent to drive morphological change. However, such a differ-
ence seems to be no longer relevant for several meandering rivers
when the cumulative effect of accretion and erosion is analyzed on
longer timescales (Mosselman, 1998; Zen et al., 2016). In this case
spatial width oscillations may arise as a consequence of an instream
“autogenic” mechanism that is related to the interactions between the
flow and the evolving bed topography, rather than being associated to
different bank processes acting at unbalanced rates. Luchi et al., 2010a
observed the inception of a mid-channel bar in the River Bollin (UK),
with both opposite banks subject to erosion at the same site. This sup-
ports the existence of such an “autogenic” mechanism able to trigger
width variations in meandering rivers by means of instream processes,
as opposite to an “allogenic”, bank-driven mechanism, whereby chan-
nel width would oscillate because of differences in the processes con-
trolling the migration of opposite banks.
The existence of both instream autogenic and allogenic triggering
mechanisms for spatial width oscillations in meanders was already
envisaged by Luchi et al., 2010b and Zolezzi et al., 2012b. Observa-
tions suggest that where width variations are mainly caused by an
autogenic mechanism, a mid-channel bar is found in the widest sec-
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.3: Examples of the occurrence of channel width oscillations associ-
ated with point bars (a, b) and mid-channel bars (c, d) in natural
meandering rivers. (a) Rio Ucayali (Perù). (b) Sacramento River
(USA). (c) Rio Beni (Bolivia). (d) Bermejo River (Paraguay). Im-
ages: 2015 DigitalGlobe, Landsat.
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tion, while a point bar dominates the widest section of a meandering
river where the bank-driven mechanism is mainly responsible for spa-
tial width oscillations. Figure 3.3 illustrates this concept by showing
four examples of meandering river reaches with the widest sections lo-
cated in correspondence of a point bar (a,b) and of a mid-channel bar
(c,d). In figure 3.3 (a,b) the two opposite banks seem to reveal different
processes, due to the presence of a point bar at one bank (suggesting
accretion) and a sharp transition from the wet channel to the vegetated
floodplain at the other bank (suggesting erosion). Conversely, the op-
posite banks in the widest sections of panels (c,d) associated with a
mid-channel bar are both characterized by the absence of a point bar,
suggesting they both may undergo erosion while widening the river
locally.
The above observations set the question of understanding how the
autogenic and allogenic mechanisms interact during meander growth
and how they might affect meander planform evolution itself, lead-
ing to different evolutionary trajectories. Such understanding is con-
strained by the lack of a fully analytical modeling framework for the
planform evolution of meandering rivers with oscillating width, be-
cause the models proposed so far rely on numerical solutions and
therefore it is not easy to single out the role of different physical ef-
fects and fully explore the range of variability of flow parameters.
I firstly aim to investigate the planform evolution of a meandering
channel with spatially oscillating width by extending the analytical
framework of the classical bend theory, which was based on a linear
model for flow and bed topography in equiwidth meandering chan-
nels. I incorporate its linear and nonlinear “relatives” accounting for
the flow-bed topography linearly forced by spatial width oscillations
in a straight channel (Repetto et al., 2002) and nonlinearly forced by
curvature in an equiwidth channel (Luchi et al., 2010b), along with
the nonlinear effect of width oscillations on curvature. I then develop
a planform evolutionary framework which goes back to the approach
originally proposed by Seminara et al., 2001, but also accounts for the
temporal and spatial dynamics of the channel width, including both
“autogenic” and “allogenic” contributions, herein analyzed both sep-
arately and together. Under such unified theoretical approach, the
solutions for the flow-bed topography forced at different orders of
approximations by curvature, width oscillations as well as by their
nonlinear interactions are used to feed a bank migration law that re-
duces to the classical centerline migration relation used in meander
morphodynamic models under the assumptions of constant channel
width. The present approach has the key advantage of allowing a clear
isolation of different physical mechanisms controlling width evolution
in space and time in evolving meanders.
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3.3 the role of bank pull and bar push
Mathematical models typically employ the two-dimensional struc-
ture of the flow field and sediment transport as the main driver of
the planform evolution of river meanders (Partheniades and Paaswell,
1970; Parker et al., 1983; Howard, 1992; Seminara et al., 2001; Semi-
nara, 2006; Camporeale et al., 2007), though the floodplain composi-
tion and heterogeneity are also recognized to affect the planimetric
structure of meanders (Howard, 1996; Peakall et al., 2007; Güneralp
and Rhoads, 2011).
For decades the planform evolution of meandering rivers in space
and time has been modeled solely through the temporal change of the
curvature of the channel centerline (Parker et al., 1983; Seminara et al.,
2001; Seminara, 2006; Camporeale et al., 2007), whereby the rate of
centerline’s lateral shift ζ∗ is made proportional to the excess stream-
wise velocity between the two banks (Hasegawa, 1977; Ikeda et al.,
1981; Seminara et al., 2001), immediately outside the bank boundary
layers, as
ζ∗ =M
(
u∗outer bank − u
∗
inner bank
)
, (1)
where M is a dimensionless migration coefficient and u∗ is the depth-
averaged streamwise velocity. Hereafter, an asterisk (∗) will denote
dimensional quantities. The above model is often expressed in terms
of excess Shields stress τ∗ (Parker et al., 2011) or excess water depth
d∗ (Mosselman, 1998) or by combinations of these parameters. More
mechanistic descriptions of the physics of bank erosion (Darby et al.,
2002; Darby and Thorne, 1996; Darby et al., 2007; Langendoen and
Simon, 2008; Duan and Y., 2010; Parker et al., 2011; Motta et al., 2012;
Asahi et al., 2013; Eke et al., 2014b) and accretion (Coulthard and Van
De Wiel, 2006; Parker et al., 2011; Eke et al., 2014b; Zen et al., 2016)
have been developed over the past years. Parker et al., 2011; Eke et
al., 2014a provide a detailed picture involving armoring and failure
of slump blocks of the channel banks. A mechanistic model for the
bank accretion process was proposed by Zen et al., 2016, who devel-
oped a bio-morphodynamic model in which the growth of the bank is
related to a vegetation growth model. However, despite the lack of a
mechanistic description of the processes of bank erosion and bank ac-
cretion, the model reported in equation (1) has received some field val-
idation (Pizzuto and Meckelnburg, 1989) and it has been successfully
employed in several meander morphodynamic models (Johannesson
and Parker, 1989; Howard, 1992; Odgaard, 1986; Parker and Andrews,
1986; Sun et al., 1996; Seminara et al., 2001; Camporeale et al., 2005).
Mosselman and Crosato, 1991 argue that the cohesiveness of the banks
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provides a mechanistic justification itself of Partheniades-like relations
such as (1).
Figure 3.4: (a) Brice’s river pattern classification, adapted from Lagasse et al.,
2004. (b,c) Examples of meandering river patterns with width vari-
ations: Rio Beni, Bolivia (b) and Rio Purus, Brazil (c).
In recent years the role of channel width oscillations began to be
considered as a key factor in modeling the stability and dynamics of
meandering rivers. The bankfull channel width of meandering rivers
displays longitudinal oscillations that shift in space and vary in time;
the classification proposed by Brice, 1975 and lately refined by Lagasse
et al., 2004 discriminates the dynamicity of meandering river patterns
through the distribution of width oscillations along their bends. Ac-
cording to Brice, 1975’s classification, the so-called wider-at-bends me-
andering rivers are the most dynamic in terms of planform develop-
ment whereas an irregular distribution of width oscillation appears
to have a stabilizing effect on the planform development. Luchi et
al., 2011 developed a nonlinear perturbation model that allowed to
investigate the role of width oscillations on planform stability. Their
analysis showed that wider-at-bends meanders are more prone to plan-
form development due to the nonlinear interaction between curvature
and width oscillation, increasing the velocity excess between the two
banks.
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The presence of width oscillations can be related, in the first place,
to the formation of mid-channel bars arising as a consequence of flow
nonlinearity (Luchi et al., 2010b); such a process is called “autogenic”
since it is solely due to nonlinearity of the flow field. Such width
oscillations are nonlinearly forced by the channel curvature (Luchi et
al., 2010b) and experience a growth and decay similar to that of the
curvature during the planform development, as will be shown in this
thesis, which limits the significance of such autogenic width variations
to low-sinuosity meanders. The decay is also related to the linear self-
suppression mechanism of the channel width oscillation that was first
described by Repetto et al., 2002.
On the other hand, “allogenic” width oscillations occur according
to the processes of bank pull (i.e. when the rate of bank retreat is
higher than rate of bank advance) and bar push (vice versa) in evolv-
ing meander bends (Eke et al., 2014b; van de Lageweg et al., 2014).
The interaction between channel curvature and channel width oscil-
lation was also investigated by Eke et al., 2014a through a numerical
framework where bank erosion and accretion were modeled through
a the mechanistic approach proposed by Parker et al., 2011. The de-
tailed description of the bank processes coupled with the nonlinear
numerical model allowed Eke et al., 2014a to model the interaction
between the nonlinear autogenic width oscillation process and the al-
logenic processes of bank pull/bar push. The difference between the
rates of bank advance and retreat was identified through a parameter
whose effect was primarily the change in position of the widest cross-
section along meander loops. When the retreating bank proceeds at a
faster rate than the advancing one (bank pull) the widest section tends
to be located closer to the bend apex (wider-at-bends), while smaller
ratios between erosion and accretion (bar push) led towards wider-at-
inflections patterns. However, the complexity of the descriptors of bank
mechanics employed by Eke et al., 2014a does not allow to isolate indi-
vidual physical processes (autogenic and allogenic) and to understand
to what extent one dominates over the other.
Width oscillations represent only a portion of the changes that chan-
nel width may undergo during meander development. The channel
width develops width oscillations around a reference bankfull channel
width which, in turn, is as well subjected to change during planform
development. More generally, the bankfull hydraulic geometry (width
and slope) of the meandering channel changes as a consequence of the
process of meander elongation, which leads to changes in riverbed
slope and channel width. The problem of bankfull channel geome-
try of meandering rivers was intensively investigated during the past
sixty years (Leopold and Maddock, 1953; Parker, 1979; Parker et al.,
2007; Wilkerson and Parker, 2010). However, as already mentioned
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in section 3.1, the evolution of bankfull channel geometry during the
planform development of river meanders has received little to no at-
tention until the past few years and, in particular, the hypothesis un-
derlying most of meandering planform evolution models relates the
longitudinal channel slope univocally to the sinuosity of the channel,
without accounting for the conservation of the sediment discharge,
whilst the bankfull channel width is typically assumed to be con-
stant. Parker et al., 2011; Eke et al., 2014a relaxed the latter hypothesis
through a freely variable channel width; however, the evolution of the
bankfull channel width provides nonphysical results compatibly with
a channel slope varying proportionally to meander elongation.
Part II
METHODS

4 MEANDERMORPHODYNAM ICS FROMREMOTELY SENSED DATA
In this chapter I introduce pyris (Python–RIvers from Satellite), a
fully automated, process-based software for extracting extensive in-
formation on meandering and anabranching river morphodynamics
from multitemporal satellite imagery. pyris provides a sequence of
three main automated computations: (i) detection of planform cen-
terline of the main river channel including complex river patterns,
(ii) computation of local migration vectors between subsequent cen-
terlines, and (iii) analysis of sediment bars dynamics. The software
was validated against several test cases, particularly on large mean-
dering and anabranching rivers from the Amazon basin. Tests prove
the capability of pyris to automatically detect the main channel path
in anabranching structures and to capture main channel changes such
as chute cutoffs. A unique novel feature of pyris is its ability to inves-
tigate the dynamics of river bars. The work suggests the potential ofpyris to extract extensive, multitemporal meandering river morpho-
dynamic information from remotely sensed data with unprecedented
automation levels.
4.1 data
pyris is specifically designed for the Landsat Level1 Product (http:
//landsat.usgs.gov/), from which it can extract river masks by com-
bining the spectral bands. However, pyris can also perform compu-
tations on river masks computed externally, hence skipping the mask
extraction procedure. An example is provided in section 4.2.3, where
the channel planform is extracted from digitized historical maps (see
Figure 4.4).
Landsat Level1 Data Products consist of a wealth of multispectral
data, with band designations including Visible (RGB), Thermal In-
frared (TIR), Near and Middle InfraRed (nir, mir), Short Wave In-
fraRed (SWIR) and more. Analysis of Landsat archive has been suc-
cessfully applied in the fluvial context by many authors, e.g. Constan-
tine et al., 2014; Henshaw et al., 2013; Schwendel et al., 2015; Schwenk
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et al., 2016. Multitemporal analysis of Landsat data usually requires
the application of an atmospheric correction to the image frames in or-
der to account for differences in cloud cover and exposition between
image frames, when shared training data are applied for river detec-
tion. pyris however, does not require any atmospheric correction since
there is no training data computed for a particular time frame and ap-
plied on other time frames (Song et al., 2001): the river planform is
detected in each image frame individually and independently on the
other time frames.
There are basically four Landsat types of data, namely
• Landsat1–5 MultiSpectral Scanner (mss): four bands, 60m reso-
lution;
• Landsat4–5 Thematic Mapper (tm): 7 bands, 30m resolution;
• Landsat7 Enhanced TM (etm+): 8 bands, 30m resolution;
• Landsat8 Operational Land Imager (oli) and Thermal Infrared
Sensor (tirs): 11 bands, 30m resolution.
pyris requires Landsat Data belonging to the set of Landsat4–5 tm
Landsat7 etm+ and Landsat8 oli and Landsat8 tirs for the com-
putation of the river masks. pyris exploits the fact that some spectral
bands have peaks in the absorption or reflection for particular types of
landcover, such as vegetation (nir), water (mir) and minerals (swir).
The choice of Landsat as the standard input data poses an intrinsic
limit to the spatial scale of rivers that can be processed through pyris:
since the resolution of Landsat bands on which pyris operates is 30m,
the range applicability consists of “large” rivers, namely channels with
at least 300m width (for which the error on channel width is lower
than 20%).
4.2 methods
I illustrate the core methods and algorithms implemented in the
software pyris. pyris is written in the Python language and makes con-
venient use of the object-oriented properties of such language. Several
freely-available, non-standard Python libraries are required, namely
NumPy (T. E. Oliphant, 2006), SciPy (Jones et al., 2001–), Scikits-Image (Van
der Walt et al., 2014) and GDAL (Butler, 2004).
The sequence of computations provided by pyris can be summa-
rized as follows: (i) river mask extraction from raw multispectral data;
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(ii) planform extraction from the river mask; (iii) separation of individ-
ual meander bends and computation of the local centerline migration
vectors; (iv) analysis of the sediment bedform dynamics.
4.2.1 River mask extraction
pyris extracts of the channel network by a pixel-based thresholding
which combines the following image derived data layers/bands:
1. ndvi (Normalized Difference Vegetation Index);
2. mndwi (Modified Normalized Difference Water Index);
3. swir (Short Wave InfraRed Band).
By combining indexes 1–3 pyris automatically delineates the river
body by considering water and sediment, and it enforces river bound-
aries delineation by excluding vegetated pixels. Specifically, the exclu-
sion of vegetated pixels from the river body is performed through an
approach similar to that proposed by Subramaniam et al., 2011, rely-
ing on the ndvi (Carlson and Riziley, 1997), which assigns a bright-
ness value to each pixel proportionally to its vegetation percentage.
Water pixels are included by computing pixel values of the mndwi in-
dex (Xu, 2006), which computes a brightness value depending on the
percentage of water in the pixel (Xu, 2005; Subramaniam et al., 2011;
Lu et al., 2011; Feyisa et al., 2014). On the other hand, natural rivers
usually display a component of emerging sediments that belong to
the morphologically active channel, and as such are submerged un-
der bankfull conditions. For sediment bars to be included in the river
body I employ the swirband (band 7 in oli, tirs and tm Landsat
missions), as recommended by the usgs (https://www2.usgs.gov/
faq/node/3859) in order to detect mineral deposits.
Each of the data layer undergoes a thresholding procedure in or-
der to obtain three different masks. The thresholding is performed
through the Otsu thresholding method (Otsu, 1979), which computes
the brightness histogram of the classifier and defines a threshold value
by assuming that two classes only exist and by maximizing their in-
terclass variance. The thresholding procedure is applied to the ndvi
and mndwi classifiers, while the swir band is normalized (floating
point values between -1 and +1) and then thresholded to the value 0.
Such a procedure on the swir band was necessary as the area covered
by the emerging sediment is typically small, hence the histogram fre-
quencies would eventually be too low for class recognition in the Otsu
thresholding method. Once each of the classifiers as been thresholded,
I obtain three binary masks, which consist of binary images denoting
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whether the classifier value is above or below the given threshold,
hereafter identified by white and black respectively. Figure 4.1 illus-
trates the three classifiers associated with their specific masks.
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f )
Figure 4.1: Application of 3 classifiers to a reach of the River Xingu (Brazil)
and thresholding. (a) ndvi index. (b) mndwi index. (c) swir band.
(d) Thresholding of the ndvi index. (e) Thresholding of the mndwi
index. (f ) Thresholding of the swir band.
pyris computes the river mask by means of well establish binary
morphological operations involving the three masks, such as dilation,
erosion, opening, closing (Haralick et al., 1987; Serra, 1986, 1982). First,
the mndwi mask is dilated through a structuring element scaled by a
fraction of the river width. An intermediate mask is then created by
applying a binary_and operator to the ndvi and the dilated mndwi
masks (i.e., the intermediate mask corresponds to the product of the
two masks). A binary_or operation between such intermediate mask
and the segmented swir mask allows us to account for emerging sed-
iment bars in the final mask (i.e., the sediment mask complements
the intermediate one). Binary noise due to either tributaries, clouds,
small water bodies such as oxbow lakes and humidity is removed
through a binary filter combining binary_opening operations and it-
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erative removal of small objects (Figure 4.2). The binary filter that I
implemented in pyris allows for maintaining an acceptable level of
noise (Figure 4.2). In other words, the noise is eventually not entirely
removed, but the residual noise is low enough to be automatically re-
moved with a fair level of computational effort by the pruning and
axis extraction algorithms.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.2: Binary mask of the River Xingu as obtained by merging the three
individual masks reported in figure 4.1. (a) Before binary noise
removal. (b) After binary noise removal.
4.2.2 Planform extraction: centerline coordinates, curvature and chan-nel width
Common algorithms for the extraction of the channel centerline
from a binary mask are specifically designed for a very trivial scenario,
i.e. when the mask holds, from a mathematical point of view, a simply
connected set of pixels (Fisher et al., 2013; Pavelsky and L. C. Smith,
2008; Rowland et al., 2016). A recently developed approach (Schwenk
et al., 2016) enables one to extract the centerline in the multibranching
scenario by computing the shortest flow path. However, the short-
est path does not generally represent the main flow path, since the
latter may avulse occur longer branches. As an example, chute chan-
nels are shorter than the main channel, but they usually carry a much
smaller amount of discharge; they can eventually grow in size after
significant floods and become the main channel leading to chute cut-
offs, but such a complex process cannot be captured by a planform
extractor that selects the shortest path. The centerline extraction typ-
ically proceeds through a skeletonisation algorithm (e.g. Zhang and
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Suen 1984) followed by a pruning of the skeleton (e.g. Bai et al. 2007;
Choi et al. 2003) which allows to remove spur noise.Hence, when a
mask contains holes denoting either a bifurcation, a chute channel or
an anabranching structure, one would be interested in extracting the
path of the main channel, i.e. the path with the larger average channel
width. With an novel algorithm specifically designed for this latter
scenario one would also automatically be able to filter out residual
branches whereby binary noise due to tributaries and oxbows occurs.
In pyris I applied a skeletonization procedure followed by a prun-
ing algorithm. Such a pruning algorithm allows for removing the
remaining spur noise connected to the channel skeleton (Figure 4.3).
Some of the noise may eventually remain and it will definitely be
cleaned lately by the centerline vectorisation. Therefore, the only aim
of the pruning algorithm here is to reduce the computational effort of
the centerline vectorisation.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.3: Distance transform (white-to-blue colormap) and skeletonization
(red line) on the River Xingu mask presented in Figure 4.2b; (a)
Before pruning, with spur noise (50 iterations). (b) After pruning,
spur noise removed (50 iterations).
In order to extract the centerline, the skeleton of the river mask
must be vectorized. In other words, its points must be read as co-
ordinate pairs (x,y) in upstream-to-downstream order. Vectorizing the
centerline is a trivial operation when the skeleton consists of a unique
branch, i.e. it does not bifurcate and spurs are removed, (e.g. Dey
and Bhattacharya 2013; Fisher et al. 2013; Pavelsky and L. C. Smith
2008; Rowland et al. 2016). Such operation requires to read the center-
line points neighbor-after-neighbor starting from the inlet point straight
down to the outlet.
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A much more sophisticated procedure must be adopted in the case
in which bifurcations, chute and secondary channels or residual spurs
are present. The latter is the case of many natural river systems,
and especially of the world’s largest rivers, which tend to develop
anabranching patterns in their lowland courses, for which a correct
and robust identification of main channel is required. In pyris I im-
plemented a centerline vectorisation algorithm which is automatically
able to distinguish the main channel from secondary ones by means of
a recursive procedure which analyses all the possible paths the flow
could take. It is important to note that this procedure also allows
for removing automatically from the planform all the spur noise left
from the pruning algorithms. In fact, in most software applications
the pruning algorithm must be iteratively run from the user until con-
vergence is reached because the number of iterations required is not
known a priori.
The work-flow of the centerline vectorisation algorithm of pyris can
be summarized as follows:
1. automatically locate initial point of the planform (which could
be anywhere inside the mask);
2. save current point into a coordinate list;
3. move to neighboring point and remove current point from skele-
ton;
4. iterate steps (2)-(3) until either one of the following conditions is
matched:
a) no neighbors are found;
b) more than one neighbor are found;
5. if (4a) is matched, then the end of the branch is found and re-
turned;
6. if (4b), then start from each of the neighboring points and run
recursively through steps (2-7)
7. append to the coordinate list the main channel branch through
a selection procedure.
Every time a bifurcation is encountered, the main channel path is
selected by analyzing the downstream branches: of such branches, the
average widest path in terms of channel width is selected, except in
some specific cases (when a branch is way too short compared to the
other, it is discarded, because it would represent either a cutoff resid-
ual or a spur branch). pyris implements other possibilities for the
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definition of the main channel, namely the selection of the widest/-
narrowest branch and of the longest/shortest one.
Once the centerline coordinates are vectorized, i.e. two arrays con-
taining x and y values in terms of pixel positions are computed, they
are georeferenced through the geographical transform metadata in-
cluded in the remotely sensed data when available. The geographi-
cal reference allows for representation of the centerline properties in
proper geographical coordinates and superposition of multiple plan-
form shapes from different time periods. Once the centerline points
are computed, a Parametric Cubic Spline (pcs) interpolation is per-
formed (Güneralp and Rhoads, 2007), where a smoothing factor is
eventually applied in order to avoid singularities and the resulting
high frequency noise when computing the channel curvature.
Centerline arc-length si, inflection angle θi(si) and curvature Ci(si)
for each coordinate pair (xi,yi) are readily computed, respectively, as
si =
√
(xi − xi−1)
2 + (yi − yi−1)
2, (2a)
θi = arctan
(
yi − yi−1
xi − xi−1
)
, (2b)
Ci =
θi+1 − θi−1
si+1 − si−1
(2c)
together with local values of channel width. The latter is approxi-
mated by the values of the distance transform of the river mask com-
puted at the centerline points.
4.2.3 Local migration vectors and individual bend separation
I implemented a centerline migration algorithm that is able to com-
pute the local vectors (magnitudes and directions) of the migration
of the river planform centerline. The zero crossings of the centerline
curvature spatial distribution are denoted as inflection points separat-
ing individual meander bends, which are in turn labeled and linked
throughout the temporal evolution of the river centerline (see Fig-
ure 4.4).
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.4: Sketch for bend separation in pyris. (a) Synthetic planform cen-
terline. (b) Curvature distribution along the centerline. The s co-
ordinate denotes the downstream coordinate of the channel axis
(equation 2a), C is the local intrinsic curvature of the centerline
(equation 2c). The dots correspond to the inflection points (zero-
crossings of the centerline curvature distribution) separating in-
dividual meander bends. The numbers represent the indexes of
the corresponding meander bend (downstream with respect to the
inflections).
If the user does not require the application of the smoothing pro-
cedure to the channel centerline during the planform extraction (see
previous section), pyris enables for the filtering of the high frequency
noise of the intrinsic curvature distribution of the planform center-
line by computing a smoothed pcs. This is particularly relevant for
bend separation because high-frequency noise creates a large num-
ber of nonphysical inflection points on the channel axis. The inverse
transform allows to exclude the high frequency noise from the chan-
nel curvature by comparing its scales of oscillations with those of the
dominant frequencies in the curvature signal, which are orders of mag-
nitude longer.
Once the curvature is filtered, the remaining inflection points can be
isolated and correlated through time when performing multi-temporal
analysis.
I computed the local migration vectors following a bend scale ap-
proach. For each individual meander bend of the planform at some
time frame, a pcs interpolation is made for the configuration of the
same bend in the next time frame, in order to have a biunivocal point-
to-point correlation. Then, I determined the migration vectors by the
spatial segments connecting each pair of correlated points. Finally, I
set thresholds on the temporal variation of individual bend metrics
(sinuosity and length) in order to capture bend cutoffs, for which the
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migration vectors are not computed. Bend length is defined as the
portion of centerline arc-length between two inflections; bend sinuos-
ity is the bend length divided by the Cartesian length between the
two inflections; when a bend undergoes cutoff, i.e. it cuts itself out, its
sinuosity and length drop significantly and it does not make sense to
compute the migration vectors.
(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 4.5: Local migration rates for a short reach of the meandering Prut
River (border between Romania and Moldova, Bisht et al. in prep.)
between 1915 and 1960. Centerlines have been extracted by river
masks digitized from historical maps with 1m resolution (Bisht
et al., in prep.). (a) Local migration rates reprojected in the local
downvalley and crossvalley direction. Vertical lines indicate inflec-
tion points. (b) Migration vectors plotted as arrows (gray) between
the two planforms. Thick dots on the planform centerlines repre-
sent the inflection points. (c) Identification of a large cutoff on
another reach of the Prut River. pyris automatically recognized
that no migration rates have to be computed for the bends that
have been cut off.
The x and y components of the local centerline migration vectors
can be reprojected on different directions, such as downvalley and
crossvalley (Figure 4.5). Note that the massive downward shift in the
first few bends of the Prut River (Figure 4.5b) is correctly represented
by the downvalley migration blue curve in Figure 4.5a, whereas nearly
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no crossvalley migration is observed (red line). Local downvalley and
crossvalley directions are defined for each individual bend. The local
downvalley direction is defined as the direction corresponding of the
straight line joining the inflection points of the bend, while the local
crossvalley direction is the one orthogonal to the downvalley one and
points towards the bend apex.
4.2.4 Sediment bar dynamics
An important novel feature of pyris compared to existing software
is an automated procedure that allows for systematic and quantita-
tive analysis of the dynamics of sediment bars in meandering, single-
thread rivers by using multispectral remotely sensed data. In the
present analysis, I distinguish between the sediment bars that migrate
along the channel and the point bars, which tend to keep fix with
respect to the channel planform.
The analysis of longitudinal and lateral movement of steady and
migrating channel bars in evolving meander bends is conveniently
performed with reference to a dimensionless, intrinsic coordinate ref-
erence system (s,n). The (s,n) system of coordinates (Merwade et al.,
2005; Legleiter and Kyriakidis, 2006; Luchi et al., 2011; J. D. Smith and
Mclean, 1984) is locally aligned with the curvilinear arc-length of the
channel centerline, normalized by the averaged channel half-width
(s) and the direction orthogonal to the channel axis,x normalized by
the local channel half-width (n), respectively. The coordinate s ranges
from 0 (first point of the planform) to the length of the examined reach,
divided by the average channel half-width. Coordinate n ranges be-
tween −1 for the right bank and +1 for the left bank; n = 0 represents
the transverse position of the channel centerline.
The coordinate transformation from a Cartesian (x,y) system to the
orthogonal curvilinear (s,n) system results into a straightened equi-
width representation of a meandering channel, on which I reproject
the swir band values. pyris then identifies the sediment bars at each
time frame through a thresholding procedure on the reprojected swir
data of the image. This procedure automatically identifies the regions
occupied by individual bare sediment bars in each image frame. Each
bar is uniquely labeled by assigning it a Bar Index, which is a unique
integer number ranging from 1 (upstream) to the total number of bars
(downstream), whereas the value 0 is assigned to channel regions in
which no bare sediment appear. pyris computes the bar areas and bar
centroids for each time frame.
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Figure 4.6: Automated bars detection, labeling and reprojection example from
a reach of the Xingu River. (a) Landsat false color composite 1984,
bands 5,4,3. (b) River mask and bar index over-imposed on the
same false color composite. (c) River mask with labeled bars re-
projected on the intrinsic reference system (above) and colorbar
(below).
To analyze the temporal evolution of individual bars, each bar has
to be tracked through different time frames. Such tracking is com-
puted by a bend-scale selection based on thresholds on intrinsic and
Cartesian distances. In other words, I identify sediment bars for each
individual meander bend in a given time frame and find its repre-
sentation in the following time frame. The position of each bar is
normalized by its position relatively to the bend apex of an equivalent
sine-generated curve, i.e. to the midpoint of the arc-length of the bend,
and by the length of the entire bend, in order to filter out the effect of
temporal bend elongation on the movement of the bar centroids. The
bar migration rate of an individual bar is computed as the distance
between the normalized positions of the centroids in subsequent time
frames divided by the time window.
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(b)
Figure 4.7: Correlation between river bars and their rates of downstream mi-
gration in pyris. (a) Bar migration in georeferenced spatial coordi-
nates (x,y). (b) Bar migration in the reprojected intrinsic reference
system (s,n).
Each bar centroid is associated with an (x,y) coordinate pair and a
corresponding (s,n) coordinate pair. pyris tracks each sediment bar
within a river channel through time and computes the rates of its
downstream migration vbar by differentiating in time the s coordinate
of their centroids, with respect to the time interval dt between subse-
quent images
vbar =
dsc
dt
. (3)
In addition, the wavelength L of each bar is computed by computing
the spatial difference between the s coordinates of two subsequent bar
centroids along the same bank from the same time frame
L = sci+1 − sci. (4)
pyris represents the temporal development of point bars on an indi-
vidual evolving meander bend by reprojecting the bar at different time
frames on a bend-scaled reference system in which the bend stream-
wise coordinate s˜ spans between s˜ = −1 (upstream inflection point)
and s˜ = 1 (downstream inflection point). In such a case, the point
s˜ = 0 represents the bend apex of an equivalent sine-generated bend.
Figure 4.8 represents the position of a point bar in an evolving mean-
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der bend in the two reference systems, during few years of planform
development of the river.
Flow
Flowupstream
inflection
downstream
inflection
bend
apex
(a)
(b)
Figure 4.8: Temporal evolution of a point bar on an individual meander bend
of the Ucayali River (Perù). (a) Point bar in the bend-scale normal-
ized intrinsic reference system (s˜,n). (b) Point bar on the geospa-
tial reference system (x,y) superimposed on the Landsat real color
composite, 2006 bands 5,4,3.
Panel 4.8b illustrates the position of the point bar in the geospatial
reference system, showing the intrinsic complexity of analysis of bar
evolution when a meander bend is rapidly changing. On the contrary,
in the intrinsic normalized reference system of panel 4.8a, the bar po-
sition with respect to the bend apex of an equivalent sine-generated
bend highlights the evolutionary dynamics of the point bar indepen-
dently from the temporal deformation of the meander bend.
4.3 example application of pyris
I illustrate several possible applications of pyris to show its poten-
tial in the investigation of the shapes and dynamics of the planform
and large-scale bedforms (bars) of large meandering rivers in the Ama-
zon basin. The focus of these applications is on the potential of the
centerline extraction algorithm, on the sediment bar tracking method,
and on the channel migration algorithm, which is tested against mi-
gration rates predicted by an analytical model of meander migration.
I finally applied the migration algorithm to quantify the modes of
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migration of individual meander bends in a large meandering river
undergoing a massive cutoff.
4.3.1 Planform extraction
One of the novelties provided by pyris is its ability to automatically
detect the main flow path in multi-thread reaches, like in the case of
meandering rivers with chute channels and of anabranching systems.
Figure 4.9 illustrates the results obtained by applying the sequence of
algorithms presented in section 4.2.2 to morphological configurations
in which abrupt diffluences from the main flow direction occur (the de-
fault main channel selection method is employed). Figure 4.9a shows
the extraction of the main channel (red line) from large anabranching
structures in the Amazon River. Figure 4.9b and 4.9c highlight the abil-
ity of pyris to capture chute cutoffs and abrupt main channel changes
at bifurcations: in Figure 4.9b a bifurcation is evolving over time and
at some point the main channel switches from one branch to the other.
Conversely, neck cutoffs (4.9c) are trivial to capture because only one
channel is commonly active at each time provided the flow stage is
not too high.
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(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 4.9: Multitemporal extraction of planform centerlines for an
anabranching river, plotted over Landsat false color composites.
(a) Main channel of a reach of the anabranching Amazon River
(Brazil, Landsat false color composite, 2000, bands 7,4,2). (b) Chute
cutoff on the Ucayali River close to the city of Pucallpa (Peruvian
Amazon, Landsat false color composite, 2005, bands 5,4,3). (c)
Abrupt main channel change at a bifurcation and multiple neck
cutoffs on the Rio Beni (Bolivia, Landsat false color composite,
2000, bands 5,4,3).
4.3.2 Individual bend separation and migration rates
I tested the methodology that I utilized in pyris for computing cen-
terline migration rates against the migration rates obtained from an
analytical model for meander evolution (Zolezzi and Seminara, 2001a;
Seminara et al., 2001). For the testing, I used a synthetic periodic plan-
form, which is commonly used in theoretical morphodynamic models
for meandering rivers, because of its capacity of isolation and quan-
tification of individual physical processes occurring during planform
evolution of meander bends. The morphodynamic model I used as-
sumes that every centerline point migrates outwards orthogonally to
the local tangent of the centerline. Since the migration magnitude de-
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pends on the curvature distribution, each point has a different net mi-
gration rate, leading to a net non-orthogonal migration between large
timesteps. Therefore, I calculate the migration of individual points
of the centerline between the initial and the final configurations and
compare them with the ones extracted through the pyris centerline
migration algorithm (Figure 4.10a).
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.10: Validation of the proposed methodology for the local centerline
migration rates against the morphodynamic model of Seminara
et al., 2001. (a) Local migration vectors according to the model
(above) and those computed by pyris (below). (b) Downvalley
and crossvalley migration rates computed by pyris (continuous
line) and by the morphodynamic model (dashed line); values
(above) and relative errors (below).
Figure 4.10b illustrates that pyris tends to underestimate the cross-
valley migration rates (blue line), which, in this case, coincide with
the migration rates in the y direction of Figure 4.10a. The local rela-
tive error in the lower panel of Figure 4.10b is computed as the dif-
ference between the local migration rate computed by pyris and that
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predicted by the morphodynamic model, divided by half the range of
values. The error tends to be reduced when moving close to the in-
flection points and the bend apex. Conversely, the downvalley migra-
tion rates (here coinciding with the migration rates in the x direction)
tend to be partly overestimated. The normalized root mean square er-
rors (nrmse) between the model-predicted migration rates and those
computed by pyris are 0.167 and 0.115 for the downvalley and the
crossvalley migration rates, respectively.
Figure 4.11 illustrates the application of pyris to calculate the migra-
tion rates of the Ucayali River after a massive cutoff (Abizaid, 2010).
In Figure 4.11a the channel centerlines close to the cutoff location are
reported for several years, while panel 4.11b shows the values of lo-
cal crossvalley and downvalley migration rates averaged over every
individual bend of the planform between 1998 and 1999. The im-
plications of such a large cutoff on channel migration were discussed
by Schwenk and Foufoula-Georgiou, 2015 and by Schwenk et al., 2016,
who used the ratio between migration areas and centerline lengths to
quantify migration rates. This allowed to observe whereby the effect of
the cutoff affecting the reach-scale planform dynamics through waves
of increasing migration rates propagating both upstream and down-
stream. By computing the local migration magnitudes and directions
through pyris it is possible to enforce and further expand such find-
ings by separately quantifying the modes of migration (downvalley,
crossvalley) of individual meander bends in the proximity of the cut-
off. Figure 4.11 shows that the cutoff largely promotes downvalley mi-
gration, both upstream and downstream, over crossvalley migration:
the magnitudes of downvalley migration upstream (smaller bend in-
dexes) and downstream (larger bend indexes) of the cutoff are consid-
erably larger compared to those of crossvalley migration for the same
bends.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.11: Assessment of downvalley and crossvalley migration rates after
a massive cutoff on the Ucayali River (Perù) between 1998 and
1999. (a) Planform development highlighting the massive cut-
off occurred in 1997 (Landsat false color composite, 2005, bands
5,4,3). (b) Bend-averaged local migration rates in the local down-
valley and crossvalley directions.
4.3.3 Sediment bar dynamics
A specific novel feature of pyris compared to existing tools with sim-
ilar aims is its ability to perform multitemporal analysis of sediment
bar dynamics in single-thread rivers. An example of such feature is
reported in Figure 4.12, which shows the spatial distribution of the
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local river bar migration rates in a reach of the Rio Xingu (Brazil) com-
puted over roughly 20 Landsat image frames between 1984 and 2011.
The migration rates were initially computed as centroid-based discrete
values, then they were spatialized over all the river pixels through a
spatial interpolation. The map shows the spatial distribution of local
migration rates over more than twenty years, quantify areas where the
migration dynamics of bars within the channel are accelerated (red ar-
eas) or inhibited (yellow areas).
(a)
Figure 4.12: Spatially distributed local bar migration rates along a reach of
the Rio Xingu (Brazil) averaged between 1984 and 2011.
4.4 discussion
This work introduces pyris, a fully automated, process-based extrac-
tor of river morphodynamics from remotely sensed multispectral im-
ages. pyris was initially specifically designed for multitemporal anal-
ysis of river meander morphodynamics, but it includes many proper-
ties that may come handy for broader applications in the analysis of
other river channel patterns, such as anabranching channels. In this
section I discuss the main strengths, limitations and novel features ofpyris in relation to its three main components (planform extraction,
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bend-scale analysis and local migration, sediment bar dynamics) de-
scribed in section 4.2.
4.4.1 Planform extraction
The mask extraction procedure has been applied to several mean-
dering and anabranching river planforms, and each of them allowed
extensive subsequent analysis of centerline development, migration
rates and bar dynamics. The pyris mask extraction algorithm is nev-
ertheless the first step in trying to automate such a process, which
nowadays is still performed through time-consuming procedures, ei-
ther manual or computer-aided (e.g. Güneralp et al. 2013). Moreover,
this approach enables for multitemporal analysis without requiring
for atmospheric correction of Landsat data (Song et al., 2001). The
applicability of such a procedure is unfortunately restricted to natu-
ral meandering rivers, due to the assumption of the presence of the
vegetation cover around the river, and so far to the Landsat data only.
However, pyris allows to compute the river masks externally and to
extract the river planforms starting from river masks. Furthermore,
by accepting river masks as input, pyris can potentially be applied to
any kind of multitemporal spatial data, including aerial and drones-
captured data. Implication of the latter feature may include monitor-
ing and management purposes, such as monitoring river discharge,
sediment budgets and planform changes.
One of the main novelties of pyris is the recursive centerline ex-
traction method. Such a procedure is able to build the correct main
channel path even in the case of complex morphological patterns; con-
versely, related existing software (e.g. Fisher et al. 2013; Merwade
2007; Pavelsky and L. C. Smith 2008; Rowland et al. 2016; Schwenk
and Foufoula-Georgiou 2015) requires main channel branches to be
a-priori defined by the user. A similar approach, able to deal with
multiple branches, was recently developed by Schwenk et al., 2016,
but it can only account for the length of the branches and for their
width, leading to the extraction of the shortest path, which does not
necessarily coincide with the main channel path. Moreover, another
key novelty of pyris is its way to extract multitemporal river plan-
forms, which enables for capturing in an automated fashion discon-
tinuous deviations from a main channel, i.e. when bifurcations, chute
channels and cutoffs or anabranches occur.
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4.4.2 Individual bend separation and local migration vectors
A novel approach for computing the local channel migration vec-
tors (magnitude and direction) allows one to investigate meander mor-
phodynamics with unprecedented level of detail. The migration algo-
rithm involves the separation and correlation of individual meander
bends during time, allowing a straightforward comparison with the
outcomes of river morphodynamic theories and models in terms of
the temporal development of individual meander bends. The core ad-
vantage is the ability to correctly process migration rates in meander
bends with dominantly downvalley mode of migration, overcoming
previous limitations found in existing algorithms, which cannot cor-
rectly compute migration rates close to the bend apexes (e.g. Aalto
et al. 2008; Lauer and Parker 2008). Moreover, whereas other exist-
ing software applications with similar goals can compute either an
average value for a river reach (e.g. Constantine et al. 2014; Constan-
tine 2006) or a local magnitude (Peixoto et al., 2009; Rowland et al.,
2016; Schwenk et al., 2016). By reprojecting the migration vectors over
the downvalley and crossvalley directions, pyris allows to define the
modes of migration of individual meander bends and of entire river
reaches. I illustrated one application of such reprojection together
with the individual bend separation by defining the bend-scale modes
of migration in the large meandering Ucayali River following a well-
known massive cutoff (Abizaid, 2010; Schwenk et al., 2016; Schwenk
and Foufoula-Georgiou, 2015). The robustness of the algorithm is sup-
ported by the quantification of deviations between the expected local
centerline migration rates and those predicted by an analytical peri-
odic model for meander planform evolution. Such deviations show
an oscillating relative error which has a maximum NRMSE of O(10%)
for both downvalley and crossvalley migration rates of bend apexes
and tends to vanish near meander inflections.
4.4.3 Sediment bar dynamics
A completely novel feature of pyris is the methodology able to au-
tomatically investigate the dynamics of sediment bars along evolving
meandering rivers, which potentially can be extended to a wider range
of river channel patterns. Up to now, studies on the multitemporal dy-
namics of river bars have been limited because of the constraints asso-
ciated with thee manual digitization of channel bars (e.g. Adami et al.
2016; Latrubesse et al. 2009). pyris allows to overcome such limitation
and to automatically compute the spatial and temporal distributions
of sediment bar migration rate, spatial occurrence and size. I applied
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the bar dynamics analysis for quantifying the distribution of large
scale mobility of the channel bed along a river reach.
The requirements for the applicability of pyris to the computation
of bar dynamics are represented by the availability of multi-spectral
images within a range of flow stages allowing sediment bars to emerge
from the water surface by a sufficient amount (i.e. area larger than the
pixel resolution). Such conditions depend on both the flow conditions
under which the data is remotely sensed and the resolution of the sen-
sor. Moreover, whereas central bars may be vegetated and therefore
treated as islands by pyris, bank-attached bars that are completely
covered by vegetation are not included in the river mask.
4.5 conclusion
Meandering rivers are one of the most widely studied systems on
Earth, although knowledge on their actual dynamics is still limited in
that the scientific community is still lacking automated software able
to extensively extract morphodynamic features from multitemporal re-
motely sensed data. To overcome such gap, the present work aims to
introduce the process-based software pyris (Python–RIvers from Satel-
lite) and to illustrate its ability of extracting extensive information on
meandering river morphodynamics with unprecedented automation
levels.pyris provides three main computations: (i) channel centerline ex-
traction from either multispectral remotely sensed data or binary masks
through a novel recursive algorithm able to capture the main chan-
nel at the occurrence of channel bifurcations, secondary channel and
anabranching, (ii) the computation of local channel centerline migra-
tion rates and directions through a novel bend-scale approach, which
provides a significant improvement to the state of the art through the
ability of computing such rates in an proper manner even when the
migration rates is dominantly downvalley, and (iii) analysis of sedi-
ment bars dynamics by quantifying the local rates of change of the
channel bed in evolving meander bends.
Our methodology for the local migration rates of the channel center-
line compares well with analytical model outcomes, and distribution
of errors between pyris and model are quantified. To my knowledge,
the pyris software provides the first successful attempt to quantify
local sediment bar dynamics in evolving meandering rivers. I reckon
that pyris can provide a significant improvement to the state of the
art understanding of meander river morphodynamics, which can ben-
efit researchers in river morphodynamics by allowing them to extract
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extensive information from multispectral remotely sensed data in a
simple and fully-automated manner. Finally, though pyris has been
specifically designed for the analysis of meandering or anabranching
river patterns and morphodynamics, some of its algorithms (such as
the one for the main channel detection) have the potential for broader
applications, possibly including hemodynamics and remote naviga-
tion.

5 THE PLANFORMDEVELOPMENT OFMEANDER ING R IVERS
In this chapter an analytical model for the coevolution of channel
curvature, width and longitudinal bed slope in evolving periodic me-
ander bends is developed. I firstly address the problem of the bank-
full hydraulic geometry (section 5.1) i.e. I will consider an equivalent
straight rectangular channel under bankfull conditions subjected to
elongation. The elongation leads to a decreasing trend for the average
channel bed slope, and this mechanism is contrasted by excess sedi-
ment supply with respect to sediment transport capacity. The change
in bankfull flow conditions has an effect on the channel width as well,
which asymptotically tends to adapt to the equilibrium conditions.
In section 5.2 I undertake the challenge of planform development of
gravel bed meandering rivers with freely evolving banks. To this aim
I formulate and apply a novel planform evolution model based on the
framework of the classical bend theory of river meanders (e.g., Ikeda
et al. 1981), and able to account for local width change over space and
time, tied to the local hydro-morphodynamics by means of a three-
way feedback process. The flow field and sediment transport are mod-
eled through the two dimensional Shallow Water-Exner model in in-
trinsic curvilinear form, while the equation for the evolution of the
channel banks is developed accounting for different rates of bank ad-
vance and bank retreat associated with the processes of bar push and
bank pull. In section 5.3 I perform a nonlinear perturbation expansion
of the basic state (bankfull hydraulic geometry) with small periodic
oscillations of channel curvature and channel width; under the as-
sumption of regular, sinusoidal width and curvature oscillations, the
system reduces to a set of ordinary differential equations, formally
identical to those presented by Seminara et al., 2001 but with two
additional equations for the longitudinal autogenic and allogenic os-
cillations of the channel width, that integrate the bankfull hydraulic
geometry models developed in section 5.1.
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5.1 an analytical model for the bankfullhydraulic geometry of evolving me-ander bends
Let us consider an evolving sequence of periodic meander bends,
each identical to both the previous and to the next one. In the con-
text of bankfull hydraulic geometry I will generally refer to a one-
dimensional, cross section-averaged formulation of the flow field and
sediment transport.
The river centerline undergoes a lateral migration rate ζ∗ due to the
cumulative effects of erosion of the outer bank and accretion of the
inner one. The migration rate ζ∗ is usually defined as proportional
to the difference between the depth-averaged streamwise velocity u∗
between the two banks (Hasegawa, 1977; Ikeda et al., 1981; Seminara
et al., 2001; Seminara, 2006; Camporeale et al., 2007; Eke et al., 2014a),
as follows
ζ∗ =M
(
u∗left bank − u
∗
right bank
)
(5)
where M is a migration coefficient, representing the timescale of the
planform development process, typically around 10−6− 10−8, (see e.g.
Camporeale et al. 2005, 2007).
This sequence of meander bends is initially represented by a quasi-
straight channel, whereas the temporal planform development leads
to a sinuous configuration. I identify the bankfull hydraulic geometry
at a specific time level through the variables S˜, W∗ and D∗, respec-
tively the longitudinal bed slope, the bankfull channel width and the
cross section-averaged bankfull flow depth. Restricting the attention
to the so-called reference flow conditions, I consider any spatial vari-
ability due to the presence of a channel curvature as a small perturba-
tion that does not affect the reach-averaged bankfull conditions. This
hypothesis is well supported in the literature provided the channel
curvature ratio is a small parameter (see e.g. Ikeda et al. 1981; Johan-
nesson and Parker 1989; Blondeaux and Seminara 1985; Tubino and
Seminara 1990; Zolezzi and Seminara 2001a; Seminara 2006; Zolezzi
et al. 2012b; Eke et al. 2014a). Hence, I assume a spatially-invariant
bankfull hydraulic geometry within our configuration of indefinite pe-
riodic meander bends. I will indicate with the pedix 0 the values of the
variables at the incipient formation of meanders, in the quasi-straight
configuration where meander sinuosity σ is close to one (intrinsic me-
ander length close to Cartesian meander length).
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Equation 5 can be split into two equations describing the lateral shift
ζ∗b of the two channel banks as
ζ∗b
∣∣∣±B∗ = ±2M (u∗±B∗ −U∗R) , (6)
where U∗R represents some threshold on the cross section-averaged
streamwise velocity above which only bank erosion occurs and below
which only bank accretion occurs, and B∗ is half the bankfull channel
width (W∗ = 2B∗); ±B∗ represents either the left (+) or right (−) bank.
It is straightforward to combine the bank shift rates (6) to obtain
the migration rate of the channel centerline ζ∗ and the bankfull width
change rate ξ∗ as
ζ∗ =
1
2
(
ζ∗b
∣∣∣
left bank
− ζ∗b
∣∣∣
right bank
)
, (7a)
ξ∗ =
1
2
(
ζ∗b
∣∣∣
left bank
+ ζ∗b
∣∣∣
right bank
)
, (7b)
(7c)
where ξ∗ is the rate of change of the channel width that can be written
explicitly as follows:
dW∗
dt∗
=M
(
u∗left bank + u
∗
right bank − 2U
∗
R
)
. (8)
Note that (8) provides a Partheniades and Paaswell, 1970-like model
for the evolution of the channel width, where the bank erosion/ac-
cretion are only related to the longitudinal bankfull velocity. A de-
tailed description of the local bank processes is beyond the scope of
this work: the combination of individual processes such as bar push
and bank pull (van de Lageweg et al., 2014; Eke et al., 2014b), slump
blocks mechanics (Parker et al., 2011), effects of vegetation on flow
resistance (Darby, 1999) is assumed to converge to a simple law such
as (8) on the large timescale of planform development. Note also
that (8) implicitly assumes that the channel banks shift with a certain
rate scaled by the coefficient M, regardless the bank is retreating or
advancing. An extension of the model to different rates of bank mi-
gration is presented in the next chapter.
The choice of a threshold for the bankfull flow velocity U∗R opens a
range of possibilities:
a. the instantaneous bankfull flow velocity U∗ can be used; in this
case, the bankfull channel width keeps constant during the plan-
form elongation;
b. the bankfull flow velocity U∗0 at incipient meander formation,
assuming that the bankfull flow is initially in equilibrium with
the external conditions;
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c. a time-dependent model, such as the one proposed by Li et al.,
2014; Eke et al., 2014a that, however, does not have a mechanistic
justification.
However, according to the regime formulas of Parker et al., 2007 and Wilk-
erson and Parker, 2010, once a representative discharge and a repre-
sentative grain size are assigned, suitable equilibrium values of the
bankfull hydraulic geometry parameters are identified. Hence, it is
reasonable to assume that the threshold value U∗R is equal to some
regime bankfull flow velocity univocally determined once the hydrol-
ogy and sediment grain size are given; therefore U∗R is constant in
the geological timescale (provided, of course, that the hydrological
regime is statistically invariant over that timescale). Hence, I set U∗R
constant and equal to the streamwise flow velocity at incipiente mean-
der formation, which means that I consider a river whose evolution-
ary stages vary in the neighborhood of quasi-equilibrium conditions.
Any macroscopic deviation from the equilibrium conditions would in
general drive the channel width to asymptotically shift towards the
equilibrium conditions.
I now seek an evolutionary equation for the evolution of the channel
slope. I consider an evolving portion of channel of length, say one
meander wavelength L∗, and cross section-averaged riverbed elevation
η˜∗ between its endpoints. At incipient formation the length is L∗0 and
the bed elevation drop is η˜∗0. The channel slope is given by
S˜ =
η˜∗
L∗
. (9)
Figure 5.1 depicts the situation. By computing the ratio S = S˜/S˜0
Figure 5.1: Sketch for the evolution of bankfull hydraulic geometry of an in-
dividual meander bend
and differentiating with respect to time t∗ I obtain
dS˜
dt∗
= S˜
[
−
1
L∗
dL∗
dt∗
+
1
η˜∗
dη˜∗
dt∗
]
. (10)
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In order to define the time evolution of the riverbed drop η˜∗ I integrate
the Exner equation over the volume of sediments subtended by the
meander bend (taking the mean elevation of its endpoint as the zero-
level), in the form
(1− pb)
d
dt∗
(L∗W∗η˜∗) = Q∗s0 −Q
∗
s + (1− pf)
d
dt∗
(L∗W∗D∗) , (11)
where pb and pf are representative porosities of the riverbed and
floodplain, respectively. Q∗s represents the total sediment transport,
under the hypothesis that the latter coincides with the sediment trans-
port capacity, which is given by Q∗s = W∗
√
g∗∆D∗s3Φ(τ∗), where
Φ(τ∗) is a sediment transport formula (herein I adopt the formula
proposed by Meyer-Peter and Müller (1948) under the assumption of
dominant bedload transport).
Equation (11) requires some explanation. I refer to the conservation
of sediment mass integrated over a meander wavelength L∗: the total
volume of sediment is given by L∗W∗η˜∗, and any variation of the
volume is primarily due to the disequilibrium between the constant
input sediment supply Q∗s0 and the sediment transport capacity Q∗s.
As a meander bend evolves, the portion of floodplain occupied by the
channel changes, resulting in a net input sediment load entering the
channel (see also Lauer and Parker 2008) which can be approximated
as the change in floodplain volume L∗W∗D∗ occupied by the river at
bankfull conditions at a certain time (the third term on the right hand
side of equation 11). The floodplain porosity pf ∈ [0, 1] accounts for
the percentage of the floodplain matrix that does not contributes to the
bed material load within the channel. Hence, 1− pf is the net portion
of eroded floodplain that contributes to the sediment transport. Note
that the model neglects the eventual aggradation/degradation of the
entire reach.
Finally, I define the normalized slope and dimensionless channel
width, bed elevation, water depth, flow velocity and time respectively
as follows
S =
S˜
S˜0
, W =
W∗
W∗0
, η˜ =
η˜∗
D∗0
,
D =
D∗
D∗0
, U =
U∗
U∗0
, T = 4M
U∗0
W∗0
t∗
(12)
and I introduce the meander wavenumber
λ =
piW∗
L∗
. (13)
where U∗ is the cross section-averaged streamwise flow velocity and
L∗ the meander wavelength.
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Bankfull hydraulic geometry is typically characterized by three di-
mensionless parameters: the aspect ratio, the Shields stress and the
relative roughness, which are defined as follows
β =
W∗
2D∗
, τ∗ =
CfU
∗2
g∗∆D∗s
, ds =
D∗s
D∗
, (14)
where Cf is the friction coefficient, U∗ the streamwise, cross section-
averaged flow velocity, g∗ the acceleration due to gravity, ∆ the sub-
merged specific density and D∗s some characteristic grain size of the
riverbed.
In the context of bankfull hydraulic geometry, I can write equa-
tion (8) in dimensionless form, provided I employ the cross section-
averaged value U∗ in place of the local values of streamwise velocity
u∗ as follows
dW
dT
=
1
2
(U−UR) (15)
where UR = U∗R/U
∗
0.
By expanding the derivatives and substituting into (9) I obtain the
following evolutionary equation for the normalized reference channel
slope
dS
dT
=
(
1+
3
10
rp
W
η˜
)−1 [(
2− rp
D
η˜
)
S
λ
dλ
dT
−
(
3−
2
5
rp
D
η˜
)
S
W
dW
dT
+RT
λS
2piW2η˜
(
1−W
Φ(τ∗)
Φ0(τ∗0)
)]
,
(16)
where rp = (1− pf)/(1− pb) and the parameter
RT =
√
g∗∆D∗s3Φ(τ∗0)
2M(1− pb)D
∗
0U
∗
0
(17)
represents the ratio between the celerity of riverbed evolution and the
celerity of planform migration or, equivalently, the ratio between the
timescales of planform evolution and riverbed evolution, respectively.
Few words will help explain the structure of equation (16). Firstly,
the evolution of the channel slope is related to meander elongation
through the derivative of meander wavenumber. This term recalls the
well-known model in which the slope drops proportionally to mean-
der elongation. Secondly, the evolution of the slope depends on the
change in channel width. This result accounts both for the change
in the scale of the meander wavenumber (see equation (13)) and for
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the variation of riverbed sediment volume contained in the meander
wavelength due to widenings/narrowings. All these terms depend
upon the ratio rp which accounts for the bed material income due
to sediment exchange with the planform. Finally, the last term of
the right hand side of the equation introduces the ratio between the
timescales of the planform and the bed. If the value of RT is small
(ideally equal to 0), then the planform development occurs so rapidly
that the riverbed has no time to adapt to the new planform configu-
ration; in this case the last term becomes negligible and the bed slope
tends to be proportional to meander elongation (however, in the con-
text of meandering rivers the lower bound of RT is 1). On the contrary,
when the value of the ratio RT is large (in the limit for RT →∞), then
the last equation reduces to WΦ(τ∗) = Φ(τ∗0): the processes of local
sedimentation balance the slope change due to meander elongation:
the sediment transport capacity balances the sediment supply and the
bankfull hydraulic geometry converges to the equilibrium conditions.
Finally, the model (which is summarized by equations 15 and 16)
requires an additional equation defining the planform elongation, i.e.
dλ
dT , which is one of the subjects of the following section. The equa-
tion that I am going to develop follows strictly the model proposed
by Seminara et al., 2001. This model basically provides two evolu-
tionary equations, one for the meander wavenumber and one for the
channel curvature. They depend on one another but, under the as-
sumptions made for the specific problem of the bankfull hydraulic
geometry, the effect of the channel curvature is negligible. Therefore
only the equation for the evolution of meander wavenumber is of inter-
est in this context. Note that the evolution of meander wavenumber
implicitly describes the evolution of meander sinuosity, which is an
increasing function of the time (from incipient formation to cutoff).
Hence, any growing function of time as an evolutionary equation for
planform sinuosity (e.g. a linear growth) would fit the present aim.
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5.2 interaction between width oscillationsand curvature in evolving meanderbends
5.2.1 Flow Field and Sediment Transport
A A ′
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A ′
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d∗h∗ D
∗
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Figure 5.2: Sketch of a meandering reach with width variations and notation
used in the mathematical model.
I consider a periodic, sine-generated meandering river with vari-
able width, a constant slope and uniform grain size d∗s. Figure 5.2
depicts the situation. Hydrodynamics and sediment transport are de-
scribed by the two-dimensional depth-averaged model derived from
the quasi-steady three-dimensional Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes
equations coupled with the Exner equation. I adapt the above model
to an intrinsic curvilinear coordinate reference system (s∗,n∗), where
s∗ represents the longitudinal coordinate measured along the channel
axis and n∗ is the transverse coordinate orthogonal to s∗.
Let us define
C∗(s∗) = −
∂θ
∂s∗
, (18)
the intrinsic curvature of the river reach measured along the channel
axis, where θ is the inflection angle of channel centerline with respect
to a Cartesian axis x∗; B˜∗(s∗) the half width of the channel, measured
as orthogonal to the channel axis, and φ the local angle of the bank
profile with respect to the channel axis, such that
tan(φ) =
∂B˜∗
∂s∗
. (19)
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I also conveniently define the following dimensionless quantities
(s,n) = (B∗
−1
s∗, B˜∗
−1
n∗), (20a)
(u, v) = U∗−1(u∗, v∗), (20b)
(H,D) = D∗−1(F−20 h
∗,d∗), (20c)
(qs,qn) = (g∗∆d∗s
3)−
1/2(q∗s,q
∗
n), (20d)
where (u∗, v∗) are the components of the depth-averaged velocity vec-
tor, h∗ denotes the water surface elevation with respect to a reference
horizontal plane, d∗ is the water depth, q∗ = (q∗s,q∗n) is the bedload
discharge vector per unit width. The transverse coordinate n has been
stretched to match the local channel width, therefore lateral boundary
conditions are to be imposed at n = ±1. Furthermore, U∗,D∗ and
F0 denote the mean velocity, depth and Froude number of the uni-
form flow that would occur, for the given discharge, grain size and
slope, in an infinitely long rectangular channel of spatially constant
width W∗ = 2B∗ (corresponding to the reference bankfull conditions
defined in the previous section). Such reference conditions can be uni-
vocally described by fixing the values of the dimensionless parameters
β, τ∗ and ds defined by equation (14).
I then split the half channel width in the form
B˜∗(s∗) = B∗ + b∗(s∗), (21)
and conveniently define the longitudinal distributions of centerline
curvature and half width in the following dimensionless form:
C(s) = C∗ R∗, B˜(s) =
B˜∗
B∗
, b(s) =
4b∗
B˜∗max − B˜∗min
, (22)
where R∗ is a representative value of the channel radius of curvature
(in the following twice the radius of curvature at the bend apex of a
sine-generated channel centerline) and B∗max is the maximum value
of the half width within a meander wavelength. Substituting (21)
and (22) into (18) and (19) I obtain
∂θ
∂s
= −νC, (23a)
tan(φ) = δ
∂b
∂s
, (23b)
where two dimensionless parameters arise, namely the curvature ratio
ν and the amplitude of channel width oscillations δ:
ν =
B∗
R∗
, δ =
B˜∗max − B˜∗min
4B∗
. (24)
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Hereafter, the formulation for the flow field and sediment trans-
port follows closely the one reported in Zolezzi et al., 2012b, which
the interested reader is referred to. Here I briefly outline the main
assumptions and closures adopted.
1. Secondary flows are accounted for through a procedure origi-
nally introduced by Zolezzi and Seminara, 2001a, in which both
dispersive terms and bed shear stresses associated to spiral flows
due to streamline curvature are parameterized by coefficients
ki, i = 0, . . . , 5 (see Zolezzi and Seminara 2001a, pagg.189–191).
The total streamline curvature Cs is computed as the sum of the
curvature of the channel centerline and the curvature associated
with local streamline deviation from channel centerline in the
form:
Cs = νC−
uv,s − vu,s
u2 + v2
. (25)
2. The mean bed shear stress vector τ = (τs, τn) is defined as
(τs, τn) = C˜f
√
u2 + v2 (u, v+ τk) , (26)
where
τk =
 uCsd
β
√
C˜f
k3 + k5d,s
β
√
C˜f
+ k4d2(uCs) ,s
β2C˜f
 , (27)
represents the secondary flow contribution.
3. The components of the local sediment discharge are expressed
by means of the following relations which account for both shear
stress and the downslope pull of gravity:
qs = Φ
{
cos δq
[
1−
1
2
(
η,s
β (1+ νnˆC)
)2]
− sin δq
(
η,sη,nˆ
β2 (1+ νnˆC)
)}
,
(28a)
qn = Φ sin δq
[
1−
1
2
(
η,n
β
)2]
, (28b)
where
sin δq =
(
τn
|τ|
−
r
β
√
τ∗
η,nˆ
)
, (29)
Φ = Φ(τ∗) is the bed load function, η = F20h − d is the bed
elevation, nˆ = nB˜ and r is an empirical coefficient approximately
equal to 0.5 (Talmon et al., 1995). The formula of Parker, 1990 is
employed to compute sediment transport.
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The resulting two dimensional model for the flow field and sedi-
ment transport reads:
NLb(ud) + B˜
−1(vd),n+NνCvd = 0, (30a)
NULb(u) + B˜
−1vu,n+NνCuv+NLb(h) +Nβ
τs
d
= 0, (30b)
NULb(v) + B˜
−1vv,n−NνCu2 + B˜−1h,n+β
τn
d
= 0, (30c)
NLb(qs) + B˜
−1(qn),n+NνCqn = 0, (30d)
where
N =
1
1+ νnB˜C
, Lb =
∂
∂s
− δ
n
B˜
∂b
∂s
∂
∂n
, (31)
arise as a consequence of the metric coefficients of the adopted curvi-
linear system and of the stretching of the transverse variable needed
to accommodate to width variations.
System (30) is associated with four boundary conditions, imposing
lateral impermeability to both flow and sediment discharge:
(u, v) ·nb = 0, (qs,qn) ·nb = 0, (n = ±1), (32)
where nb denotes the unit vector locally orthogonal to the banklines.
In the longitudinal direction I impose periodic boundary conditions.
5.2.2 Planform evolution
In order to model the planform development of meandering rivers
with spatially and temporally variable width, I integrate the approach
of Seminara et al., 2001 through an additional equation describing the
temporal evolution of the spatial width oscillations.
The analysis is based on three key simplifying hypothesis. First,
I assume the time scale of planform development to be sufficiently
long to allow for the instantaneous adaptation of the flow field and
bed topography to planform changes (curvature, width and length).
This implies that as ν and δ coevolve in time, the flow and bed to-
pography can be obtained from the steady solution of (30) and there-
fore they change in time only parametrically. Furthermore, on such a
long timescale the bank migration process can be viewed as a contin-
uous, rather than intermittent, process. Last, I focus the attention on
width changes due to perturbations of flow field and bed topography
with respect to the reference state. Therefore I assume that such state,
which changes slowly in time, does not produce any variation of the
average channel width 2B∗.
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axis(t)
axis(t+ dt)
bank(t)
bank(t+ dt)
ζdt
ζbdt
s(s0, t)
θ,t |s0dt
φ(s, t)
(a) Sketch of the model for planform development of
channel axis and banks.
nˆb
bank(t+ dt)
bank(t)
ξdt
s
n
(ξ+ ξ,s ds)dt
φ,t dt
(b) The model for bank development projected onto the curvi-
linear reference frame (the versor nˆb is locally orthogonal
to the channel bank).
Figure 5.3: Sketch for the planform development of the channel axis and
banks.
I refer to the geometrical construction reported in figure 5.3 to de-
velop an evolutionary equation for the bank profile. Let us consider a
local rate of migration of the channel bank ζb, orthogonal to the chan-
nel axis, scaled with the reference velocity U∗. The migration rate ζb
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can be decomposed into a transversally anti-symmetrical contribution
ζ and a transversally symmetrical contribution ξ, such that
ζb|n=±1 = ζ± ξ, (33)
where n = ±1 denotes the outer and inner bank, respectively. There-
fore, ζ represents the lateral migration rate of the channel axis, while
ξ represents the local migration rate of the bank with respect to the
channel axis. From purely geometrical constraints the following rela-
tions are readily found:
dθ
dt
∣∣∣∣
s0
dtds = ζ,s dsdt, (34a)
φ,t cos(φ)−1 dtds = ξ,s ds cos(φ)dt, (34b)
where t is the dimensionless time, scaled with the flow time-scale
B∗/U∗, and s0 denotes the cross-section whose location is s at time t.
The Lagrangian derivative can be expanded as follows
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
s0
=
∂
∂t
+
ds
dt
∂
∂s
, (35)
where the material derivative of the arc-length can be computed (see Sem-
inara et al. 2001) as
ds
dt
= −
∫s
0
ζ
∂θ
∂s
ds. (36)
Hence, equations (34) become:
θ,t−θ,s
∫s
0
ζ θ,s ds = ζ,s , (37a)(
1+ tan2φ
)
φ,t= ξ,s . (37b)
Equations (37) describe the planimetric evolution of a meandering
river with freely variable width in intrinsic form. The integro-differential
term in (37a) accounts for the history of the deformation process of
the channel centerline which affects the evolution of the channel axis.
Equation (37a), which was first proposed by Seminara et al., 2001, im-
plies a cubic geometric nonlinearity in the evolution of the channel
centerline. The cosine term in (37b) is due to the different elongation
of the bank with respect to the centerline and to the adopted defini-
tion of the bank migration rate ξ as orthogonal to the channel axis.
Being ζ the odd part of ζb, I expect θ to be an odd function. This fact
is enforced by the structure of (37a), implying the cubic nonlinearity.
On the other hand, I expect φ to be an even function, being ξ the even
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part of ζb. The latter is enforced by the presence of the cosine term in
the bank inflection equation (37b).
When periodic, sine-generated meanders are of interest, the struc-
ture of equations (37) suggests a Fourier expansion of the variables θ
and φ of the form:
θ(s, t) =
∞∑
k=1
θm(t) em(s, t) + c.c., m = 2k− 1, (38a)
φ(s, t) =
∞∑
k=1
φm(t) em(s, t) + c.c., m = 2k, (38b)
where the complex notation is conveniently employed, c.c. represents
the conjugate of a complex number, em(s, t) = exp [imλ(t)s], and λ
is the dimensionless meander wavenumber, scaled with the reference
channel half-width B∗. I note that λ is time dependent because mean-
der sinuosity changes as curvature develops in time. I also note that
only odd harmonics (m = 1, 3, . . . ) need to be considered in (38a) as a
consequence of the cubic nonlinearity of the equation (37a).
Recalling equation (23b), one can readily see that expansion (38b)
implies that the fundamental wavenumber of width oscillations is cho-
sen as twice the wavenumber of curvature variations. This hypothesis
relies on the assumption that to each meander bend corresponds an os-
cillation of channel width, which therefore displays two maxima over
one meander wavelength. This is consistent with the few existing ob-
servations on real meanders (e.g. Seminara 2006; Luchi et al. 2011; Eke
et al. 2014a) and is also implicit in Brice, 1975’s classification scheme
for meandering rivers. Furthermore, the spatial structure set by (38b)
arises as a natural consequence of the autogenic nonlinear mechanism
that produces width oscillations, as discussed in the next section 5.3.1.
If I keep only the first term of the expansion (38a) I recover the
classical sine-generated distribution. Using (23a) I then obtain:
ν = λ |θ1|. (39)
Including also the second term of (38a) I recover the Kinoshita, 1961
distribution of curvature, in dimensionless form:
C = 2 [cos(λs) −CF cos(3λs) −CS sin(3λs)] , (40)
where
CF = −3
= (θ3)
|θ1|
, CS = −3
< (θ3)
|θ1|
, (41)
are the fattening and skewing coefficient, respectively.
Finally, a closure relation for the bank migration rate ζb is required
in order to solve equations (37). During the past years a number
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of models able to reproduce bank erosion and accretion mechanics
leading to variations in channel width were developed. Mechanis-
tic approaches for bank erosion processes were proposed by Duan
and Julien, 2005 and Chen and Duan, 2006, who accounted for the
sediment transport close to the banklines, and by Parker et al., 2011
and Motta et al., 2012, who provided a physical description of the
mechanics of bank processes such as the failure of slump blocks. Sim-
plified models for bank erosion were proposed by Mosselman, 1992;
Darby et al., 2002; Jang and Shimizu, 2005; Rüther and Olsen, 2007;
Darby et al., 2007, while a rational, process-based description of bank
accretion processes was provided by Zen et al., 2016. However, in-
cluding complex bank sub-models into a perturbation scheme as the
one adopted in this paper is not straightforward. Simplified models
that are able to approximately describe the key processes on longer
timescale were widely used in the literature (Partheniades and Paaswell,
1970; Ikeda et al., 1981; Seminara et al., 2001; Zolezzi et al., 2012b).
Besides the complexity of including a bank erosion/accretion model
with a high level of detail into an analytical framework, I consider
that on the long timescale of planform evolution of meandering rivers
the effects of most of the processes that locally rule the advance and
retreat of channel banks tend to be mitigated.
In Seminara et al., 2001 the centerline’s migration rate is assumed to
be proportional to the difference between the velocity at the outer bank
and that at the inner bank. A novel element in the present approach,
which is needed to allow width to locally evolve, is the possibility for
each bank to migrate independently. The concept underpinning such
novel formulation is graphically illustrated in figure 5.4. Namely, the
migration rate of each bank is set as proportional to the difference
between the velocity at the bank and a threshold value, here assumed
to coincide with the reference flow velocity U∗. In dimensionless form,
such bank migration model reads:
ζb|n=±1 =
{
±2E (u|n=±1 −UR) , if u|n=±1 > UR,
±2A (u|n=±1 −UR) , if u|n=±1 < UR,
(42)
where E is a bank erosion coefficient, A is a bank accretion coeffi-
cient, and UR is a threshold streamwise velocity discriminating be-
tween bank erosion and accretion. The factor 2 has been added for
consistency with the traditional method. Note that equation (42) re-
sembles the traditional constant-width model if the choice UR = U
is employed and E = A. Equilibrium analysis provides linear rela-
tions between dimensionless bankfull flow variables and hydraulic
discharge (Leopold and Maddock, 1953; Parker et al., 2007; Wilker-
son and Parker, 2010) once a representative grain size is selected. Be-
ing the bankfull hydraulic discharge and the grain size distribution,
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to some extent, externally imposed parameters, it is reasonable to set
the equilibrium conditions as threshold conditions towards which the
river planform asymptotically transitions.
ζdt
ζn=+1b dt
ζn=−1b dt
ξdt
s
Figure 5.4: Sketch of decoupled bank migration model and notation.
Equations (42) are then combined is such a way that half their dif-
ference and their average give rise to the centerline migration rate ζ
and to the local width change rate ξ, respectively:
ζ =
1
2
(
ζn=+1b − ζ
n=−1
b
)
, (43a)
ξ =
1
2
(
ζn=+1b + ζ
n=−1
b − 2
)
. (43b)
Equation (43a) recovers the classical lateral migration law for the chan-
nel centerline originally proposed by Ikeda et al., 1981, while equa-
tion (43b) describes the temporal evolution of the spatial channel width
oscillations. I note that setting the threshold velocity at the fixed value
U∗ implies that I neglect the adaptation of the average channel width
to the slow time change of the reference flow due to meander elonga-
tion. Though the latter process could be easily incorporated into the
model (see for instance Eke et al., 2014a), I adopt here such approxi-
mation in order to single out the role of flow and bed perturbations.
5.3 mathematical solution
5.3.1 Perturbation approach
The two dimensional hydrodynamics and sediment transport prob-
lem (30) is solved analytically by means of a second-order two param-
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eters (ν, δ) expansion. The analysis is based on the recognition that
the values of ν and δ are typically much smaller than unity in real
meandering rivers; for instance, Zolezzi et al., 2012b examined the
spatial series of curvature and width for the class-C bends reported in
the large dataset of Lagasse et al., 2004 showing that average δ values
are typically slightly less than 0.1, with values up to δ ' 0.2 for very
few bends, while ν falls in the range (0.05÷ 0.2) and rarely exceeds
0.25.
Hence, I employ the following expansion of the unknown variables:
v = V + ν
(
V
(1)
10 C1e1 +V
(3)
10 C3e3 + c.c.
)
+ δ
(
V
(2)
01 b2e2 + c.c.
)
+ ν2
(
V
(0)
20 +V
(2)
20 C
2
1e2 + c.c.
)
+ νδ
(
V
(1)
11 C1b2e1 +V
(3)
11 C1b2e3 + c.c.
)
,
(44)
where V(k)ij = (U
(k)
ij ,V
(k)
ij ,H
(k)
ij ,D
(k)
ij )
T , V = (1, 0,H(s), 1)T and the
overbar ( ) denotes the conjugate of a complex number. In order
to keep the analysis as simple as possible, yet retaining the funda-
mental interactions between curvature and width variations, I have
only included the first two terms of the curvature distribution arising
from (38a) and the fundamental component of width oscillations:
C(s) = C1e1 +C3e3 + c.c., b(s) = b2e2 + c.c.. (45)
Furthermore, in (44) I have only considered the non-linear terms (νδ,
ν2) that arise from the interaction between the fundamental compo-
nents (e1, e2) of curvature and width distributions.
The solution (44) is used to feed the planform evolution model (37)
through the bank and centerline migration relations (43).
The O(ν) linear solution represents the classical flow field solution
forced by the presence of linearly forced bars in a regular sequence
of sine-generated meander bends; its analytical solution has been for
long time employed in the analysis of meander stability (Blondeaux
and Seminara, 1985) and evolution (Seminara et al., 2001). Its trans-
verse structure is anti-symmetrical and oscillates longitudinally with
the same frequency of the curvature.
The O(δ) linear solution was first derived by Repetto et al., 2002 and
represents the flow-bed topography response to a periodically varying
width along a straight reach. Its transverse structure is symmetrical,
giving rise to a spatial sequence of mid-channel bars.
The O(ν2) nonlinear self interaction consists of two terms. Firstly,
the longitudinally oscillating U(2)20 term has a transverse symmetrical
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structure and it may be the cause of the presence of mid-channel bars
in meandering rivers, as shown by Luchi et al., 2010a. Being transver-
sally symmetrical, it is the leading curvature perturbation that can
interact with width variation in the processes of local widening and
narrowing because of the same transverse structure. Moreover, its
wavenumber intrinsically emerges as twice that of curvature, consis-
tently with the assumption made on channel width in 38b. Secondly,
the longitudinally constant term U(0)20 has a transverse symmetrical
structure and its integral on the cross section modifies the reference
hydraulic conditions; hence, longitudinally constant terms play an ef-
fect in the evolution of the bankfull hydraulic geometry.
The O(νδ) nonlinear mixed interaction is instead anti-symmetrical
and embodies the effect of width variations on bend dynamics (Luchi
et al., 2011), because its spatial structure exactly corresponds to that
of the O(ν) first order solution. Expansion (44) suggests that width
oscillations also affect the development of the third longitudinal har-
monic e3 of curvature distribution, which is responsible for fattening
and skewing of meander shape, through the term V(3)11 . The role of
such contribution, which was not previously investigated, may turn
out to be relevant in the final stage of meander evolution as the role
of e3 component becomes significant at relatively high sinuosity.
Solution (νiδj) Order Wavenumber Transverse structure
U
(1)
10 O(ν) λ anti-symmetric
U
(3)
10 O(ν) 3λ anti-symmetric
U
(2)
01 O(δ) 2λ symmetric
U
(0)
20 O(ν
2) 0 symmetric
U
(2)
20 O(ν
2) 2λ symmetric
U
(1)
11 O(νδ) λ anti-symmetric
U
(3)
11 O(νδ) 3λ anti-symmetricTable 5.1: Symmetry properties and wavenumbers of the perturbation solu-
tions for the longitudinal velocity Uij.
Symmetry properties of the perturbation solution at different or-
ders are summarized in table 5.1. I note that, from the mathematical
point of view, the channel width of meandering rivers is continuously
forced towards spatial oscillations (O(ν2) effect). In summary, mutual
feedbacks between width and curvature are primarily accounted for
in the O(ν2) solution and in O(νδ) solution (Luchi et al., 2011). More
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details on the relation between the solution at different perturbation
orders can be found in Zolezzi et al., 2012b.
5.3.2 Perturbation solution
Substituting the expansion (44) into the system (30) I derive an ordi-
nary differential system in the transverse direction for each unknown
at every order of the perturbation expansion, which can be conve-
niently written in matrix form:

a
ij
11 a
ij
12
d
dn
a
ij
13 a
ij
14
a
ij
21 a
ij
22 a
ij
23
d
dn
a
ij
24
a
ij
31 a
ij
32
d
dn
a
ij
33 a
ij
34
a
ij
41 a
ij
42
d
dn
a
ij
43
d2
dn2
a
ij
44 + a
ij
45
d2
dn2


Uij
Vij
Hij
Dij

=

b
ij
1 (n)
b
ij
2 (n)
b
ij
3 (n)
b
ij
4 (n)

. (46)
Each system of equations can be easily solved once lateral boundary
conditions are imposed (equation 32); they take the form:
(
Vij,
d
(
F20H−D
)
dn
)
= ±
(
b5ij,b
6
ij
)
(n = ±1). (47)
The solution of (46) yields the transverse structure of the perturba-
tions of flow field and bed topography at the different orders of ap-
proximation. Here I focus on the longitudinal velocity perturbations,
which in the present approach (42) are responsible for bank migration.
In particular, solutions U10 and U11 are anti symmetric and therefore
involved in bend amplification, while U20 and U01, being both sym-
metric, regulate autogenic width adjustments along meander bends.
The solutions are reported in figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: Transverse structure of the fundamental components of the per-
turbation solutions at different orders. (a) O(ν) solution. (b) O(δ)
solution. (c) O(ν2) solution. (d) O(δ) solution.
Figure 5.5 shows the transverse solutions of the main components
(e1- and e2-terms) of the perturbation solution for the streamwise ve-
locity U (44). Odd longitudinal harmonics (1 and 3) have transversally
anti-symmetrical velocity components, whereas the even longitudinal
harmonic (2) is transversally symmetrical.
By inserting the perturbation expansion (44) into the bank migration
model (42) and equating symmetrical contributions
US = (δU
(2)
01 b2e2 + ν
2U
(0)
20 + ν
2U
(2)
20 C
2
1e2 + c.c.)n=1 (48)
and anti-symmetrical contributions
UA = (νU
(1)
10 C1e1 + νδU
(1)
11 C1b2e1
+ νU
(3)
10 C3e3 + νδU
(3)
11 C1b2e3 + c.c.)n=1,
(49)
I approximate the bank migration law as follows in order to solve it
analytically
ζb|n=±1 = ±2
∑
UK
{
EUK, if UK > 0,
AUK, if UK < 0,
,
(UK = UA, US, 1−UR),
(50)
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which gives rise, when inserted into (43), to
ζ = 2MUA, (51a)
ξ = 2M
1
2
[
(1−UR) +US +K (|1−UR|+ |UA|+ |US|)
]
, (51b)
where
M =
E+A
2
and K =
E−A
E+A
(52)
are the centerline migration rate and the normalized difference be-
tween bank erosion rate and bank accretion rate.
Note that the concept of K is similar to the γ parameter employed
by Eke et al., 2014a. The absolute values in (50) can be represented
through Fourier series: the modulus of the generic FL = fkek + c.c.
gives
|fkek + c.c.| =
4|fk|
pi
+
∞∑
m=1
2
(4m2 − 1)pi
f
(2m)
k e2m + c.c.. (53)
Consistently with (38b) I truncate the series to m = 1 and I obtain the
following planform change rates, where each harmonic contribution
has been isolated,
ζ1 =
(
νC1U
(1)
10 + νδC1b2U
(1)
11
)
n=1
, (54a)
ζ3 =
(
νC3U
(3)
10 + νδC1b2U
(3)
11
)
n=1
, (54b)
ξ0 =
(
1+ ν2U
(0)
20 −UR +K
∣∣∣1+ ν2U(0)20 −UR∣∣∣ (54c)
+
4K
pi
∣∣∣νC1U(1)10 + νδC1b2U(1)11 ∣∣∣
+
4K
pi
∣∣∣δb2U(2)01 + ν2C21U(2)20 ∣∣∣)
n=1
,
ξ2 =
(
δb2U
(2)
01 + ν
2C21U
(2)
20
+
2K
3pi
(
νC1U
(2)
10 + νδC1b2U
(2)
11
))
n=1
, (54d)
being
ζ = 2M(ζ1e1 + ζ3e3) + c.c. (55a)
ξ = 2M(ξ0 + ξ2e2) + c.c.. (55b)
It is important to note that the anti-symmetrical perturbations of the
flow field act on the centerline migration rate ζ, while symmetrical
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perturbations either force or damp the local widening rate ξ. There-
fore, from a linear point of view, curvature forced ν-perturbation pro-
duces effects on meander amplification, while δ-perturbation, forced
by width variation, affects the width changes. From the two-dimensional
analysis of Repetto et al., 2002, the O(δ) linear solution for the longi-
tudinal velocity at the bank (the first term in the right hand side of
equation (54d)) turns out to invariably produce a self-suppressing ef-
fect, at least for the values of the wavenumber relevant for the present
analysis. Therefore, the mechanisms able to produce width variation
are the autogenic effect related to the second order solution for curva-
ture perturbation, O(ν2) and the K-related allogenic effect.
The K-terms in equations (54) account for the allogenic mechanisms
of bank pull (prevailing when K > 0) and bar push (prevailing when
K < 0), while the ξ0 term accounts for the variation of the reach-
averaged bankfull channel width.
Finally, the planform development model requires an evolution equa-
tion for the reach-averaged channel slope S. I employ the evolution
model developed in section 5.1 relating the evolution of the channel
slope to meander elongation, evolution of bankfull channel width and
change in sediment discharge with respect to the sediment supply,
where nonlinear O(ν2) constant contributions are accounted for, as
follows
dS
dt
=
(
1+
3
5
rp
B
η˜+ ν2η
(0)
20
)−1 [(
2− rp
d+ ν2D
(0)
20
η˜+ ν2η
(0)
20
)
S
λ
dλ
dt
+
−
(
3−
2
5
rp
d+ ν2D
(0)
20
η˜+ ν2η
(0)
20
)
S
B
dB
dt
+RT
λS
8piB2(η˜+ ν2η
(0)
20 )
(
1−w
(
Φ(τ∗)
Φ0(τ∗0)
+ ν2q
(0)
s20
))]
(56)
where represents the dimensionless bed elevation drop of meander
bends, rp account for the bed material load exchange from the flood-
plain through erosion and deposition (if rp = 0 the sediment ex-
change with the floodplain is neglected), φ(τ∗) is the dimensionless
bedload transport and RT accounts for the order of magnitude of the
ratio between the planform development timescale and the sediment
transport timescale. The latter regulates the trend of channel slope
to strongly decrease proportionally to meander elongation when the
riverbed has not enough time to re-adapt its slope to the sediment sup-
ply (RT small) or to reshape towards the sediment supply-imposed
slope due to the conservation of sediment mass.
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Expansions (38) and (55) are finally incorporated into the planimet-
ric evolution model (37). The resulting system of ordinary differential
equations eventually reads:
dθ1
dT
= iλ
[(
A+A
)
θ1 −
A2
2
θ1 +
3
2
A2θ3 −
3
4
A4θ3 + ζ1
]
, (57a)
dθ3
dT
= iλ
[
3
(
A+A
)
θ3 +
A2
2
θ1 −
A4
4
θ1 −
A6
2
θ3 + 3ζ3
]
, (57b)
dλ
dT
= iλ2
(
A0 −A0
)
, (57c)
dφ2
dT
= 2iλ
[(
1− 2 |φ2|
2
)
ξ2 −φ2
2 ξ2
]
, (57d)
dB
dT
=
1
2
Bξ0 (57e)
dS
dT
=
(
1+
3
5
rp
B
η+ ν2η
(0)
20
)−1 [(
2− rp
d+ ν2D
(0)
20
η+ ν2η
(0)
20
)
S
λ
dλ
dT
−
(
3−
2
5
rp
d+ ν2D
(0)
20
η+ ν2η
(0)
20
)
S
2
ξ0 (57f)
+RT
λS
8piB2(η+ ν2η
(0)
20 )
(
1−w
Φ(τ∗) + ν2q
(0)
s20
Φ0(τ∗0)
)]
,
where the migration coefficient M has been absorbed into the dimen-
sionless time, T = 2Mt, and
A0 = ζ1θ1 + 3ζ3θ3, (58a)
A2 = ζ1θ1 + 3ζ1θ3 − ζ3θ1, (58b)
A4 = ζ3θ1 + 3ζ1θ3, (58c)
A6 = 3ζ3θ3, (58d)
A = −
(
A2
2
+
A4
4
+
A6
6
)
. (58e)
Equations (57)a–b describe the temporal evolution of the centerline
curvature, while (57c) quantifies meander elongation as curvature and
width coevolve. These equations are formally identical to those de-
rived by Seminara et al., 2001 for constant width meanders. However,
the terms on the right hand side include the effect of width oscilla-
tions which is felt through the dependence on δ of the components of
the migration rate ζ1, ζ3 (equations 54a–b). Therefore, their solution is
coupled with that of equation (57d) describing the temporal evolution
of width oscillations, which in turn are affected by curvature through
the dependence on the autogenic O(ν2) term and on the allogenic
O(Kν) and O(Kνδ) terms appearing in (54d). The ξ0 accounts for
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the variation of reach-averaged bankfull channel width related to the
presence of bar push (K < 0) or bank pull (K > 0) mechanisms. The
channel slope changes according to meander elongation and bankfull
channel width change rate, but a dampening mechanism related to the
decrease of sediment transport capacity with respect to the sediment
supply also occurs. As a limiting case, system (57) can be reduced to
the classical constant width case by setting δ = 0. On the other hand,
the evolutionary solution for a straight channel with periodic width
can be obtained by setting ν = 0.
As for the interaction between channel curvature and channel width
oscillations, the purely autogenic mechanism can modeled by setting
K = 0 and is analyzed in detail in chapter 8, while the interaction
between autogenic and allogenic width oscillations and curvature is
presented in chapter 9.
The solution of (57) has been computed by means of a variable-
coefficient ordinary differential equation system solver with fixed leading-
coefficient implementation, backward differentiation method and adap-
tive numerical timestep in order to achieve both stability and a good
level of accuracy. The initial condition has been set in terms of a small
amplitude sine-generated meander, whose initial wavenumber is λ0,
with given initial values of the reference flow parameters (β, τ∗ and
ds), while φ has been set equal to zero. At each time step the complex
coefficients that describe the distribution of curvature and width oscil-
lations in (45) are computed through equations (23) in the following
form:
νCm = −miλθm, (m = 1, 3), δb2 = −
iφ2
2λ
. (59)
Recalling the definitions (24) and (39) of the parameters ν and δ, one
can readily prove that |C1| = |b2| = 1.
Part III
RESULTS

6 EXPLOR ING REMOTELYSENSED MORPHODYNAM ICDATA
This chapter summarizes the multitemporal meander morphody-
namic data that can be simultaneously extracted through pyris and
their potential. Firstly, I will try to characterize a number of pris-
tine meandering and transitional rivers from the South America and
Africa in terms of bankfull hydraulic geometry and planform struc-
ture through data extracted through remote sensing, literature and
gauging stations (section 6.1). Secondly, I will investigate the tem-
poral evolution of the bankfull channel width in some morphologi-
cally active rivers (section 6.2); the analysis is conducted through a
bend-scale approach, by analyzing each bend individually and look-
ing at the evolution of the statistics of the channel width. Thirdly, I
will study the bend-scale evolution of the planform descriptors, such
as meander wavenumbers, channel curvature and width oscillations
(section 6.3). All the bend-scale analyses use the individual bend sin-
uosity as a proxy of the evolutionary time of meander bends. Finally,
some of the rivers in the analyzed dataset exhibit alternate migrating
sediment bars; in section 6.4 I study the spatial scales and the down-
stream migration rates of these bars relatively to the local planform
morphology.
6.1 remotely sensed morphodynamic in-formation
In this section I will give an overview of the multitemporal data that
can be obtained through the application of pyris to Landsat archive’s
datasets and of their integration with other real world data. Specif-
ically, I make use of such data in order to provide a general charac-
terization of bankfull hydraulic geometry and planform structure of a
number of natural meandering and transitional rivers from the South
America and Africa.
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The database of fluvial gauges in South America1 holds data for
discharge, sediment concentration and sediment transport measures
for most of the rivers of the Amazon Basin; the data is not always
available and in some cases I perform an estimation. The open data
from the srtm satellite mission provides a single scan (in 2014) of
the earth surface elevation with a 60m resolution. These data allows
the reconstruction of free surface slopes for the rivers analyzed herein:
the topography is interpolated and projected over the river planforms
extracted through pyris; the minimum elevation of each cross-section
is computed and the one-dimensional, downstream free surface eleva-
tion is computed. Because of the lack of bed topography data I em-
ployed the streamwise free surface slope as a proxy of the streamwise
bed slope, assuming that backwater effects are negligible.
Total Suspended Sediment (TSS) estimates in Mton/year for those
South American rivers are provided in Lima et al., 2001, 2004, 2005.
The map reported in figure 6.1 shows all the rivers analyzed in the
present thesis, including two reaches from Africa.
Figure 6.1: River reaches analyzed within the present work. The acronyms
are reported in table 6.1. The marker colors indicate the Total
Suspended Sediment (TSS) per unit width.
Table 6.1 reports the acronyms employed to denote river reaches in
figure 6.1 together with their TSS and bar regime. The bar regime
is called either migrating or steady: the migrating regime means that
migrating bars are observed, though they may alternate with steady
1 Data is freely available at http://hidroweb.ana.gov.br/HidroWeb.asp?TocItem=1080&
TipoReg=7&MostraCon=true&CriaArq=false&TipoArq=0&SerieHist=true and http://
www.snirh.gov.br/hidroweb/
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bars; on the other hand, the steady regime means that no migrating
bars occur. Note that “steady” does not mean that bars do not change
their position in time, as the the channel evolves in time and the bars
adapt accordingly. Migrating bars are systematically migrating in the
streamwise direction within the channel, steady bars are not.
For all the rivers I directly compute reference values of the following
variables, starting from the pyris extraction: curvature ν, wavenum-
ber λ, free surface slope S, channel width W∗. Data for the water
discharge Q∗, the Total Suspended Sediment TSS and the characteris-
tic grain size D∗s were not available for all the study cases; however, I
found either one or two of such variables in research papers and other
sources of literature or from gauging stations.
Where some of the above variables are missing, I estimate them
through the following normal flow and sediment transport formulas:
Q∗ = CW ∗
√
g∗SD∗3/2, (60a)
Q∗s =W
∗
√
g∗∆D∗s3Φ(τ∗), (60b)
where the Engelund-Hansen formula (Engelund and Hansen, 1967)
for total sediment transport in normal flow conditions
Φ(τ∗) =
0.05
C
τ
5/2
∗ , τ∗ =
S
∆ds
(61)
is used, consistently with the way the TSS is estimated in Lima et
al., 2001, 2004, 2005. Furthermore, the Chezy coefficient C = C−2f
is computed according to the formula proposed by Wilkerson and
Parker, 2010 in their equation (40). Equations (60), together with (61)
and the Chezy formula provided by Wilkerson and Parker, 2010, are
conveniently inverted and combined to compute the missing variables.
Different combinations of these four equations provide surprisingly
consistent results for most of the estimates computed through this
methodology.
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Acronym Name TSS bars Country
Ar Araguaia 152 migrating South America
Be Beni 2123 steady South America
Br Branco 2.74 migrating South America
Hu Huallaga 715 steady South America
Ja Javari 4.636 steady South America
Jt Jutai 27 steady South America
Ju Jurua 128 steady South America
M0 Mamore0 139 steady South America
M1 Mamore1 8210 steady South America
M2 Mamore2 4211 steady South America
Mo Mortes 1.4212 migrating South America
Pa Parnaiba 10.1413 migrating South America
P1 Purus1 10314 steady South America
P2 Purus2 3215 steady South America
Pt Putumayo 2416 steady South America
To Tocantins 5817 migrating South America
Uc Ucayali 20518 steady South America
Xi Xingu 0.3319 migrating South America
Bn Benue 61.420 migrating Africa
Cr Cross 2.1421 steady AfricaTable 6.1: River reaches analyzed in the present thesis with acronyms and
Total Suspended Sediment (TSS) per unit width and the bar regime.
TSS is expressed in MTon/years.
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The collected data and the computed parameters that allow me to
compare hydraulic quantities with the TSS of the rivers considered in
the analysis are reported in figure 6.2.
2 Based on Constantine et al., 2014; Lima et al., 2004, 2005
3 Based on Constantine et al., 2014; J. Guyot et al., 1996
4 Based on Constantine et al., 2014; Filizola and J. L. Guyot, n.d.
5 Based on Constantine et al., 2014; Armijos et al., 2013
6 Computed based on Landsat and SRTM data and Wikipedia
7 Based on Constantine et al., 2014; Dunne et al., 1998
8 Based on Constantine et al., 2014
9 Based on Constantine et al., 2014; J. Guyot et al., 1996; Wittmann et al., n.d.
10 Based on Constantine et al., 2014; J. Guyot and Bourges, 1994; J. Guyot et al., 1996;
J. L. e. a. Guyot, 2007
11 Based on Constantine et al., 2014; Wittmann et al., n.d.
12 Computed based on Landsat and SRTM data and Lima et al., 2004; I assumed the
sediment size to equal the ones of the surrounding analyzed rivers, which were very
close
13 Computed based on Landsat and SRTM data and Dillenburg and Hesp, 2008; Spiegel-
berg, 2010 and Wikipedia
14 Based on Constantine et al., 2014; Filizola and J. L. Guyot, n.d.
15 Based on Constantine et al., 2014; Filizola and J. L. Guyot, n.d.; Dunne et al., 1998
16 Based on Constantine et al., 2014; Dunne et al., 1998
17 Computed based on Landsat and SRTM data and Latrubesse et al., 2005
18 Based on Constantine et al., 2014; J. L. e. a. Guyot, 2007
19 Based on Constantine et al., 2014; Lima et al., 2004, 2005
20 Computed based on Landsat and SRTM data and Chinenyeze and Ozibo, 2017; Ander-
sen and Golitzen, 2005
21 Computed based on Landsat and SRTM data and Udo and Uko, 2014; Edet and Offiong,
2002
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(a) Bankfull water discharge per unit width
(b) Reference grain size
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(c) Bankfull channel width
(d) Bankfull flow depth
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(e) Free surface slope
(f ) Relative roughness
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(g) Aspect ratio
(h) Shields stress
Figure 6.2: Characteristic values of several hydraulic quantities of the ana-
lyzed reaches against the TSS per unit width. Upward facing tri-
angles are associated with rivers displaying migrating bars, down-
ward facing triangles with rivers displaying only steady bars.
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Figure 6.2 shows the collected or estimated hydraulic quantities and
parameters for the rivers analyzed in the present thesis. Some trends
are clearly visible in 6.2, especially those regarding quantities that
were derived through equations (60); however, some kind of trend can
be seen in almost every scatter plot shown. Some scatter in inevitably
present, due to a number of limitations including:
• I am dealing with very heterogeneous data;
• free surface slopes may be subjected to some backwater effect;
• sediment grain size measurements may be sensitive to the loca-
tion of the gauging stations;
• gauging stations are not available on every reach analyzed, there-
fore some assumptions or averages are made;
• channel widths are subjected to a 30 meters pixels resolution.
However, the results are quite consistent. Grain sizes are homoge-
neous over the whole Amazonian region (except the Rio das Mortes
for which I was not able to find any data and therefore I assumed the
same bed material median size as the others), while bankfull normal
depths are a growing function of TSS per unit width. Aspect ratios are
quite large compared to those usually employed in analytical models
and observed in small meandering rivers analyzed in most of the lit-
erature on meandering rivers. The Rio Branco (Br) has a huge half
width-to-depth ratio due to its transitionality, which makes it some-
thing hardly definable as meandering, as most other reaches analyzed
herein. In fact, many of the river reaches analyzed herein display mi-
grating bars, anabranches, chutes and so on. Aerial images of some of
the rivers are reported in figure 6.3
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(a) Rio Beni, Bolivia (Be) (b) Rio Ucayali, Perù (Uc)
(c) Rio Mamorè, Bolivia (M1) (d) Rio Purus, Brasil (P1)
(e) Rio Jurua, Brasil (Ju) (f ) Rio Xingu, Brasil (Xi)
(g) Rio das Mortes, Brasil (Mo) (h) Cross River, Africa (Cr)
Figure 6.3: Satellite false color images of some of the river reaches analyzed
in the present chapter.
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Another important quantity that is characterizes to meander mor-
phodynamics is the meander wavenumber λ. Given a curvature signal,
which is computed by pyris as the local derivative along the channel
centerline of the centerline inflection angle, the difficulties in comput-
ing the wavenumber are mostly due to the non-periodicity of natural
meandering rivers. Therefore, I employed a continuous wavelet trans-
form (Torrence and Compo, 1995; Zolezzi, 2014) to compute the global
wavelet power spectrum of the channel curvature. Such a spectrum
typically peaks on some dominant value of the meander wavenumber,
which can be taken as a reference one for the entire planform reach
provided this is homogeneous in terms of spatial structure.
Figure 6.4 shows the wavelet analysis carried out on the planform
centerlines of three river reaches analyzed within this chapter. For
each subfigure (a,b and c) four panels are reported. The first panel
shows the dimensionless centerline curvature computed along the cen-
terline (i.e., in intrinsic coordinates). Panel b shows the river planform
centerline, while panels c and d report the continuous wavelet trans-
form and the global wavelet spectrum. The former is computed by
means of a “DOG2” mother wavelet (second derivative of a Gaussian),
also known as the “Mexican Hat”, which is a real-valued wavelet suit-
able for detecting peaks in the original signal (Torrence and Compo,
1995); the second derivative of its convolution over the curvature sig-
nal constitutes a scale representation of the second derivative of the
curvature itself (Vermeulen et al., 2016). The subsequent application
of the mother wavelet to the original signal by changing the wavelet
frequency (herein the wavenumber is used to quantify the frequency)
provides the Wavelet Power Spectrum (wps), from which the Global
Wavelet Spectrum (gws) is obtained by averaging the wps along the
longitudinal coordinate s and multiplying it by the variance of the sig-
nal. The Cone Of Influence (coi), represented by the black continuous
line in panel c and by the dashed orange line in panel d, isolates the
significant areas (where the influence of the boundaries are negligible).
The area outside the coi in panel c and the portion of the gws smaller
than the coi in panel d are not significant.
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(a) Rio Beni, Bolivia (Be)
(b) Rio Ucayali, Perù (Uc)
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(c) Rio Mamorè, Bolivia (M0)
(d) Rio Javari, Brazil (Ja)
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(e) Rio Purus, Brazil (P1)
(f ) Rio Jutai, Brazil (Jt)
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(g) Rio Xingu, Brazil (Xi)
(h)
Figure 6.4: Wavelet analysis for some river reaches analyzed in this chapter.
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The application of the wavelet analysis provides a dominant wavenum-
ber for each river planform reach analyzed in the present chapter. Fur-
thermore, reference value for the curvature ratio ν can be obtained
from curvature series over multiple years observations by taking a
statistical momentum of the absolute value of the channel curvature.
The results are reported in figure 6.5, where the wavenumbers (panel
a) and median curvature ratios (panel b) are plotted against the sedi-
ment supply per unit width TSS/W∗.
(a) Dominant wavenumber
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(b) Median curvature ratio
Figure 6.5: Dominant wavenumbers and median curvature ratios for each of
the analyzed planform reaches against the Total Suspended Sedi-
ment per unit width. Upward facing triangles are associated with
rivers displaying migrating bars, downward facing triangles with
rivers displaying only steady bars.
Despite theoretical meander morphodynamic models are mostly
based on the hypothesis of dominant bedload transport and they are
based on simplified schemes, the characteristic wavenumbers estimated
through the wavelet analysis on the planform centerlines are consis-
tent with those predicted by the morphodynamic theories (Blondeaux
and Seminara, 1985; Seminara and Tubino, 1992). According to the
morphodynamic theories, meandering rivers select their wavenum-
bers mostly depending on the reference flow conditions; the latter
are defined by the three dimensionless parameters β, τ∗ and ds. An
example of selected wavenumbers (corresponding to the conditoins of
maximum meander amplification) is reported in figure 9.7 in chap-
ter 9. Figure 6.5a shows a slightly, scattering decreasing trend of
meander wavenumbers with increasing TSS. Furthermore, rivers ex-
hibiting migrating bars (upward-facing triangular markers) display
higher wavenumbers, on average, with respect to rivers with steady
bars (downward-facing triangular markers). This latter fact is further
investigated in chapter 10, where I investigate the mechanisms con-
trolling the migration of bars in meanders.
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The curvature ratios are also consistent with those reported by Zolezzi
et al., 2012b based on the dataset of Lagasse et al., 2004, that are shown
in figure 6.6.
Figure 6.6: Distribution of curvatures and wavenumbers in the dataset pro-
vided by Lagasse et al., 2004. Figure reprinted from Zolezzi et al.,
2012b.
It is of particular relevance that the fact that median curvature ra-
tios do not significantly vary between the analyzed reaches (except in-
dividual cases) despite the difference in river patterns, ranging from
meandering, to transitional with migrating bars, to transitional with
width variations, chutes and islands. This fact is also further investi-
gated in chapter 10; it is commonly thought that migrating bars may
develop in meandering rivers if the channel curvature is low: how-
ever, figure 6.5b shows that between rivers exhibiting migrating bars
and those only displaying point bars no significant difference occurs.
6.2 bend-scale analysis of remotely sensedbankfull channel widths
In this section I investigate the temporal evolution of bankfull chan-
nel width in meandering rivers through multitemporal remotely sensed
data. The data is taken from the Landsat archive (landsat.usgs.gov)
which provides multispectral information spanning roughly the last
40 years with a spatial resolution of 30m and a temporal resolution
of a couple of weeks. The analysis of the Landsat imagery is per-
formed through the software pyris (chapter 4), which allows for the
fully automated extraction of meandering river planforms from sets
of temporally subsequent Landsat images. Sequences of satellite data
retrieved over variable time periods (roughly between 1984 and 2015,
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depending on the availability and quality of data) were used, typically
one image every one or two years when available. I analyzed four
large natural meandering rivers from the Amazon basin, particularly
the Rio Beni (Bolivia), the Rio Mamorè (Bolivia), the Rio Huallaga
(Perù) and the Rio Ucayali (Perù). The choice of these rivers is driven
mainly by their size and by the information I have about their degree
of planform change. The size is of fundamental importance since the
resolution of freely available satellite imagery, such as Landsat images,
poses a restriction to a 30m pixel resolution. Therefore the confidence
interval is acceptable, to some degree, only for rivers whose width is
larger than 400m (15% confidence interval with respect to the correct
segmentation of borderline pixels). Also, I restricted our attention to
river reaches that are homogeneous, to some degree, in terms of their
floodplain cover and water discharge.pyris is able to define the local bankfull channel width by perform-
ing a binary cross-segmentation of vegetation, sediment and water
indexes from the multispectral datasets: banklines are located at the
interface between vegetation and water or bare sediment, being the lat-
ter included within the channel body. A bend-scale analysis has been
performed, i.e. each individual meander bend has been separated and
its planform evolution has been tracked through time, for every river
reach of the analyzed dataset.
Figure 6.7: Planform development of an individual meander bend of the Rio
Beni (Bolivian Amazon). (a) Planform development of the channel
centerline. (b) Evolution of bend sinuosity.
The sinuosity of an individual meander bend is defined as the ratio
between the intrinsic bend length, measured along the channel axis,
L∗ and the Cartesian distance between its endpoints Λ∗ as
σ =
L∗
Λ∗
. (62)
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Typically an evolving meander bend increases its sinuosity during
the planform development from incipient formation to cutoff. The
software divides each river planform into individual meander bends,
and each meander bend is associated with a sinuosity σ as defined by
equation 62. Hence, I use the bend sinuosity as a proxy of time, in
such a way that I can compare individual meander bends at different
evolutionary stages and analyze statistically how the bend-scale bank-
full channel width changes with bend sinuosity (age). Figure 6.7 illus-
trates an example of an evolving individual meander bend increasing
its sinuosity over time. Meander bends at incipient formation have
typically a low sinuosity (σ ' 1), while the planform development
increases the bend intrinsic length L∗ with a rather stable Cartesian
length Λ∗, resulting in a progressive increase of the bend sinuosity σ.
Figure 6.8 provides a visual example of evolution of bankfull chan-
nel width of an individual meander bend of the River Beni between
1987 and 2000. Panel 6.8a illustrates the planform evolution of the me-
ander bend. Panel 6.8b reports the evolution of the individual bend
sinuosity and width during the planform development of the bend
itself, in which the time is denoted by the colors of the markers. The
sinuosity σ increases from the value of 1.5 to a value of 4 between
1987 and 2000. The individual meander bend reported in the figure
shows a sharp 14% decrease of the bankfull channel width in the ini-
tial stage, followed by a slight increase and by a stabilization of the
width around 89% of the initial value.
Figure 6.8: Evolution of an individual meander bend of the River Ucayali be-
tween 1987 and 2009. (a) Planform development. (b) Evolution of
the bend sinuosity σ and of the average channel width W∗.
Hence, by plotting bankfull channel widths against the sinuosity for
individual meander bends I provide a dynamic representation of the
spatio-temporal evolution of the bend-scale bankfull channel widths.
The sinuosity intervals were chosen considering that relatively low
values of bend sinuosity are more frequent than large values in real-
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world meandering rivers (see figure 6.9) although covering an accept-
able range of sinuosity classes.
(a) Rio Beni (b) Rio Huallaga
(c) Rio Mamore (d) Rio Ucayali
Figure 6.9: Distribution of bend sinuosity along the four reaches investigated.
Boxplots in Figure 6.10 illustrate the bend-scale, spatio-temporal
trends of bankfull channel width against bend sinuosity for several
bends of each of the four analyzed reaches across two-three decades
of planform development.
Although Figure 6.10 shows a certain degree of oscillation in the
data, a slight decrease in bend-scale bankfull channel width for in-
creasing sinuosity can be observed. If I restrict our attention to the
range between 25% and 75% percentiles, and especially on the medi-
ans, it appears that the bankfull width of natural meander bends is
subjected to some degree of oscillation during planform development
(increasing bend sinuosity) and, eventually, to a decrease.
The Mamorè River (Panel 6.10b), for example, has a fairly constant
width regardless of the bend sinuosity, while the Rio Huallaga (Panel
6.10c) shows a more relevant decrease of its widths. I also cross-
checked that: (i) trends hold when changing the sinuosity intervals,
and (ii) that no significant reduction of the reach-averaged channel
width occurs in time due to embankments, deforestation or building
fo dams. Figure 6.11 shows the change of channel width with sinuos-
ity for all the four rivers.
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(a) Rio Beni (Bolivia), 1987–2011.
Scene identifiers for the Landsat
data used are: 001069, 001070.
(b) Rio Mamorè (Bolivia), 1989–2011.
Scene identifiers for the Landsat
data used are: 233069, 233070.
(c) Rio Huallaga (Peru), 1988–2005.
Scene identifiers for the Landsat
data used are: 007064, 007065.
(d) Rio Ucayali (Peru), 1989–2010.
Scene identifiers for the Landsat
data used are: 006065, 006066,
006067.
Figure 6.10: Boxplots of the bankfull channel width for individual meander
bends against bend sinuosity of four large meandering rivers of
the Amazon basin. The scatter represents the widths of the indi-
vidual meander bends analyzed (sinuosities have been rescaled
for the sake of clarity).
All the rivers exhibit a slight decrease in channel width with in-
creasing sinuosity with respect to their initial value; the amplitude of
the 25%-75% range of percentiles is larger for larger median channel
widths. The most significant drop in channel width is observed in the
Rio Huallaga, which exhibits a 20% reduction. Hence, the variation of
bankfull channel width seems to depend on some characteristic of the
river; the planfom cover is quite uniform for all the analyzed reaches,
although the Mamorè river is (partially) laterally constrained. The rate
of change of the bankfull channel width in evolving meandering rivers
is further investigated through the analytical approach in chapter 7.
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Figure 6.11: Evolution of the bankfull channel width for the four analyzed
rivers. The first plot shows the evolution of the median (line
with point markers) and of the 25% and 75% percentiles (shaded
area). The second plot compares the evolution of the channel
widths by normalizing them with respect to the “initial” median
width W∗0 at 1 6 σ < 1.1.
6.3 bend-scale analysis of planform de-scriptors
In this section I reconstruct the bend-scale evolutionary dynamics
of planform descriptors of some of the Amazonian meandering river
reaches presented in the previous section of this chapter. The same ap-
proach employed in the analysis of bankfull widths is employed; the
river planform is divided into individual meander bends according to
the pyris algorithm presented in section 4.2 and each bend is assigned
a value for any of the variables considered: the bend wavenumber λ,
the curvature ratio ν, the amplitude δ of width oscillations and the
position of the largest cross-section of a meander bend, respectively.
Figures 6.12, 6.13, 6.14, 6.15, 6.16, 6.17, 6.18, 6.19, 6.20, 6.21 and 6.22
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illustrate such evolutionary dynamics for a number river reaches (re-
spectively the Rio Beni, Rio Ucayali, Rio Mamore, Rio Huallaga, Rio Ju-
rua, Rio Jutai, Rio Purus, Rio Putumayo, Rio Araguaia, Rio Xingu, Rio
das Mortes). The first four rivers (Rio Beni, Rio Ucayali, Rio Mamore,
Rio Huallaga) have a very high sediment load, hence their bends are
significantly changing during the 30 years observation period. The
following four (Rio Jurua, Rio Jutai, Rio Purus, Rio Putumayo) have
lower sediment load and hence the inter-annual variability of plan-
form structures is much lower, resulting in less significant statistics.
The last three rivers (Rio Araguaia, Rio Xingu, Rio das Mortes) have a
very small sediment load and therefore result in almost no planform
change over the years. Hence, the statistics are the least significant
since the individual bend values over multiple years are almost over-
lapping.
The scatter points were rescaled in terms of sinuosity σ for the sake
of clarity. The polar plots report the position of the width maxima
along the bends; the distance of the scatter points from the middle
represents the associated bend sinuosities.
Figure 6.12: Bend scale evolutionary dynamics of planform perturbations for
the Rio Beni (Bolivia).
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Figure 6.13: Bend scale evolutionary dynamics of planform perturbations for
the Rio Ucayali (Perù).
Figure 6.14: Bend scale evolutionary dynamics of planform perturbations for
the Rio Mamore (Bolivia).
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Figure 6.15: Bend scale evolutionary dynamics of planform perturbations for
the Rio Huallaga (Perù).
Figure 6.16: Bend scale evolutionary dynamics of planform perturbations for
the Rio Jurua (Brazil).
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Figure 6.17: Bend scale evolutionary dynamics of planform perturbations for
the Rio Jutai (Brazil).
Figure 6.18: Bend scale evolutionary dynamics of planform perturbations for
the Rio Purus (Brazil).
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Figure 6.19: Bend scale evolutionary dynamics of planform perturbations for
the Rio Putumayo (Brazil).
Figure 6.20: Bend scale evolutionary dynamics of planform perturbations for
the Rio Araguaia (Brazil).
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Figure 6.21: Bend scale evolutionary dynamics of planform perturbations for
the Rio Xingu (Brazil).
Figure 6.22: Bend scale evolutionary dynamics of planform perturbations for
the Rio das Mortes (Brazil).
The planform descriptors follow some general trends. The intrinsic
meander wavenumber obviously decreases in time (with increasing
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sinuosity); this is quite obvious since the sinuosity is the ratio between
the Cartesian wavenumber and the intrinsic wavenumber, hence a hy-
perbolic trend is expected (the Cartesian wavelength does not change
significantly during the planform development). However, the fact
that this result provides some support to the employed approach.
Figure 6.23: Bend-scale evolution of meander wavenumbers. The first plot
shows the evolution of the median (line) and of the 25% and
75% percentiles (shaded area). The second plot compares the
evolution of meander wavenumbers normalized by their median
value λ0 at 1 6 σ < 1.2.
The curvature ratio ν (computed as the median of the absolute value
of the curvature distribution of the individual meander bend) has a
peak behavior; small values of ν are observed at low sinuosity. They
increase with increasing sinuosities up to a peak that is reaches typ-
ically when the sinuosity is between 1.6 and 1.8, then a decreasing
trend occurs. The channel width oscillations are more complex. The
amplitude sometimes display a trend similar to that of the curvature,
while in other cases more complex behaviors are observed. The posi-
tions of width maxima are computed with respect to the mid-point of
the bend, mid-way between two consecutive inflection points, in accor-
dance to the theoretical models (that generally relate to an equivalent
sine-generated meander bend, whose bend apex lies in the middle).
At low sinuosities the positions of width maxima are well distributed
over the entire range, including inflection points and bend apexes;
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however, during the planform development they mostly shift towards
the upstream or downstream side of the meander bend. Very few
bends exhibit width maxima at the bend apex when the sinuosity be-
comes significant.
Figure 6.24: Bend-scale evolution of channel curvature ratio. The first plot
shows the evolution of the median (line) and of the 25% and
75% percentiles (shaded area). The second plot compares the
evolution of curvature ratios normalized by their median value
ν0 at 1 6 σ < 1.2.
Figures 6.23, 6.24 and 6.25 compare the trends for different river
reaches. The evolution of meander wavenumbers is consistent for all
the reaches investigated: a marked decrease is observed and the 25%-
75% range follows the decrease accordingly. The channel curvature
has a more scattering behavior and its tenporal variation is weak; how-
ever, a marked peak is observed in the range 1.6 6 σ < 1.8 for most of
the reaches. This fact is investigated through the analytica model and
discussed in section 8.2. Finally, the amplitude δ of width oscillations
is probably the most scattering one; however, a clear peak occurs, for
most of the investigated reaches, in the range 1.4 6 σ < 1.6, slightly
before than the curvature peak. This fact is investigated through the
analytical model in chapters 8 and 9.
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Figure 6.25: Bend-scale evolution of the amplitude of width oscillations. The
first plot shows the evolution of the median (line) and of the 25%
and 75% percentiles (shaded area). The second plot compares
the evolution of width oscillation amplitudes normalized by their
median value δ0 at 1 6 σ < 1.2.
Furthermore, the values of δ are consistent with those observed by
Zolezzi et al., 2012b based on the dataset of Lagasse et al., 2004 and
reported in figure 6.26. Higher values are observed in some of the
river reaches analyzed in the rpesent thesis with respect to those in-
vestigated by Zolezzi et al., 2012b; however, it should be taken into
account that the rivers analyzed herein are mostly suspended load-
dominated, while the dataset of Lagasse et al., 2004 referes to bedload-
dominated river reaches. Moreover, the pixel resolution of Landsat
data used herein introduces a relative error which is particularly sig-
nificant when computing width oscillations.
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Figure 6.26: Distribution of width oscillation amplitudes and wavenumbers
in the dataset provided by Lagasse et al., 2004. Figure reprinted
from Zolezzi et al., 2012b.
6.4 scales and dynamics of migrating barsalong meandering rivers
The dynamics of alternate migrating bars along meandering rivers
can be referred to the local planform configuration through remote
sensing analysis. Figure 6.27 illustrates the migration of alternate mi-
grating bars along the Rio Xingu from a remote sensing perspective.
(a) 1984 (b) 1988
(c) 1993 (d) 1997
Figure 6.27: Downstream shift of alternate migrating bars in the Rio Xingu
(Brazil). Contours show the annual position of bare sediment.
pyris allows to isolate and track through time each sediment bars,
either steady or migrating: to each bare sediment bar a centroid is
assigned. The latter is denoted by the position in the intrinsic s,n co-
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ordinate reference system. Similarly, the distance between subsequent
bars along the same bank of a meander enables to define the local bar
wavenumber
λbar =
piW∗bend
L∗bar
, (63)
where L∗bar is the bar length (distance between consecutive bar cen-
troids along the same river bank). The normalization was computed
by means of the bend-averaged channel width W∗bend in order to filter
out significant variations in the channel width that may occur from
upstream to downstream but maintaining a longitudinal scale signifi-
cantly longer than that of migrating bars.
Hence, to each bare sediment bar corresponds a value of the local
properties of the channel: a centerline curvature and a channel width
in particular. By plotting together the yearly results for local centerline
curvature and channel width against local bar migration rate vbar or
local bar wavenumber I can reconstruct the dependence of bar prop-
erties on the local planform properties. Figure 6.28 reports the scatter
plots of local channel curvature ratio and dimensionless width against
the local bar migrations rates and wavenumbers, also reported in box-
plots in figure 6.29. A strong dependence of both bar wavenumber
and migration rate on both local normalized centerline curvature and
channel width is observed:
• bars are shorter and migrate faster where the curvature is lower,
and the shortest and fastest bars occur in quasi-straight reaches;
hence, despite the existence of migrating bars in meandering
rivers, the curvature affects their dynamics and tend to suppress
them;
• curvature slows down and elongates the migrating bars, and
eventually bars tend to become steady and attain wavenumbers
comparable with that of meanders for high curvature ratios; mi-
grating bars tend to have much higher wavenumbers than steady
bars and, when the curvature is relatively high, river bars tend
to form as point bars rather than migrating bars;
• bar wavenumbers shorten and bar speed increases when the
channel width is larger; this reflects the fact that the regime of al-
ternate migratking bars is stringly dominated by the aspect ratio
of the channel (Tubino and Seminara, 1990).
It is also of importance that bar migration rate seems to significantly
slow down after a peak is reached for a normalized channel width
roughly close to 1.5; this may be due to the fact that increasing the
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width-to-depth ratio the amplification: in fact, when the aspect ra-
tio increases significantly the migrating bar regime can be strongly
altered (Colombini et al., 1987).
Figures 6.30 and 6.31 show analogous trends for the steady and
alternate migrating bars of a similar river–the Rio das Mortes (Brazil)–
while figures 6.32 and 6.33 report the results for the Rio Araguaia.
The results for the Rio das Mortes and the Rio Araguaia are consistent
with those of the Xingu; the trends show a significant decrease in
downstream bar migration rate as well as in the bar wavenumber with
the channel curvature, whereas the channel width has an opposite
effect. Hence, channel planform appears to control the scales and
dynamics of both points and alternate migrating bars.
(a) Bar wavenumber against local di-
mensionless channel curvature.
(b) Bar wavenumber against local di-
mensionless channel width.
(c) Bar migration rate against local di-
mensionless channel curvature.
(d) Bar migration rate against local di-
mensionless channel width.
Figure 6.28: Scatter plots for scales and dynamics of sediment bars in the Rio
Xingu (Brazil, 1984-2012).
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(a) Bar wavenumber against local di-
mensionless channel curvature.
(b) Bar wavenumber against local di-
mensionless channel width.
(c) Bar migration rate against local di-
mensionless channel curvature.
(d) Bar migration rate against local di-
mensionless channel width.
Figure 6.29: Boxplots for scales and dynamics of sediment bars in the Rio
Xingu (Brazil, 1984-2012).
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(a) Bar wavenumber against local di-
mensionless channel curvature.
(b) Bar wavenumber against local di-
mensionless channel width.
(c) Bar migration rate against local di-
mensionless channel curvature.
(d) Bar migration rate against local di-
mensionless channel width.
Figure 6.30: Scatter plots for scales and dynamics of sediment bars in the Rio
das Mortes (Brazil, 1984-2012).
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(a) Bar wavenumber against local di-
mensionless channel curvature.
(b) Bar wavenumber against local di-
mensionless channel width.
(c) Bar migration rate against local di-
mensionless channel curvature.
(d) Bar migration rate against local di-
mensionless channel width.
Figure 6.31: Boxplots for scales and dynamics of sediment bars in the Rio das
Mortes (Brazil, 1984-2012).
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(a) Bar wavenumber against local di-
mensionless channel curvature.
(b) Bar wavenumber against local di-
mensionless channel width.
(c) Bar migration rate against local di-
mensionless channel curvature.
(d) Bar migration rate against local di-
mensionless channel width.
Figure 6.32: Scatter plots for scales and dynamics of sediment bars in the Rio
das Araguaia (Brazil, 1984-2012).
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(a) Bar wavenumber against local di-
mensionless channel curvature.
(b) Bar wavenumber against local di-
mensionless channel width.
(c) Bar migration rate against local di-
mensionless channel curvature.
(d) Bar migration rate against local di-
mensionless channel width.
Figure 6.33: Boxplots for scales and dynamics of sediment bars in the Rio
Araguaia (Brazil, 1984-2012).
6.5 discussion and conclusions
In this chapter I presented results and data that can be obtained
by literature and gauging stations for Amazonian and African rivers
and through remote sensing analysis. Firstly, I characterized a num-
ber of pristine meandering and transitional rivers from the point of
view of the channel hydraulics and planform. The rivers analyzed are
more or less homogeneous in terms of floodplain cover, planform re-
strictions, sediment sizes. The literature research combined with the
remote sensing analysis through the software pyris allowed me to cre-
ate a database of some South American and African rivers for which
a characterization of the reference bankfull hydraulic geometry and
planform structure was built. The limitations of such an approach
are evident: data sources are sometimes contradictory, numbers from
the gauging stations are not always reliable, resolution of remote sens-
ing data is low, sediment supply estimates are interpolated through
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total load formulas on reduced data, backwater effects are neglected,
just to name a few. Moreover, during the observation period the Rio
Araguaia encountered significant deforestation that forced a signifi-
cant increase in the rates of sediment transport. However, in a number
of rivers where redundant data were available, the results were found
to be surprisingly consistent when comparing the relations 60 with
the available values.
The characteristic values of the bankfull hydraulic geometry exhibit
significant trends against the TSS per unit width. Specifically, while
the dimensional quantities such as the channel width, depth and dis-
charge show scattering trends, the dimensionless indicators of the
bankfull hydraulic geometry (β, τ∗, ds) display consistent trends (a
more quantitative assesment of such consistency is reported in chap-
ter 10). Hence, it seems that the sediment supply can be considered
as a key driver for the bankfull hydraulic geometry of large pristine
meandering rivers.
On the other hand, reference values for the planform descriptors
(meander wavenumber and curvature ratio) display much weaker trends
with the TSS; the median curvature is invariably similar for the ana-
lyzed reaches (the implications are discussed in chapter 10), while
meander wavenumber splits into two classes: higher wavenumbers
are related to meandering rivers with migrating bars, while lower
wavenumbers are displayed by meanderng rivers with steady bars
only. Moreover,
In sections 6.2 and 6.3 the temporal dynamics of bankfull channel
width and planform descriptors is analyzed for several river reaches.
In section 6.2 I reconstructed the evolutionary bend-scale trends of
the bankfull channel width in developing meander bends. By utilizing
the individual bend sinuosity as a proxy of time, I defined a univocal
quantity able to denote the evolutionary age of a meander bend; obser-
vations for tens or hundreds of bends over a 30 years period gave rise
to an intense point cloud that reproduced, finally, boxplots showing
the evolutionary dynamics of the bend-scale bankfull channel width.
This is of particular importance since analytical morphodynamic mod-
els make rough assumptions on the evolutionary dynamics of bankfull
channel geometry, such as the constancy of the channel width. The
boxplots presented show an remarkably consistent result in a slightly
decreasing channel width with increasing bend sinuosity. They never
increase, but they do not to remain constant; this finding has implica-
tions also on the evolution of the streamwise bed slope, according to
the model proposed in section 5.1 and to the results presented in chap-
ter 7. The drop in channel width has different magnitudes in different
rivers.
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In section 6.3, evolutionary dynamics of bend-scale planform pertur-
bations, including channel curvature, bend wavenumber and channel
width oscillations, were computed in a similar manner. Such dynam-
ics highlighted in particular the peak behavior of channel curvature
and the complex behavior of width oscillations (this particular behav-
iors and their interactions will be explained in the next chapters). The
statistics computed are consistent with the values known from the the-
ories and with literature values for field-surveyed river reaches (see
e.g. Lagasse et al. 2004; Zolezzi et al. 2012b; Eke et al. 2014a), despite
obvious limitations arising especially a consequence of the low resolu-
tion of the satellite data employed. The most significant results arising
from this kind of analysis are that:
• meander wavenumber reduces during the planform development
in accordance with morphodynamic models;
• channel curvature has O(10−1) values and exhibit a peak at sin-
uosities ranges of 1.6−−1.8;
• the amplitude of width oscillation also displays O(10−1) values
and peaks earlier than the curvature;
• width oscillations have maxima that shift far away from the bend
apexes during the planform development.
Finally, in section 6.4 a dynamic characterization of bars in that par-
ticular class of meandering rivers that I herein consider as transitional
was proposed. A remote sensing perspective offers a unique glimpse
on the spatial structure and scales and of their evolutionary dynam-
ics as a function of the channel planform. The results highlight the
strong effect of channel curvature in inhibiting the migration rate and
in promoting longer bars: when the channel curvature attains rela-
tively high values, the steady bars (longer and not migrating) form
in place of migrating bars. On the other hand, an increasing channel
width promotes faster and shorter migrating bars, while steady bars
tend to form when the channel width reduces significantly; however,
in one case, when the channel width becomes significantly larger than
the reference one, the bar migration rate reduces and the wavenumber
drops.

7 THE HYDRAUL IC GEOMETRYOF EVOLV ING GRAVEL-BEDMEANDER ING R IVERS
This chapter reports the results of the system describing the evolu-
tion of bankfull hydraulic geometry in evolving gravel bed meander-
ing rivers. Section 7.1 reports the results of the model applied to a sine-
generated sequence of meandering bends and the effect of the ratio RT
between the planform development and the riverbed timescales is in-
vestigated. I discuss the outcomes of the model in section 7.2, where I
also provide an estimate of RT for a number of rivers of the Amazon
basin and I illustrate qualitatively its relation with the migration coef-
ficient and with the ratio between sediment and water discharges. A
further discussion on the implications of the proposed model on the
evolution of the morphodynamic regime is also reported.
7.1 results
In the present section I illustrate and discuss the outcomes of the
model presented in section 5.1. Specifically, I investigate and discuss
the role of the fundamental parameter arising from the formulation
illustrated in section 5.1
RT =
√
g∗∆D∗s3Φ(τ∗0)
2M(1− pb)D
∗
0U
∗
0
, (64)
which represents the ratio between temporal scales of planform devel-
opment and riverbed change. The solution is mostly affected by RT ,
while the other parameters play a much more limited role in the evo-
lution of the bankfull hydraulic geometry. The evolutionary model for
the bankfull hydraulic geometry is coupled with the model defining
the evolution of meander wavenumber λ(t) presented in section 5.3.
Figure 7.1 reports the modeling outcomes from incipient meander
formation to cutoff. The temporal evolution is plotted against the nor-
malized meander sinuosity (σ− 1)/(σcutoff − 1), which spans between
0 and 1 and allows to compare evolutionary scenarios with different
cutoff times. The riverbed porosity pb is assumed to be constant and
equal to the commonly used value of 0.4 (although this is not crucial
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to the aim of the present work). The floodplain material fraction pf is
set equal to that of the riverbed (pf = pb). The variables are plotted
against meander sinuosity, consistently with the remote sensing anal-
ysis reported in the preceding section. Panel 7.1a shows the evolution
river planform centerline in the normalized (x∗,y∗)/W∗0 coordinate
reference system. The channel axis consists of a sequence of identi-
cal, sine-generated meanders with one harmonic (i.e., no skewing and
fattening occur). Panels 7.1b, c and d report the temporal evolution
of the bankfull hydraulic geometry, namely the channel depth, width
and slope, with respect to the initial values. Note that under the as-
sumption of a single-harmonic, sine-generated periodic sequence of
meanders, the cutoff occurs at the same value of sinuosity regardless
the value of the timescale ratio RT .
Figure 7.1: Evolution of the bankfull hydraulic geometry of a sequence of
sine-generated meanders as a function of the timescale ratio RT .
Initial conditions are β0 = 10, τ∗0 = 0.1, ds0 = 0.01, λ0 = 0.1.
All the variables are plotted against meander sinuosity, which is
used as a proxy of time. The floodplain porosity pf is equal to the
riverbed porosity pb = 0.4. (a) Evolution of the river planform at
intermediate timesteps for RT = 101. (b) Evolution of the normal-
ized bankfull flow depth. (c) Evolution of the normalized bankfull
channel width. (d) Evolution of the normalized channel slope.
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Channel slope and width decrease uniformly during the develop-
ment of the river planform. The magnitude of the drop of the channel
width and slope is regulated by the value of the ratio RT between the
timescale of the riverbank shift and of the riverbed change: low values
of RT imply that the timescale of the planform development is com-
parable with that of the riverbed change and therefore the riverbed
is not able to reshape towards the equilibrium channel slope and the
bankfull channel width decreases accordingly. Conversely, when the
ratio RT is high, the planform development occurs slowly compared
to the riverbed change: in this case, the riverbed is able to maintain the
channel slope according to the incoming sediment supply. For values
of RT of 103 the bankfull hydraulic geometry keeps almost constant.
Figure 7.2 illustrates the role of the exchange of bed material be-
tween the river and the floodplain. The floodplain porosity pf ac-
counts for the percentage of eroded riverbank effectively contributing
to the bed material load. I investigate three significant values of the
floodplain porosity pf, namely pf = 0 (the floodplain is entirely com-
posed by bed material which contributes to the sediment transport),
pf = 0.4 (the floodplain has the same bed material percentage as the
riverbed), pf = 1 (bed material incoming from the riverbanks is ne-
glected).
Figure 7.2: Evolution of the bankfull hydraulic geometry under changing
floodplain porosity pf. Initial conditions are β0 = 10, τ∗0 = 0.1,
ds0 = 0.01, λ0 = 0.1, while RT was set to 10. (a) Evolution of the
normalized bankfull channel width. (b) Evolution of the normal-
ized channel slope.
Figure 7.2 shows that exchange of sediment load between the riverbed
and the floodplain does not play a crucial role in the overall evolution
of bankfull hydraulic geometry. However, increasing the percentage
of bed material load incoming from the floodplain reduces the change
in bankfull hydraulic geometry. This suggests a net income from the
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river banks to the channel, which pushes the river towards the sedi-
ment supply-driven channel slope.
7.2 discussion and conclusions
In the section 6.2 I first presented a statistical analysis of evolution-
ary remotely sensed data taken from the Landsat imagery. The previ-
ous section reports the result of the model for the evolution of bankfull
hydraulic geometry; the key controlling parameter for the evolution of
the bankfull hydraulic geometry is the ratio between floodplain and
riverbed timescales RT . In the present section I discuss the results
of the model with respect to the outcomes off the statistical analysis;
specifically, I investigate the reference hydraulic characteristics of the
natural meandering rivers presented in section 6.1 and seek the value
of RT for these rivers.
The statistical analysis reported in section 6.2, although referred to
sand-bed rivers, can be regarded as a dynamic bend-scale analysis of
the planform evolution of bankfull channel widths along four large
meandering rivers from the Amazon basin. All four rivers display
a slight decrease of the channel width during average bend growth,
which means that, from a statistical point of view, the planform de-
velopment of individual meander bends leads to a weak decrease in
their average bankfull width. Results can be considered significant
for sinuosities smaller than 3; the most populated classes are the ones
related to the smallest sinuosities. The Huallaga river (figure 6.10c)
shows a stronger decrease in bend-scale bankfull width with respect
to the other three rivers, the Rio Beni (Figure 6.10a), Rio Mamorè (Fig-
ure 6.10b) and Rio Ucayali (Figure 6.10d). These results seem to dis-
credit, on one hand, the commonly employed constancy of the bank-
full channel width Zolezzi et al., 2009, e.g., on the other hand they
enforce the inconsistency of those models predicting dramatic drops
of the bankfull channel width during planform development.
A spontaneous question would be what values does the controlling
parameter RT attain in natural rivers.
Being the numerator of equation 17 equal to Q∗s/W∗ and the de-
nominator roughly equal to MQ∗/W∗ (note that 2(1− pb) ' 1) I can
rewrite equation (17) in the following form
RT ' Q
∗
s/Q
∗
M
, (65)
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where Q∗ is the water discharge. Equation (65) represents the ratio be-
tween sediment concentration and the migration rate, the latter given
by
M ∼
ζ∗
νU∗0
, (66)
where ν is some representative curvature ratio of the channel plan-
form (herein the median is used).
Figure 7.3 shows the dependence of RT on the discharge ratioQ∗s/Q∗
(panel 7.3a) and on the migration coefficient M (panel 7.3b) for several
of natural meandering rivers from the Amazon basin presented in sec-
tion 6.1. Curvature values were computed through pyris by extracting
the river planforms for the identified reaches. Visually, RT correlates
Figure 7.3: Values of RT against the discharge ratio Q∗s/Q∗ for natural mean-
dering rivers of the Amazon basin: Ar (Araguaia), Be (Beni), Br
(Branco), Hu (Huallaga), Ju (Juruà), Jt (Jutai), M0 (Mamorè0), M1
(Mamorè1), M2 (Mamorè2), Ma (Madre dei Diòs), P1 (Purus1), P2
(Purus2), Uc (Ucayali), Pt (Putumayo), Xi (Xingu). The color of the
markers represents the value of the TSS per unit width.
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well with the sediment concentration and its values span within the
range 100 ÷ 103 and are mostly concentrated in the range 101 ÷ 102.
Now I look how the results of the model proposed, for the val-
ues of RT that occur in natural rivers, compare against the outcomes
of traditional morphodynamic models. Figure 7.4 compares the re-
sults obtained with the present model with those predicted by the
widely used, constant width model summarized in Zolezzi et al., 2009,
which is employed in many other morphodynamic computations and
assumes a constant channel width and a channel slope decreasing
proportionally to meander elongation, and that proposed by Eke et
al., 2014a, which introduces a bank erosion/deposition model to vary
the channel width. The latter predicts a nonphysical drop in bankfull
channel width. The authors overcame this problem by assuming the
threshold Shields stress for bank erosion to change with bed slope.
The corrected model is indicated in figure 7.4 as “Eke et al., 2014a
mod”. Panel 7.4a shows the evolution of the sediment transport ca-
pacity. Panels 7.4b, c and d report the evolution of bankfull channel
geometry.
The three models (constant width, Eke et al. 2014a and Eke et al.,
2014a mod.) do not treat explicitly the conservation of sediment trans-
port (i.e., they do not employ the Exner equation). Indeed the sedi-
ment transport capacity reduces of about 90% or more. This means
that 90% of the sediment transport carried throughout the channel
during planform development is deposited, despite the assumption
of a constant floodplain slope. The present model introduces the con-
cept of sediment mass conservation in the context of bankfull channel
geometry; the extended Exner equation employed herein generates
a mechanism of compensation of the channel slope the mitigates the
reduction in channel slope, resulting in a higher sediment transport ca-
pacity. The larger the ratio RT , the slowest the planform development
compared to the riverbed adaptation rate, hence the bankfull chan-
nel geometry tends to keep constant leading to an almost constant
sediment transport capacity. Finally, the evolution of bankfull chan-
nel width predicted by the novel modeling framework is supported
by the field data reported in Figure 6.10 for relatively high values of
RT , where the statistical planform development of individual mean-
der bends highlights a slight decrease of bankfull channel width with
bend sinuosity. A dramatic drop such as the one predicted by the
original model of Eke et al., 2014a was not observed within the study
cases reported in section 6.2. The modified model of Eke et al., 2014a
predicts a variation of the channel width which is similar to the one
obtained by our model; however, the sediment transport capacity is
not conserved.
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Figure 7.4: Evolution of the bankfull hydraulic geometry according to three
different models: present model (blue lines), standard model de-
tailed in Zolezzi et al., 2009 (orange line), physically-based bank
erosion/deposition model proposed by Eke et al., 2014a without
(green line) and with (red line) the modification to overcome dra-
matic width changes. (a) Evolution of the sediment transport ca-
pacity. (b) Evolution of the channel slope. (c) Evolution of the
channel width. (d) Evolution of the channel depth.
The proposed model for the evolution of channel width is a threshold-
based model: it predicts that the bankfull channel width undergoes
widening (narrowing) when the bankfull flow velocity is higher than
the equilibrium one. The channel slope, on the other hand, varies as
a consequence of three different processes, (i) meander elongation, (ii)
channel widening/narrowing, and (iii) the variation of transport ca-
pacity. The latter effect arises due to the implementation of the Exner
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equation in the model and allows to decrease the effect of slope de-
crease associated with meander elongation. Its magnitude is ruled by
the parameter RT , which accounts for the intensity of sediment trans-
port processes with respect to bank erosion/accretion processes, and
in the natural meandering rivers analyzed in the present section takes
values that mostly plot in the range 10÷ 100. Low values of RT de-
note fastly evolving meanders, leading to a decrease in channel slope
proportional to meander elongation due to the lack of time for the
sediment transport to re-adapt to the sediment supply. On the con-
trary, high values of RT are associated to slowly evolving meanders,
whose riverbed has the time to adapt its morphology to the incoming
sediment supply before the river keeps evolving.
Figure 7.5: Planform structure of four large rivers from the Amazon basin.
Flow enters from the bottom in all the pictures. (a) Rio Purus
(Brazil). (b) Rio Jurua (Brazil). (c) Rio Mamorè (Bolivia). (d) Rio
Beni (Bolivia).
Finally I discuss the possible implications of the present evolution-
ary model for the bankfull hydraulic geometry in the broader con-
text of meander morphodynamic models. Zolezzi et al., 2009 investi-
gated the transition between subresonant and superresonant regime in
evolving meander bends. Subresonant meanders are generally associ-
ated with an upstream-skewed meander shape, while superresonant
meanders are downstream-skewed. The most commonly occurring
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scenario observed by Zolezzi et al., 2009 in the natural rivers provided
by the dataset of Parker et al., 2007 was the transition from initially
superresonant meanders to subresonant meanders. In some cases the
reverse behavior was found. Their model predicted a significant vari-
ation of the aspect ratio and of its resonant value βR during the plan-
form development.
However, the model employed in the present chapter suggests that
natural rivers should be more prone to such transitions when the plan-
form development is fast (RT ), whereas they should be inhibited in
slowly evolving meandering rivers. Figure 7.5 provides a few exam-
ples of natural meandering rivers in the Amazon basin.
In panels 7.5a,b the Rio Purus and Rio Jurua are shown; these two
rivers do not modify significantly their planform during the period
of observation. Panels 7.5c, d illustrate two dynamic rivers, namely
the Rio Mamorè and the Rio Beni. The Rio Purus and the Rio Jurua
display a typically subresonant shape for all the meander bends illus-
trated, while the Rio Mamorè and the Rio Beni show a composition of
upstream and downstream skewed meander bends, suggesting that
rivers that evolve faster are more transition-prone.
More implications can be referred to the choice of the bankfull hy-
draulic geometry evolution model and, eventually, to the choice of
RT . The complexity of meander loops is generally due to the rise of
higher harmonics, whose amplitude depends directly on the bankfull
hydraulic geometry. A rather constant bankfull hydraulic geometry
may lead to completely different planforms with respect to a strongly
changing bankfull geometry. Higher complexity means, eventually,
lower sinuosities and smaller lateral planform space occupied by the
river.

8 AUTOGEN IC W IDTH CHANGEAND CURVATURE INEVOLV ING MEANDERBENDS
In this chapter I study the morphodynamics of channel width oscil-
lations in space and time associated with the planform development of
river meander bends. I focus the attention on “autogenic” width varia-
tions, which are forced by flow nonlinearities driven by the dynamics
of channel curvature and also occur in the limiting case of equal rates
of advance/retreat of the opposite river banks (i.e., the K parameter
is set to 0). The proposed approach allows insight into the interaction
between autogenic width variations and curvature in meander devel-
opment and between forcing and damping effects in the formation of
width variations. Model outcomes suggest that autogenic width os-
cillations mainly determine wider-at-inflection meandering river pat-
terns, and affect their planform development particularly at superres-
onant aspect ratios, where the width oscillation reaches its maximum
and reduces meander sinuosity and lateral floodplain size. The coevo-
lution of autogenic width oscillation and curvature occurs through
temporal hysteresis cycles, whereby the peak in channel curvature
lags behind that of width oscillation. The values of width oscillation
predicted by the model are consistent with those extracted from re-
motely sensed field data. For the sake of simplicity, the reference
channel width is assumed to be constant and the role of sediment sup-
ply driven bed change described in the previous chapter is neglected.
8.1 results
I first investigate the coevolution of curvature and width oscillations
as the meander develops in time.
In the absence of width variations the evolutionary dynamics of
channel curvature consists of an initial stage characterized by the
growth of the fundamental harmonic (e1), while channel sinuosity
keeps relatively small, followed by a second stage in which meander
length, and therefore sinuosity, increases quite rapidly and higher or-
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(c) Phase lag of the bend apex, ψcurv,
and of the widest section, ψwidth,
with respect to the half-bend lon-
gitudinal position. Lag values of
−pi/2 (+pi/2) correspond to the up-
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(d) Temporal evolution of the dimen-
sionless amplitude of width varia-
tions δ.
Figure 8.1: Evolutionary dynamics of a sub-resonant meander with autogenic
width oscillations. Initial values of parameters: β = 10, ds = 0.01,
τ∗ = 0.1, λ0 = 0.1, |θ1| = 0.01.
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Figure 8.2: Evolutionary dynamics of a super-resonant meander with auto-
genic width oscillations. Initial values of parameters: β = 20,
ds = 0.01, τ∗ = 0.1, λ0 = 0.1, |θ1| = 0.01.
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Figure 8.3: Effect of the autogenic width variations on meander’s shape pa-
rameters: comparison between variable width (solid lines) and
constant width simulations (dashed lines) as a function of the
width ratio β. Initial values of parameters: ds = 0.01, τ∗ = 0.1,
λ0 = 0.1.
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Figure 8.4: The peak amplitude δmax of width variations as a function of
the aspect ratio, measured with respect to its resonant value βR,
for different sets of flow conditions (τ∗, ds) and initial meander
wavenumber λ0 = 0.1.
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Figure 8.5: The position of the widest section ψwidth along half a mean-
der wavelength between two consecutive apexes as a function of
the width ratio, measured with respect to its resonant value βR,
for different sets of flow conditions (τ∗, ds) and initial meander
wavenumber λ0 = 0.1. The values of ψwidth are computed when
the width oscillation amplitude reaches its peak.
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Figure 8.6: The maximum floodplain width ∆ymax, scaled with the reference
channel width, as a function of the width ratio, measured with re-
spect to its resonant value βR, for different sets of flow conditions
(τ∗, ds) and initial meander wavenumber λ0 = 0.1 (full markers).
Empty markers refer to the results of the equiwidth model (δ = 0).
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der components develop through nonlinear effects (see Seminara et al.
2001, figures 5-7). Such two-stage process is reflected by the temporal
evolution of the curvature ratio ν, which initially grows up to a maxi-
mum value and then declines in a second stage due to the increase of
the intrinsic meander length.
The model of Seminara et al., 2001 also suggests that the planform
shape strongly depends on the width ratio β falling below or above the
resonant value βR. Sub-resonant meanders are typically downstream
skewed, while super-resonant meanders exhibit upstream skewed loops
and are prone to evolving much faster, as cutoff occurs at lower values
of the rescaled time T . It is useful to remind that the term "resonant"
refers to the unbounded response of the linear O(ν) solution which
occurs, for given values of τ∗ and ds, as β exactly matches βR (Blon-
deaux and Seminara, 1985). The dependence of the resonant aspect
ratio βR on Shields stress and grain roughness can be found in Semi-
nara and Tubino, 1992 (figure 4).
The above distinction between sub- and super-resonant meanders
turns out to be relevant also in the present case in which width varia-
tions are taken into account, as their role on planform development is
markedly different in the two regimes.
Figures 8.1 and 8.2 show the evolution of sub- and super-resonant
meanders. The initial parameters value is the same in the two cases,
but for the width ratio β, which falls below (figure 8.1) or above (fig-
ure 8.2) the resonant value (βR ' 15.8). Figures 8.1a and 8.2a show
the meander planform, at T = 790 and T = 193 respectively, which re-
flects the assumption of channel width oscillating at a double spatial
frequency compared to centerline curvature and displays downstream
(β < βR) and upstream (β > βR) skewed loops. The evolution in time
of the curvature ratio ν and of the dimensionless amplitude of width
oscillations δ are reported in figures 8.1b and 8.2b and in figures 8.1d
and 8.2d, respectively. The behavior of the parameter ν is rather sim-
ilar to that observed in constant width channels and is governed (see
equation 39) by the opposing effects of the growth of θ1, which char-
acterizes the first phase, and the decrease of meander wavenumber
that dominates the second phase, when channel sinuosity mainly de-
velops.
The effect of width variations on the curvature ratio ν is negligi-
ble in sub-resonant regime, as shown in figure 8.1b, while it becomes
relevant for β > βR, leading to a time delay of the peak curvature
and slowing down the decline of curvature in the final stage of plan-
form development (figure 8.2b). On the other hand, the behavior of
the amplitude of width oscillations is closely related to that of curva-
ture, as its growth is driven by the O(ν2) autogenic term appearing
in (54d), which results in a sharp increase of δ until a peak is reached
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(figures 8.1c and 8.2c). Such an effect is counterbalanced by the linear
O(δ) term of equation (54d) that always produces a suppressing con-
tribution, which increases with δ. The amplitude of width oscillations
keeps relatively small in the sub-resonant case, while it becomes large
for a longer time in the super-resonant case, being more persistently
close to the peak value of nearly 0.2.
Figures 8.1c and 8.2c show the locations of the bend apex and of the
widest section with respect to the inflection points. They are expressed
in terms of the phase lags, ψcurv and ψwidth, respectively, measured
with reference to the half-bend section (therefore −pi/2 and pi/2 denote
the positions of two consecutive inflection points). In both sub- and
super-resonant cases the bend apex keeps nearly in phase with the
half-bend section during meander evolution and deviates from this
location only slightly due to nonlinear effects. On the other hand, the
behavior of ψwidth is markedly different in the two cases. In the sub-
resonant case (figure 8.1d) the phase lag ψwidth undergoes a strong
variation in time, such that the widest section is initially located down-
stream the bend apex, and progressively slides back to the upstream
inflection. On the contrary, in the super-resonant case (figure 8.2d) the
position of the widest section is fairly stable in time and keeps closer
to the inflection point.
A summary of the effect of autogenic width variations on the center-
line evolution is given in figure 8.3, where the maximum amplitude
of the third harmonic θ3 of the inflection angle, scaled with that of
the fundamental θ1 (figure 8.3a), and channel sinuosity, (σ = λ0/λ;
figure 8.3b), evaluated at cut-off are reported for different values of
the width ratio β. Results of the present theory are compared with
those of equiwidth simulations, for the same set of parameters. At
low values of β width variations tend to suppress the geometrical
nonlinearities and produce more regular meander shapes with limited
relevance of the third harmonic. However, as β crosses the resonant
range such effect is reversed and becomes stronger, thus promoting
the fattening and skewing of the meander shape in the final stage of
evolution. Furthermore, when width variations are taken into account,
the elongation of super-resonant meanders is strongly inhibited and
therefore channel sinuosity attains smaller values, as shown in fig-
ure 8.3b, falling to a minimum for values of β above the resonant
range.
Such behavior highlights the suppressing attitude of autogenic width
variations on the activity of super-resonant meanders. A clear explana-
tion can be given in the dependence of δ on flow parameters. Comput-
ing the peak value δmax for different values of the reference parameters
(β, τ∗ and ds) and measuring the width ratio β with respect to βR,
which depends on τ∗ and ds, a fairly coherent scenario is obtained,
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as shown in figure 8.4. The value of δmax exhibits a sharp increase
as I move from sub-resonant to super-resonant meanders, reaches a
maximum for β nearly equal to 1.5βR and then declines for larger
β. Figure 8.4 also shows that the amplitude of width oscillations is
almost unaffected by τ∗, while it drops as the sediment gets coarser.
The position of the widest section when δ reaches its peak also ex-
hibits a similar coherent behavior, as the different curves overlap, at
least in the super-resonant regime, once they are represented in terms
of the relative distance from the resonant state. Figure 8.5 suggests
that the widest section is approximately located at the meander inflec-
tion at resonance; furthermore, it slides back from downstream to up-
stream the inflection point as β crosses the resonant value, and even-
tually reaches the upstream bend apex for wide channels. Comparing
figures 8.4 and 8.5 it can be noted that the widest section is located
half-way between the apex and the inflection point (ψwidth ' pi/4) in
the range of β values corresponding to the maximum amplification of
width oscillations (β ' 1.5βR).
Further evidence of the different evolutionary dynamics of sub- and
super-resonant meanders can be obtained through the analysis of the
width of the floodplain which is needed to accommodate meander de-
velopment from the initial stage until cut-off. In figure 8.6 I report
(with full markers) the envelope of the river belt width, measured
as the maximum transverse distance between two consecutive bend
apexes, for the same set of parameters of figures 8.4 and 8.5. Re-
sults of the present model highlight the existence of a sharp transi-
tion as the width ratio crosses the resonant value: subresonant me-
anders seem to require more space to develop, nearly 60–80 times
their width, while super-resonant meanders keep more confined and
the belt width drops to 20–40 times the channel width. As shown in
figure 8.6 results of equiwidth simulations (empty markers) do not
display a similar dependence on β. Therefore, such distinct behavior
seems inherently associated with the effect of autogenic width varia-
tions on meander development.
8.2 discussion and conclusions
8.2.1 Mutual interaction between width and curvature under sub-and super-resonant regimes
The results presented in the preceding section provide further sup-
port to the idea that the evolutionary trajectories of meanders are
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markedly different depending upon the width ratio falling below or
above the resonant value.
The main outcome is that super-resonant meanders are more likely
to display width oscillations driven by the autogenic mechanism, with
a maximum value of their amplitude occurring in the range (β =
βR ÷ 2βR) and a corresponding phase lag that forces local widening
to occur far downstream the bend apex. In such conditions width
variations are found to weaken the planimetric activity of meanders,
mainly reducing meander length and floodplain width (figures 8.3b
and 8.6).
I now attempt to provide a mechanistic explanation of the behavior
described in Section 8.1. Solution of system (57), along with equa-
tions (54)a-c, provides us with an in-depth understanding of the ad-
justment of width oscillation and of the interaction between width and
curvature in the planform development of meander bends.
Equations (54)a,b suggest that the evolution of the channel axis is
mainly driven by the linear O(ν) term. Therefore the lateral migra-
tion rate depends on the position along a meander wavelength of the
maximum of the excess flow velocity, U10, at the bank. A typical sce-
nario is reproduced in Figure 8.7a, where the phase lag of the U10
solution with respect to curvature distribution is plotted in terms of
the width ratio and meander wavenumber, for given values of the
flow parameters. Because meanders grow when the phase lag falls in
the range (−pi/2÷ pi/2), the figure shows that planform development
occurs provided meander wavenumber keeps relatively small, regard-
less the value of the width ratio. In the (λ,β) plane of Figure 8.7a the
resonant value βR corresponds to the intersection of the marginal sta-
bility curve with the curve discriminating upstream from downstream
migration.
On the other hand, β controls the direction of propagation of the
channel planform, such that lower values of β (mainly sub-resonant)
imply downstream migrating meanders, while higher values (mainly
super-resonant) correspond to upstream migrating meanders. This is
the main cause of the different evolutionary trajectories of meanders
reported in Figures 8.1a and 8.2a. As a meander develops in time its
length increases and therefore λ decreases, which implies a change
in the phase lag of U10. As pointed out in section 8.1, the increase
of channel length is also responsible, through equation (39), for the
reduction of curvature ratio ν experienced in the second stage of me-
ander development.
Meander dynamics is also affected by width variations through the
non-linear O(νδ) contribution, which can either promote or inhibit
morphological activity depending on the phase lag ψwidth. Accord-
ing to the stability analysis of Luchi et al., 2011, when width oscil-
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lations are nearly in phase with curvature (wider-at-bends meander,
ψwidth = 0,pi) meander evolution is promoted, while their effect be-
comes weaker (or even negative at large β) as their peak shifts towards
the inflection points (ψwidth = ±pi/2). Figure 8.5 suggests that the for-
mer condition is met when β is far from the resonant range, while the
latter condition characterizes near resonant and super-resonant mean-
ders, which may be the cause of the observed reduction of channel
sinuosity reported in Figure 8.3b.
Equation (54d) highlights how forcing and suppressing terms inter-
act in the formation of width oscillations. In this case a forcing effect is
required to promote width variations because the linear O(δ) contribu-
tion invariably produces a stabilizing effect. As an initially equiwidth,
quasi-straight river with a weak periodic perturbation of its center-
line curvature starts developing, curvature self-forces its own growth
but also forces the width distribution to vary longitudinally due to
nonlinear autogenic O(ν2) effect. Therefore, the amplitude of width
variations experiences a relatively fast growth in the initial stage of
development due to the increase of the curvature ratio. However, in-
creasing values of δ imply an increasing role of the O(δ) contribution.
When these two contributions balance with one another, a peak is
reached, and then the magnitude of the linear δ term becomes dom-
inant and a decreasing stage is observed, enforced by the decline of
curvature.
The above discussion clarifies the role of the non-linear O(ν2) so-
lution as the main agent able to produce autogenic width variations.
As this solution attains its maximum value within the resonant range,
one could expect a corresponding maximum response of width oscil-
lations in the same range. A glance at Figure 8.4 suggests that this is
not the case, because the maximum value of δ consistently occurs for
larger values of β, say β ' 1.5βR.
The reason for this unexpected behavior is related to the change
of position of width maximum with respect to curvature distribution,
the phase lag ψwidth, experienced as the length of meander develops
in time. If ψwidth is relatively stable in time, the amplitude δ of width
variations is enforced, because the O(ν2) contribution continuously
acts at nearly the same position along the meander wavelength (e.g.,
figure 8.1c), while the growth of δ is weaker when the phase lag contin-
uously shifts through the meander over time. Through equation (54d)
the phase lag of width variations is driven by the phase of the U20
component, which is reported in Figure 8.7b in the (λ,β) plane, for
given values of the flow parameters, reprojected on half-wavelength.
In this plane meander trajectory in time corresponds to a shift of the
intrinsic wavenumber λ from its initial value to smaller values as sin-
uosity increases. Therefore, the phase of the U20 component experi-
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ences a strong variation as the meander develops in time except for
a range of values of β (β ' 22–25 in Figure 8.7b) centered around
1.5βR, which corresponds to the range where the maximum ampli-
tude of width oscillations is predicted by the model (figure 8.4). I
note that also the flow parameters slowly vary in time as meander
develops. However, their variation doesn’t produce, at least qualita-
tively, any significant change with respect to the scenario reported in
Figure 8.7b.
Coevolution and mutual interaction between autogenic width oscil-
lations and curvature, as they emerge from the present model, can
be further visualized through curves representing meander planform
evolution in the (ν, δ) parameter space (Figure 8.8). In the first stage of
meander development width oscillation amplitude is forced quadrati-
cally by curvature through the O(ν2) term. Furthermore, the peak of
width variations often occurs earlier than the peak of curvature, lead-
ing to a temporal hysteresis whose amplitude is mainly controlled by
the width ratio β. Hysteresis curves show that the peak of curvature
ratio ν depends on the characteristics of the flow field only slightly,
weakly decreasing with the aspect ratio, while the peak of δ changes
with β as illustrated in Figure 8.4.
8.2.2 Theoretical predictions and field observations
Available field observations confirm the predicted tendency of vari-
able width meanders to behave differently from their equiwidth coun-
terparts and their specific attitude to display lower values of sinuos-
ity (Luchi et al., 2011). Moreover, various investigations carried out at
the reach scale (e.g., Knighton 1972; Richards 1976; Hooke 1986; Luchi
et al. 2010a) provide field evidence of autogenic processes driving spa-
tial variations of channel width associated with the formation of cen-
tral bars (the non linear O(ν2) contribution in the present theory). It is
beyond the scope of this thesis to pursue a detailed quantitative com-
parison of model predictions with field data, which would require the
availability of a comprehensive data set on width variations dynamics
in developing meanders. I therefore focus the attention on few exam-
ples that highlight the ability of the theoretical model to capture, at
least qualitatively, some key features characterizing the style of vari-
able width meanders.
Our co-evolutionary model suggests that width oscillations mainly
develop under super-resonant conditions and attain peak values, ex-
pressed in terms of the dimensionless amplitude δ, falling in the range
0.15÷ 0.22, for the sets of flow conditions examined. The above range
of predicted δ-values is consistent with the results of field observa-
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Figure 8.7: The phase lag of the O(ν) and O(ν2) perturbations of longitudinal
velocity with respect to curvature distribution in the (λ,β) plane,
with τ∗ = 0.1 and ds = 0.01. The red dashed curve represents the
marginal stability curve, separating unstable (meander formation)
and stable conditions (meander suppression). The green contin-
uous curve in panel a represents the separation between down-
stream migrating (mainly subresonant) and upstream migrating
(mainly superresonant) meanders.
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Figure 8.8: Temporal hysteresis curves in the coevolution of curvature and
width variations in developing meanders, for different values of
the aspect ratio β. Initial conditions: ds = 0.01, τ∗ = 0.1, λ0 = 0.1.
tions. In fact, Zolezzi et al., 2012b analyzed the dataset of Lagasse et
al., 2004 and showed that width variation amplitudes of meandering
rivers are generally of the order of O(10−1) and rarely attain values as
large as 0.2.
Figure 8.9 illustrates the observed evolution of the centerline of two
individual bends along Rio Beni and the resulting trajectories on the
(ν, δ) plane, showing a hysteretic behavior similar to that predicted
by the theoretical model, with the maximum curvature lagging be-
hind the peak of δ. The figure also shows that sinuosity grows nearly
monotonically as the meander bend develops in time.
In the following I use the information available in the large database
compiled by Lagasse et al., 2004, where different styles of meanders
were identified depending upon the intensity of spatial width oscil-
lations, along with some data extracted from a preliminary analysis
of evolutionary dynamics of width and curvature for some individual
meander bends of two large highly dynamic, subtropical rivers, the
Rio Beni (Bolivian Amazon) and the Rio Ucayali (Peruvian Amazon).
The analysis was conducted through the remotely sensed image anal-
ysis software pyris (chapter 4). Each individual bend was isolated for
each Landsat image frame (roughly one per year for thirty consecu-
tive years between 1985 and 2015), and a bend scale analysis was per-
formed to determine the local values of planform parameters (width,
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Figure 8.9: Evolutionary dynamics of width oscillation and curvature along
two individual meander bends of the Rio Beni (Bolivian Amazon).
(a, b) Multi-temporal positions of the channel centerline. Tempo-
ral spacing between subsequent centerlines is one-two years year.
The underlying image is a 1996 Landsat (landsat.usgs.gov) false
color. (c, d) Observed temporal relation between curvature ratio ν
and amplitude of width oscillation δ. (e, f ) Time growth of sinuos-
ity. The colored marks represent the legend for panels (a-d).
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curvature, Cartesian and intrinsic length). The examined reaches (400
km for the Rio Beni and 900 km for the Rio Ucayali) included nearly
240 and 270 meander bends respectively. Some of the bend could be
monitored until cutoff.
The outcomes are reported in the box-plots of figure 8.10, in terms
of the dimensionless parameters ν and δ. Being the age of individ-
ual bends not known a priori, here I use channel sinuosity as a proxy
for bend age, allowing us to compare individual bends with a dif-
ferent evolutionary history and to build a statistical analysis over the
entire reach and the whole three decades record of Landsat images.
Therefore, figure 8.10 can be interpreted as a portrait of the overall
temporal evolution of curvature and width oscillations along the ex-
amined reaches of Rio Beni and Rio Ucayali. The resulting average
evolutionary trajectories of the parameters ν and δ are consistent with
those predicted by the model (see figure 8.2b,d) and both exhibit a
two-stage behavior characterized by a sharper growth in the initial
stage. The peak value of curvature occurs when sinuosity is in the
range 1.6÷ 1.8. At larger values of sinuosity the curvature ratio ν fol-
lows a stage of slight decay, as predicted by the variable width model.
On the other hand, after the peak δ-values keep nearly constant in the
Rio Ucayali and slightly increases in the Rio Beni, while the model
would predict a decreasing stage. Such discrepancy, might be related
to the paucity of data with large sinuosity, and may also reflect the
effect of missing ingredients in the present model. Among them: the
allogenic role of the differences between of bank erosion and accretion
rates at opposite banks, floodplain heterogeneity and the fine fraction
of sediments of the investigated rivers.
Finally, hysteresis cycles of figure 8.8 highlight the weak depen-
dence of the peak value of curvature on flow parameters even in the
case of variable width. If I neglect the non-linear terms in system (57)
I can readily derive an upper-bound value of curvature which is inde-
pendent of hydrodynamics. By imposing
d
dt
ν = 0, (67)
and keeping only the leading terms in (57)a,c I find that peak curva-
ture is reached when the amplitude |θ1| is equal to 1/
√
2. Recalling (39)
I then obtain:
νmax =
1√
2
λmax, (68)
where λmax is the intrinsic wavenumber corresponding to the maxi-
mum curvature, whose relation with the initial value λ0 can be ob-
tained by interpolating the model results. I then find:
νmax ' 0.4Λ, (69)
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where Λ denotes the Cartesian wavenumber (which coincides with
λ0). I note that the above formula can be readily obtained from
purely geometrical considerations. When tested on the whole dataset
of Lagasse et al., 2004, for each river type of Brice, 1975’s classifica-
tion, equation (69) performs quite well, as most of the data fall below
the predicted upper-bound, and correctly reproduces the dependence
of curvature on the Cartesian length of meanders, as shown in fig-
ure 8.11. Furthermore, the predicted value of sinuosity at peak curva-
ture, σ|νmax ' 1.77, falls in the range where the largest values of ν are
observed, according to the field data of figure 8.10a,c.
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Figure 8.10: Reach-averaged evolution of meander bends of two large rivers
from the Amazon basin extracted from three decades of Landsat
images (1985-2015) of a 400 km reach (Rio Beni) and of a 900 km
reach (Rio Ucayali). Box-plots of bend-scale values of: (a) curva-
ture ratio ν, Rio Beni (Bolivian Amazon). (b) width oscillations δ,
Rio Beni. (c) curvature ratio ν, Rio Ucayali (Peruvian Amazon).
(d) width oscillations δ, Rio Ucayali. The upper and lower limits
of boxes correspond to the 84th and 16th percentile, respectively,
with vertical lines extending to the 95th and 5th percentile of the
category. The percentage of bends, within the examined reach
and the whole set of images, for each class of sinuosity σ is re-
ported on top of each box.
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Figure 8.11: The predicted upper-bound value of peak curvature, νmax is plot-
ted as a function of the Cartesian wavenumber, Λ (red line), and
is compared with observed values of curvature ratio, ν, from the
whole dataset of Lagasse et al., 2004. River bends are classified
according to Brice, 1975.
9 ALLOGEN IC W IDTHCHANGE : THE ROLE OFBANK PULL AND BAR PUSH
The present chapter illustrates the results of the full nonlinear plan-
form development model proposed at the end of section 5.3. The
model couples autogenic and allogenic width oscillations and investi-
gates the interaction between the two mechanisms, under the condi-
tions of both bank pull-dominated (K > 0) and bar push-dominated
(K < 0) planform development. The bankfull hydraulic geometry is
computed through the model proposed in section 5.1 and extended
in section 5.3 to account for nonlinear, curvature-driven contributions.
The application of the full model is illustrated in section 9.1 and high-
lights the presence of two distinct hysteretic behaviors of amplitudes
of curvature (ν) and width oscillation (δ)–one initially quadratic due
to the autogenic mechanism, the other one initially linear due to the
allogenic mechanism–that interact together giving rise to a more com-
plex scenario for the total width oscillation. Whether the amplitude of
the total width change is larger or smaller than that resulting from in-
dividual processes depends on the phase lags between the two; if they
are out of phase, they produce a destructive interference which ham-
pers the total width oscillation amplitude; on the contrary, they sum
up in constructive interaction when they happen to be in phase. By
exploring a range of parameters including the aspect ratio β and the
timescales ratio RT , I find a minimum (in average) of width oscillation
amplitude in purely autogenic conditions, while the largest width os-
cillation amplitudes are reached for higher absolute values of the bank
shift ratio K. In section 9.2 I discuss the results obtained through
the model and I identify the range of parameters in the wavenumber-
aspect ratio (λ,β) plane in which the interaction between autogenic
and allogenic width oscillations is either constructive or destructive.
9.1 results
The present section reports the results of the planform development
model presented in sections 5.2 and 5.3. The model requires initial con-
ditions that were set as θ10 = 10
−2, θ30 = 0, λ0 = 0.1, φ20 = 0, τ∗0 =
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0.1, ds0 = 0.01, while a range of values between 10 and 40 for the
aspect ratio β0 was investigated. Results presented herein refer to the
following values of model parameters: (i) values for the ratio between
planform and riverbed evolution timescales RT = 100, 101, 102, 103, (ii)
rp = 0 to neglect the percentage of bed material load in the floodplain
sediment, (iii) 5 values of the normalized difference between erosion
and accretion K = 0,±0.1,±0.2, whereby a negative value represents
a dominant bar push mechanism, a positive value a dominance of the
bank pull mechanism, whereas K = 0 suppresses the allogenic ratio
and the width variation reduces to the autogenic one investigated in
section 8.1. The role of the parameters RT and rp is investigated in
section 7.1.
Figure 9.1 and 9.2 illustrate the planform evolution of a meander-
ing river for two different values of the initial width-to-depth ratio β0
and of the parameter K. Panels 9.1a and 9.2a show the river center-
line and banks when the centerline sinuosity σ is 80% of the sinuosity
at cutoff σcutoff. Panels b and d show the amplitudes δauto and δallo
and phase lags ωauto and ωallo of the autogenic and allogenic width
oscillations, respectively, and their interaction. The autogenic width
oscillation bauto is defined as the one occurring when no allogenic
contribution occurs and δauto is the amplitude of the autogenic oscilla-
tion. Conversely, the allogenic width oscillation ballo is defined as the
one occurring when no autogenic contribution occurs and δallo is the
amplitude of the allogenic oscillation. The phase lags are defined as
follows:
ωauto = −
1
2
arg
(
bauto2
)
, and ωallo = −
1
2
arg
(
ballo2
)
(70)
and they define the position of the widest cross section along an in-
dividual meander bend relatively to the bend apex of an equivalent
sine-generated meander. Panels c report the three hysteresis curves
for the channel curvature and the amplitudes of width variations.
Figure 9.1 shows an example of constructive interference between
autogenic and allogenic width variations due to bar push-drive plan-
form development (K < 0); they both locate close to the inflection
points (ω ' ±pi/2) and their interference gives rise to a total width
variation higher than that associated with individual autogenic and
allogenic ones. The position is rather stable in time except some os-
cillations around incipient meander formation. The hysteresis curves
show that the autogenic width variation is quadratically forced by the
channel curvature (O(ν2)), and the peak in autogenic width variation
lags ahead the peak in channel curvature. On the other hand, the
allogenic width variation is linearly forced by the channel curvature
(O(ν)), therefore the allogenic behavior is linear. Its contribution sup-
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Figure 9.1: Planform evolution of a sequence of meander bends with self-
evolving banks, RT = 10, K = −0.1, initial conditions: β =
35, τ∗ = 0.1,ds = 0.01 as a function of the norm alized sinuosity
σ. Autogenic and allogenic width oscillations are in constructive
interference. (a) River centerline (dashed red line) and banks (con-
tinuous black lines) during planform development (the channel
width was rescaled for the sake of clarity). (b) Amplitudes of chan-
nel width oscillations. (c) Hysteresis curves of channel curvature
and width variations. (d) Position of channel width oscillations.
ports the amplitude of width oscillation until cutoff, whereas the auto-
genic width oscillation decays rapidly after the peak holds up. Hence,
in this case the bank pull process appears to be the process responsi-
ble for significant width oscillations in well developed meanders. The
hysteresis of the total width oscillation amplitude δ is almost equal to
the sum of the individual autogenic and allogenic hysteresis cycles.
Figure 9.2 reports the planform development of a meander with
a positive K, hence with a bank pull-driven planform development,
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Figure 9.2: Planform evolution of a sequence of meander bends with self-
evolving banks, RT = 1, K = +0.2, initial conditions: β = 30, τ∗ =
0.1,ds = 0.01 as a function of the norm alized sinuosity σ. Auto-
genic and allogenic width oscillations are in destructive interfer-
ence. (a) River centerline (dashed red line) and banks (continuous
black lines) during planform development (the channel width was
rescaled for the sake of clarity). (b) Amplitudes of channel width
oscillations. (c) Hysteresis curves of channel curvature and width
variations. (d) Position of channel width oscillations.
leading to a wider-at-bends river pattern. However, the interference
between autogenic and allogenic effects is destructive, due to the lo-
cation of the autogenic width variation closer to meander inflections,
while the latter shifts to the bend apex. The resulting amplitude of
width variations δ is smaller than both the individual autogenic and
allogenic ones and the resulting ν− δ curve is rather complex. Except
for oscillations in the beginning of the planform development, how-
ever, it recovers the shape of a hysteresis cycle with an intersection
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before cutoff. The resulting width variation amplitude remains rele-
vant until cutoff due to the presence of the allogenic width variation.
Figure 9.3: Evolution of the bankfull hydraulic geometry as a function of the
bank shift ratio K, with initial conditions β = 10, τ∗ = 0.1,ds =
0.01. RT was set to 10. (a) Aspect ratio. (b) Channel slope.
Figure 9.3 shows the evolution of the bankfull hydraulic geometry
as a function of the parameter K. The aspect ratio and the channel
slope undergo a nonlinear increase in the initial stage of the plan-
form development whose peak coincides with the peak in channel
curvature, roughly around a sinuosity σ ' 1.77, see section 8.2, and
lately to a decreasing stage. Section 7.1 shows that the magnitude of
the drop in channel slope and aspect ratio depends on the parameter
RT : larger values of magnitude of RT would result in a rather stable
bankfull hydraulic geometry, whereas values of RT ∼ O(1) lead to a
strong (sometimes nonphysical) decrease of channel slope and width.
A bank pull-dominated planform development leads to a stronger
initial bump and, in the late stage of the planform development, to
larger channels with smaller bed slopes. On the contrary, bar push-
dominated planform developments lead to slightly narrower channels
with higher bed slope.
Figure 9.4 illustrates a more general picture of planform develop-
ment of meandering rivers with freely variable width. The autogenic
width variation (panel 9.4a) is mainly controlled by the initial aspect
ratio of the channel; the curves appear to peak somewhere for values
of β > 30, depending on the value of K which affects the peak ampli-
tude δautomax by changing the bankfull hydraulic geometry: an increasing
value of K from -0.2 to +0.2 shifts the peak amplitude of the autogenic
width oscillation towards lower values of aspect ratio β. The reso-
nance aspect ratio is around βR ' 16 . On the contrary, the peak
values of allogenic width variation amplitude δallomax is almost equal to
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Figure 9.4: Width oscillation as a function of the aspect ratio for different
values of K, initial conditions τ∗ = 0.1,ds = 0.01, timescale ratio
RT = 10. (a) Autogenic width oscillation amplitude. (b) Allogenic
width oscillation amplitude.
the value of K, regardless the value of the aspect ratio β (panel 9.4b),
which has a very limited effect on it. The interaction between auto-
genic and allogenic width oscillation is reported in figure 9.5.
Figure 9.5: Influence of K on the channel width distribution. (a) Absolute dis-
tance between the widest section and the bend apex in radians at
peak amplitude of width oscillation δ. |ω| = 0 corresponds to the
bend apex, |ω| = pi/2 to meander inflections. (b) Peak amplitude
of width variations. The shape of the markers corresponds to the
aspect ratio β, the color to the timescales ratio RT .
Figure 9.5 summarizes the results for the amplitude of width varia-
tions and the distance between the widest section and the bend apex
for a range of parameters RT spanning four orders of magnitude and
β between 10 and 40. The location and magnitude of the autogenic
contribution depends mainly on the change of phase of the nonlinear
O(ν2) self-interaction of the channel curvature; although when K = 0
width variations are distributed between the bend apex and meander
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inflection, bank pull (K > 0) shifts the widest section towards the
bend apex, while bar push leads to a wider-at-inflections meandering
pattern (figure 9.5a). The presence of bar push or bank pull enforces
the magnitude of width variations (figure 9.5b), whereas a purely au-
togenic scenario (K = 0) displays on the average a lower amplitude of
width variations; when either one of the allogenic mechanisms occurs,
leads to total width variation amplitudes δ up to 0.3, while the purely
autogenic width variation is bounded to a maximum of 0.2.
Figure 9.6: Dimensionless floodplain width as a function of the initial aspect
ratio β and of the ratio between bank shift rates K for RT = 100.
Figure 9.6 shows the floodplain width (made dimensionless by di-
viding by the channel width) required by freely evolving periodic me-
andering rivers, as a function of the aspect ratio β and for different
values of K. The resonant value βR ' 16, hence the floodplain width
values start separating close to the resonance. This separation was
observed also in section 8.1, where a different bankfull hydraulic ge-
ometry model is used and only autogenic width variations occur. The
largest floodplain width occurs for small values of β and for negative
values of K (bar push-dominated planforms). On the contrary, for
large values of β with K > 0 the floodplain width reduces consider-
ably. However, such an effect is suppressed in bar push-dominated
meanders, whereby a K < 0 appears to inhibit the process of flood-
plain width reduction.
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9.2 discussion and conclusions
This work provides a mathematical framework for meandering mor-
phodynamic modeling that couples together several aspects of the
planform development of river meanders. I restricted the attention to
periodic meandering planform due to the complexity of the problem:
an extension to arbitrary curvature and width distributions would
involve a considerable amount of algebra. Significant step towards
a generic planform descriptor were made by Zolezzi and Seminara,
2001a, who developed a linear analytical solution for the flow field
and sediment transport in channels with arbitrary spatial curvature
distributions, and by Frascati and Lanzoni, 2013, who extended such
solution to include the effects of spatially varying channel width.
Nevertheless, the solution proposed herein allows to fully analyze
the mutual interactions between curvature and width during the plan-
form development of meanders, which requires a nonlinear analysis
to include curvature self-interactions O(ν2) forcing autogenic width
oscillations and mixed interactions O(νδ) providing the feedback of
width variations on curvature evolution. Furthermore, the analytical
treatment of the allogenic process requires a periodic distribution of
the channel curvature as well. The evolution of channel curvature and
channel width variations is overimposed to a bankfull hydraulic ge-
ometry that changes in time according to the evolution of the channel
planform. The model requires a large number of parameters whose
effect on the planform development would require a deep insight and
a quantification from field data. However, this is beyond the aim of
the present chapter.
The present model allowed us to investigate the mutual interaction
between autogenic and allogenic width variations during planform
evolution. Such an interaction was shown to be either constructive or
destructive, depending on the phase lags of the solutions for the chan-
nel curvature and the channel width. Figure 9.1 shows an example
of constructive interaction, while a destructive interaction is reported
in figure 9.2. Figure 9.7 shows the areas on the (λ,β) plane where
the interaction occurs either as constructive or destructive inteference,
depending on the difference between the phase lags of the O(ν) and
O(ν2) solutions.
The green line discriminates between unstable (left) and stable (right)
meanders, hence I only consider the left hand side of the plane. The
magenta line is the line discriminating between downstream (below
the curve) and upstream (above the curve) meander migration, accord-
ing to the linear theory; the intersection with the marginal stability
curve represents the resonant aspect ratio (Blondeaux and Seminara,
1985; Seminara et al., 2001; Lanzoni and Seminara, 2006). Figure 9.7
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Figure 9.7: Areas of constructive and destructive interference between au-
togenic and allogenic width variations on the λ,β plane, for
τ∗ = 0.1,ds = 0.01 and K > 0. For K < 0 the scenario is re-
versed. The green line indicates meander stability, the black line
represents maximum bend amplification.
tells an interesting story on the interaction between autogenic and al-
logenic width variations: subresonant meanders (area subtended to
the magenta curve) experience a dominantly constructive interference
and, specifically, the selection of meander wavelengths (maximum am-
plification curve) occurs in the constructive interference area. On the
contrary, the selection of meander wavelengths in the superresonant
regime (area above the magenta line lying on the maximum amplifica-
tion line) occurs mainly in the destructive interference area (note that
in bankfull conditions it is rare to find meandering rivers aspect ratios
larger than 30).
The dynamics of mutual interaction between autogenic and allo-
genic width variations and curvature are affected by the evolution of
the bankfull hydraulic geometry, which strongly depends on the ra-
tio between floodplain and riverbed timescales RT . For low values of
RT the bankfull hydraulic geometry exhibits significant change during
the planform development, leading to a reducing aspect β. In this sce-
nario the constructive-destructive interference is subjected to change
related to the variation of λ and β in the diagram in figure 9.7, but
also in a change of the diagram itself due to the change in the bank-
full flow conditions (τ∗, ds). On the contrary, high values of RT lead
to a bankfull hydraulic geometry that keeps almost constant, hence β
does not change when reducing λ during planform development; in
the above scenario this may lead to an initially constructive and lately
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destructive interference when β > 10, and to a constantly constructive
interference when β < 10.
The coevolution of width variations and curvature during planform
development was modeled by Eke et al., 2014a through a numerical
model. The presence of the allogenic mechanism was ensured by
the parameter γ = E/A. Although the bank erosion mechanism is
described by a much more sophisticated model than the one imple-
mented herein, the results they obtained are very similar to the ones
provided by the present model. They showed a changing of position
of width maxima when changing the parameter γ: high values of γ led
to wider-at-bends configurations, whereas low values led to wider-at-
inflections. However, although the mechanism of bar push/bank pull
mechanism was analyzed in-depth in their work, the autogenic mech-
anism forcing width variations when γ = 1 was not clear. Particularly,
a numerical model does not allow to separate the individual physical
processes of autogenic and allogenic width change and to investigate
their interaction.
10 ALTERNATE M IGRAT INGBARS AND MEANDER ING
In this chapter I perform a strong, systematic integration between
analytical nonlinear modeling and remote sensing in order to isolate
the key factors governing the existence of migrating bars in large natu-
ral meandering rivers. I feed the theoretical model developed by Semi-
nara and Tubino, 1989; Tubino and Seminara, 1990 with the hydraulic
and planform data for the rivers presented in section 6.1 and show
that the key control on the possibility of existence of migrating bars
in meandering rivers in the sediment supply: meandering rivers with
low sediment supply may form migrating bars, whereas meandering
rivers with high sediment supply preferentially develop steady bars.
10.1 a brief theoretical background
The possibility of existence of alternate bars in meandering rivers
was first investigated by Tubino and Seminara, 1990 through a nonlin-
ear analytical perturbation model. The model structure is similar to
the one presented in section 5.2 of this thesis, in the sense that two
small parameters are identified and their interaction is expressed into
an evolutionary equation. The two-dimensional flow field and sed-
iment transport (corresponding to equations 30) is perturbed in the
neighborhood of the reference normal flow conditions through two
“small” parameters ν and , the latter defined as
 = max
(
0,
β−βc
βc
)
, (71)
where βc(τ∗,ds) is the critical aspect ratio: when the aspect ratio of
the reference flow conditions is below the critical threshold alternate
migrating bars cannot form, regardless the value of the curvature ra-
tio ν. The square root of the value of  represents the scale of the
amplitude Abar of alternate bars.
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Under the assumption that O(ν2) ∼ O(), the theory provides an
evolutionary equation for the amplitude of alternate bars, which is
valid at incipient bar formation, that reads:
dAbar
dt
=
(
a1 + a2
ν2

)
Abar, (72)
where a1 and a2 are coefficients depending on the reference flow
conditions (β, τ∗,ds) and on meander wavenumber λ. Equation (72)
shows that alternate migrating bars may form in meandering rivers
only when ν/
√
 is larger than a threshold depending on the reference
flow conditions (provided β > βc). Hence, one can defined a critical
curvature for alternate migrating bar suppression νc(β, τ∗,ds, λ) such that
alternate migrating bars may only form when ν < νc. The latter re-
sult had people for a couple of decades thinking that only rivers with
low curvature ratios may form alternate migrating bars. However, the
results reported in figure 6.5 of section 6.1 show that the reference (me-
dian) curvature ratio does not vary significantly between the selected
river reaches, although some of them display alternate migrating bars
whereas some do not.
10.2 results
The parameters involved in the analysis are four: three hydraulic
parameters (β, τ∗, ds) whose calculation relies on both literature data,
gauging data and remote sensing analysis (channel widths and slopes),
and two planform parameters (λ, ν) computed through statistical and
spectral analysis of remotely sensed data. The methods employed are
reported in section 6.1.
It is worth highlighting how the reference flow parameters depend
strongly on the sediment supply (TSS) per unit width through expo-
nential relationships of the type1
parameter = a (TSS∗/W∗)b . (73)
Figure 10.1 show the regression curves of the reference hydraulic and
planform parameters, while table 10.1 reports the coefficients a,b and
the regression correlation R2 together with the p values for the t-test
(pt) and the Kruskal-Wallis test (pkw) for the two groups (observed
steady and observed migrating).
1 I deliberately correlate the TSS with the sediment supply, consistently with Constantine
et al., 2014. It is a rather weak hypothesis though it has support in the fact that Ama-
zon rivers did not experience the small glaciation that involved european rivers, hence
Amazon rivers may be considered as close to equilibrium.
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(a) Nonlinear regression of the aspect
ratio.
(b) Nonlinear regression of the
Shields stress.
(c) Nonlinear regression of the relative
roughness.
(d) Nonlinear regression of the refer-
ence meander wavnumber.
(e) Nonlinear regression of the refer-
ence curvature ratio.
(f ) Nonlinear regression of the critical
curvature threshold.
Figure 10.1: Nonlinear regression for the reference hydraulic and planform
parameters. Upward facing triangles are associated with migrat-
ing bars, downward facing triangles with steady bars.
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variable a b R2 pt pkw
β 17.189 −0.227 −0.642 0.00800 0.00091
τ∗ 3.632 0.369 0.945 0.24654 0.16491
ds 0.000 −0.311 −0.876 0.00418 0.01087
λ 0.078 −0.120 −0.411 0.00001 0.00021
ν 0.068 −0.045 −0.224 0.64360 1.00000
νc 0.016 −0.276 −0.531 0.00001 0.00039Table 10.1: Regression data for the reference hydraulic and planform param-
eters.
The R2 values indicate a good correlation between the reference hy-
draulic parameters and the sediment supply per unit width, although
this is quite obvious for the Shields stress τ∗, which is directly com-
puted from the TSS. On the other hand, meander wavenumber has a
weak decreasing trend with the TSS per unit width, whereas the cur-
vature ratio, as already shown in section 6.1, has no significant trend,
which means that there is no significant difference between the refer-
ence curvature ratio of all the analyzed reaches. A more significant
trend exists in the critical curvature threshold νc, which shows a de-
creasing trend with the TSS per unit width. It is also important to
notice that νc has very low values of pt and pkw, meaning that there
is a net distinction in the critical curvature threshold between mean-
dering rivers with and without migrating bars. Such a distinction is
inherited from the meander wavenumber, which also has an analo-
gous distinction. Furthermore, according with the theoretical mean-
der morphodynamic models (Blondeaux and Seminara, 1985; Semi-
nara et al., 2001), the meander wavenumber is selected according to
the most unstable modes, depending on the values of the reference hy-
draulic parameters β, τ∗,ds, which in turn depend almost univocally
on the sediment supply per unit width as shown above.2 Hence, the
sediment supply per unit width appears to be the key control on the
existence of migrating bars in meandering rivers.
Figure 10.2 shows the comparison between the observed data and
application of the nonlinear analytical model fed by remotely sensed
and measured data.
2 The most unstable mode for given τ∗,ds is shown in figure 9.7.
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Figure 10.2: Observed vs predicted dominant bar style for the analyzed river
reaches.
Except for the Rio das Mortes and the Rio Benue, that slightly ex-
ceed the threshold although they display migrating bars, the predicted
results fit the observed ones. Moreover, despite the data scattering and
the two rivers that have a wrong prediction, the trend in the normal-
ized parameter (ν− νc)/νc shows quite clearly that the TSS per unit
width plays a key role in controlling the bar style.
10.3 discussion and conclusions
The present chapters illustrates a fully integrated application of non-
linear modeling and remote sensing including data from gauging sta-
tions and literature. Despite the huge uncertainty in the retrieved data
and the intrinsic spatial and temporal variability of natural meander-
ing rivers that required to be simplified through statistics or spectral
methods, the results are surprisingly consistent. Although a couple
of test cases were wrong, the majority of the bar styles were correctly
predicted.
The main outcome of this chapters is maybe that it is possible to
integrate in-depth remotely sensed data into analytical models.
Moreover, I identified the key control on the bar style in natural
meandering rivers. It is perhaps counter-intuitive that rivers with
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lower sediment availability have higher bedform mobility, although
they have the lowest planform mobility.
I here attempt to provide a brief mechanistic explanation on the
reason why low supplied river reaches promote movable bedforms.
When there is high sediment supply, and enough (relative) curva-
ture, the mechanism of sediment deposition is such that the bar accre-
tion occurs laterally, and this persistently pushes the opposite bank to
erode selectively and to continuously generate meandering at a rate
that positively correlates with the TSS. This behavior was empirically
observed by Constantine et al., 2014 for most of the rivers analyzed
in the present thesis. Instead, in low sediment supplied river reaches
the phase lag between the hydrodynamic shear and the bar morphol-
ogy creates more favorable zones of sediment deposition immediately
downstream the bar head and associated favorable zones of sediment
entrainment at the bar tail, thus promoting the downstream migration
of the bars.
Part IV
CONCLUS IONS

11 CONCLUS IONS ANDFUTURE PERSPECT IVES
In this chapter I will briefly recall the main conclusions followed by
some future perspectives. For a more in-depth overview of the dis-
cussion and conclusions the reader is referred to the related sections
in the individual chapters of this thesis. Section 11.1 reports the brief
summary of conclusions, with particular focus on the initial research
questions. Section 11.2 introduces some ideas tackling with the ques-
tion “where do we go from here?”, either in terms of remote sensing
analysis, of analytical modeling and their integration.
11.1 summary of conclusions
The core research objective of the present thesis is the integration
of remote sensing and analytical modeling in the context of river mor-
phodynamics for meandering and transitional patterns. The increas-
ing availability of multitemporal datasets supports the idea that large
scale, real world data is becoming more and more important in the
study of the evolutionary dynamics of rivers, in terms of bedforms
and planform. In this work I presented the software pyris, which al-
lows to extract extensive morphodynamic information from multitem-
poral Landsat data. The choice of the Landsat data was mainly driven
by the temporal span, starting in 1975 (1984 for good quality images)
and hence allowing a 30+ years observation with two-three weeks of
temporal resolution. The spatial resolution is quite low (30m) and
hence the analysis is inevitably limited to large scale rivers (herein
Amazonian rivers were considered).
On the other hand, a nonlinear analytical model for the evolution-
ary planform dynamics of meandering rivers incorporating bankfull
hydraulic geometry, channel curvature and width oscillations was de-
veloped.
The submodel for the bankfull hydraulic geometry couples the ef-
fects of meander elongation with those of sediment supply conserva-
tion, leading to a more reliable formulation with respect to the one
that is usually adopted in meander morphodynamic models. The
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bankfull hydraulic geometry evolves in time through a reduction of
the channel width and slope. The magnitude of the reduction is
regulated by the parameter RT representing the ratio between the
planform timescale and the riverbed timescale. Estimates of RT are
computed for a number of pristine meandering rivers and the values
mostly span within the range 101 ÷ 102. According to the submodel,
high values of RT lead to a weak change of the bankfull hydraulic
geometry, while low values lead to larger variations of the bankfull
hydraulic geometry through time.
The model also accounts for “autogenic” (internally driven) and
“allogenic” (bar push/bank pull driven) width oscillations and their
feedbacks on the planform evolution of the channel curvature.
The data was analyzed in a systematic fashion and feedbacks for
the theoretical predictions were found. Specifically, the multitemporal
analysis of bend scale planform dynamics provided good support to
model predictions:
a. the bankfull channel width slightly diminishes, on average, dur-
ing the plan form development of meander bends;
b. meander wavenumber diminishes while the curvature ratio dis-
plays a growing phase followed by a decreasing phase;
c. width oscillations show a behaviour that is sometimes similar to
that of the curvature (increasing and decreasing), while in other
cases the display more complex trends;
d. the hysteresis between the amplitudes of curvature and width
oscillations are observed in individual meander bends.
Moreover, the dynamics of migrating alternate bars along meander
bends were analyzed: a strong dependence of the migration rate and
wavenumber of migrating bars on the local planform structure was
observed. On one hand, channel curvature reduces both the migration
rate and wavenumber, leading to bars that are, in a sense, more similar
to point bars. On the other hand, the channel width promotes shorter
and faster bars, up to some limit where more complex processes come
into play.
Finally, the existence of migrating alternate bars is analyzed by a full
integration between analytical model and remote sensing: the model
proposed by Tubino and Seminara, 1990 is fed with reference flow
data retrieved from literature, gauging stations and information de-
rived from postprocessing of remotely sensed data. The results are
surprisingly consistent, despite the complexity and variability of the
analyzed reaches, and highlight the key driver of the instream bar
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regime: rivers with low sediment supply are migrating bars prone,
while river with high sediment supply promote steady point bars.
The applications illustrated in the present thesis support to the idea
that an integration between remote sensing and analytical models pro-
vides an extraordinary research tool: not only to get feedbacks from
nature, but also to study and understand complex processes and to
identify and isolate their drivers.
11.2 perspectives
The work proposed in the present thesis open the way to a sys-
tematic integration between meander morphodynamic models and re-
mote sensing. The increasing availability of remotely sensed datasets
of higher and higher spatial and temporal resolution will build, in few
years, a number of consistent datasets. The Sentinel databases from
the esa (European Space Agency) have a spatial resolution three times
higher than that of Landsat images; however, the Sentinel mission is
much more recent and therefore does not provide (yet) tens of years
of earth surface scanning. However, the data sources are constantly
increasing and it is inevitable to think about a constantly growing in-
teraction between mathematical models and remotely sensed data. In
this sense, an extension of pyris to a larger range of image sources
would be the first challenge to address.
In the context of analytical modeling, on the other hand, the pro-
posed model found good agreement, from both a qualitative and a
quantitative point of view, with remotely sensed data. Its validity, es-
pecially in terms of bankfull hydraulic geometry, should be further
investigated once elevation data become systematically available, in
order to verify whether the assumptions made on the channel slope
find agreement in the real world.
The entire analytical model should be further extended to the case
of arbitrary curvature and width distributions; however, is should be
kept in mind that several difficulties may arise in this case, since the
analytical treatment of arbitrary curvature and width variations in a
nonlinear context would increase exponentially the complexity of the
mathematical formulation.
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